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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION: ECOSYSTEM
SERVICES IN EUROPEAN
AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPES

This chapter is based on: van Zanten BT, Verburg PH, Espinosa M, et al (2014) European
agricultural landscapes, common agricultural policy and ecosystem services: a review. Agronomy for
Sustainable Development 34:309–325. doi: 10.1007/s13593-013-0183-4
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ABSTRACT
Since the 1950s, intensification and scale enlargement in the agricultural sector have changed
the structure and composition of agricultural landscapes across Europe. Initially, the
intensification and scale enlargement of farming was mainly driven by the large scale
application of synthetic fertilizers, mechanization and the production support subsidies of the
European Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). Since the 1990s, the globalization of
commodity markets and CAP reforms were an incentive for increased cost-efficiency of
farmers, which resulted in further intensification and scale enlargement, and land abandonment
in less favored areas. The landscape changes that were witnessed in Europe during the past six
decades, have affected the flows and values of ecosystem services that are provided by
agricultural landscapes today. In order to come up with an integrative analytical framework for
a landscape scale ecosystem services assessment, we have reviewed literature that focuses on
relations between agricultural policies and management, landscape structure and composition
and the contribution of ecosystem services to regional competitiveness. The application of the
ecosystem services concept in agricultural landscapes has specific challenges. In contrast to
natural ecosystems, ecosystem service flows and values in agricultural landscapes are often a
result of interactions between agricultural management and ecological structures. We have
addressed these interactions and describe how land management by farmers and other land
managers relates to landscape structure and composition, while also examining the influence
of commodity markets and policies on the behavior of land managers. Additionally, we
addressed the influence of consumer demand on flows and values of the ecosystem services
that originate from the agricultural landscape. The analytical framework provides guidance to
landscape scale ecosystem services assessments. At the same time, the review of current
research and methods available to make assessments indicated several gaps in knowledge and
methodology. In particular for the assessment of the relations between landscape structure and
composition and the supply of non-provisioning services novel methods are required.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Through the last six decades agricultural landscapes in Europe changed dramatically
(Stoate 2001; Jongman 2002; Klijn 2004; Tscharntke et al. 2005). After World War
II, the large scale application of synthetic fertilizers and mechanization allowed the
intensive cultivation of poor and unstable soils and in several European countries
land consolidation policies were adopted to further increase production, with large
consequences for landscape structure and composition (Klijn 2004). During the same
period, production support by the European Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
aimed at self-sufficiency of agricultural production became the major incentive for
intensification of agriculture. In the United Kingdom, for instance, results of
agricultural intensification were a sharp increase in crop yields (by threefold in the
case of wheat production). At the same time, it was estimated that 97% of the
enclosed grasslands were lost between 1930 and 1984 as a results of land
consolidation or through conversion to arable land (UK National Ecosystem
Assessment 2011a). Since the 1990’s, the CAP is transforming from a production
support subsidy system towards an income support subsidy system (Lowe et al.
2002). The changes in the CAP, in combination with an increased globalization of
agricultural commodity markets, have stimulated farmers to increase production
efficiency in order to be competitive on the world market. The need for increased
cost-efficiency of agriculture has again led to changes in agricultural management,
directly or indirectly altering the characteristics of European landscapes (Lefebvre et
al. 2012). Consequences of this increase in production efficiency are further
intensification of agricultural management, scale enlargement of farms and fields and
the abandonment of marginal agricultural areas. All three processes lead, under most
circumstances, to a homogenization of landscape, either by creating larger scale
agricultural areas with sparse landscape elements, or by the re-growth of more
continuous forest areas in more marginal, mosaic-type, landscapes (Jongman 2002;
Klijn 2004). However, large spatial diversity in these processes occurs throughout
Europe (Verburg et al. 2009) as there are large spatial differences in the
environmental and social-cultural context, land use history and institutional setting.
In a number of former socialist countries, post-socialist land transformation led to
fragmentation of large scale farming, while in Western Europe farm and parcel sizes
are continuously increasing. At the same time, decreasing profitability of farming
resulted in both Western and Eastern Europe in abandonment of farmland (e.g.
Kuemmerle et al. 2008; Verburg et al. 2009; Renwick et al. 2013).
Society benefits from agricultural landscapes in many ways (Tscharntke et al. 2005;
Zhang et al. 2007). These benefits are referred to as ecosystem services or landscape
services. Willemen et al. (2008) and Termorshuizen et al. (2009) advocate the use of
the concept of landscape services instead of ecosystem services in socio-ecological
systems, such as agricultural landscapes. They argue that ecosystem services are
9

often narrowly defined and restricted to natural ecosystems. In addition, in
agricultural landscapes it is often the landscape pattern and the spatial structure of
ecosystem patches that is important for the provisioning of services (Termorshuizen
et al. 2009). However, in recent years the scope of the ecosystem services concept
has broadened; several studies also refer to ecosystem services in agricultural
landscapes and relate these services to landscape structure and composition (e.g. van
Berkel & Verburg 2013; van Oudenhoven et al. 2012). In this study – where we have
reviewed papers that address ecosystems services as well as those that address
landscape services – we use the term ecosystem services to refer to the goods and
services supplied by agricultural landscapes.
The primary goal of the agricultural sector is to produce provisioning services:
agricultural products and raw materials. However, it is widely recognized that
agricultural landscapes also deliver cultural and recreational, regulating, habitat and
supporting services (Gobster et al. 2007; Power 2010; de Groot et al. 2010). Some
services are an unintended effect of farming activities, i.e. agricultural management
is mostly not aimed at sustaining the production of non-provisioning services. Many
of these unintended services support the commodity provisioning service, e.g.
through regulating the nutrient cycle or providing a habitat for pollinators essential
for achieving high agricultural production levels. Cultural services do not sustain
agricultural production, but deliver benefits derived from the aesthetic function of
landscapes, including tourism, sense of place, spiritual experiences and recreation,
offering possibilities for additional regional income through, e.g., the recreation and
tourism sector (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005; TEEB 2010a). All
components that are part of the agricultural landscape, as well as the spatial structure
of the landscape, are important determinants of the portfolio of services provided by
these landscapes.
Although, there is an increasing recognition of the importance of the wider variety of
ecosystem services, especially in peri-urban areas (Zasada 2011), in landscapes with
intensively managed agriculture, focused on the optimization of commodity
provisioning services, often a loss of non-provisioning services is observed.
Agricultural policy and regional development incentives have, therefore, shifted
towards supporting agricultural management aimed at the maintenance of a broader
range of ecosystem services (Prager et al. 2012; Rey Benayas & Bullock 2012). To
support the effective design of policies and planning that affect agricultural
landscapes and agricultural management practices, knowledge on the values of the
services provided by agricultural landscapes is required. While the attention for
ecosystem services has increased strongly over the past years, most focus is on
(semi-) natural ecosystems (e.g. Costanza et al. 1997; de Groot 2002), whereas
agricultural landscapes are often neglected. A broad knowledge base on ecosystem
10

service valorization and the role of the current policies in the provisioning of these
services is required to support effective policy design in the direction of improved
landscape management. Such knowledge should particularly provide insights into the
ability of the landscape to contribute to the production of added value for society and
the possible tradeoffs and indirect effects of such landscape management.

Figure 1.1: : The case study area. Figure a) shows a land use map of the study area. The inset
map indicates the location of the case study area within the Netherlands. Figure b) shows a
bird’s eye perspective of the Winterswijk agricultural landscape.

The objective of this chapter is to present an analytical framework that addresses the
value of ecosystem services in agricultural landscapes and to provide a structured
review of the scientific literature and assessment of methods to implement this
framework. The framework was designed based on a review of existing frameworks
for ecosystem service assessment and socio-ecological systems analysis (e.g.
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005; TEEB 2010b; Daily et al. 2009; Ostrom
2009; Liu et al. 2007), while accounting for the specific conditions in agricultural
landscapes, including the role of agricultural and landscape policies (the CAP in the
European Union context). The available knowledge and methodologies for applying
the framework were reviewed and organized in three thematic areas. First, the
knowledge base on the potential supply and flow of ecosystem services was studied
by focusing on the relation between agricultural management, landscape structure
and composition, and ecosystem/landscape functions. Second, the relation between
the benefits from the ecosystem services, their (economic) values and regional
competitiveness was analyzed. The third area concerns the relations between actors
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and policies that aim at either valorization of ecosystem services or alter the supply
and demand for ecosystem services.
Throughout the chapter, a case study area – Winterswijk national landscape in the
Netherlands (Figure 1.1) – will serve as an example to illustrate the application of the
concepts and connections in the framework. Winterswijk national landscape, located
in the eastern part of the Netherlands, is a region dominated by agricultural activities:
around 60% of the land is used for dairy farming practices. Large parts of the
landscape have been preserved from land consolidation practices, and can be
characterized as a small scale bocage landscape with relatively small plots enclosed
by hedgerows.

1.2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
Figure 1.2 presents the analytical framework for assessment of ecosystem services in
agricultural landscapes. The structure and graphic design of the framework is based
on the commonly used and widely accepted framework for the analysis of ecosystem
services adopted by The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB 2010b)
and designed by Haines-Young and Potschin (2010). We have modified the
framework to include elements that are specific to the analysis of valorization of the
landscape within agricultural areas, including a clear distinction between the demand
and supply of services as determinants of their value and a specification of the
different actors and pathways of mechanisms that affect the contribution of
agricultural landscapes to the regional economy and human well-being.
The alterations to the initial TEEB ecosystem services cascade (Haines-Young &
Potschin 2010) are based on a literature review and were discussed and validated in a
number of stakeholder workshops. First, the draft framework was discussed in a
plenary stakeholder laboratory, which was composed of 25 members that represented
EU-wide - mostly public - institutions that address the agricultural sector, the CAP,
and the interface between CAP and landscapes. Second, the draft framework was
discussed in local stakeholder laboratories in nine case study areas of the research
project CLAIM (http://claimproject.eu/case_studies.aspx). The local stakeholder
sessions were composed of members that represent local institutions involved in land
management, valorization of ecosystem services and rural development.
In the landscape box of the analytical framework, agricultural landscapes are
characterized by their spatial structure and composition. Landscape structure includes
the diversity and complexity of the spatial (and temporal) structure of the landscape;
whereas landscape composition refers to the relative prevalence of land use/land
cover types (e.g., crop types) and landscape elements (e.g. solitary trees). Both are
important determinants of landscape functions: the abundance and spatial
12

organization of fields, tree lines, hedgerows and agro-forestry determine the aesthetic
values of the landscape and its regulating functions, including carbon sequestration,
regulating the hydrology and providing a habitat for pollinators (Jose 2009; Burel
1995; van Oudenhoven et al. 2012; Tscharntke et al. 2005).
The functions of the landscape describe the capacity of the landscape to provide
ecosystem services. The aesthetic function of, for instance, hedgerows and tree lines
potentially delivers cultural and recreational services (de Groot 2006, 2010). The
flow (or supply) of services – that connects the landscape box to the benefits and
regional competitiveness box - and the demand for ecosystem services by society
determine the benefits and value of these services. Although some services are
provided even in absence of a demand for these services (e.g. regulation of water
run-off will happen irrespective of the demand for such regulation), it is only when
there is a demand for those services that they obtain a value from society. The value
of benefits delivered by ecosystem services in agricultural landscapes (i.e. landscape
values) can be assessed by means of a monetary or social valuation (TEEB 2010b).
Most monetary valuation studies have focused on the value of natural ecosystems
(e.g. Costanza et al. 1997), but a number of studies have also attempted to provide an
economic value to services provided by agricultural landscapes (e.g. Willemen et al.
2010; García-Llorente et al. 2012). In addition, a number of studies that address
cultural values assigned to landscapes have been elaborated through social valuation
techniques indicating the (relative) preferences of stakeholders for landscapes
(Daniel et al. 2012).
Moving further in the analytical framework, the value of ecosystem services is
related to the contribution of these values to the regional economy and how
ecosystem services may enhance the social welfare and competitiveness of the
region. In this study, regional competitiveness is understood as an indicator that
combines regional economic performance and regional social welfare. When
ecosystem services are valorized and externalities are fully internalized by regional
economic and institutional actors, the market and regional policy will ensure optimal
land management. The resulting landscape will be tailored towards provision of the
range of services demanded by society. In reality these conditions are rarely met.
Many ecosystem services are not integrated in markets, only have long-term or offsite benefits and local providers of agricultural management are often not the
beneficiaries the services (Syrbe and Walz 2012). In addition, cultural resistance
towards alternative ways of agricultural management and risk perception often
inhibit the adoption of the necessary measures (Burton et al. 2008). When ecosystem
services are not integrated and/or the beneficiaries of the services are not located in
the region or resistant to modification of agricultural management, additional policies
may be required to assist in the valorization of the ecosystem services provided.
13

Moreover, different agricultural management strategies may provide similar sets of
services, by either integrating the different functions in the same landscape units or
segregating them by concentrating provisioning services in specific parts of the
landscape.

Figure 1.2: Analytical framework addressing the relationship between agricultural landscape
structure and composition, the supply and demand of ecosystem services and the contribution
of these services to regional competitiveness. The cascade in the framework is based on
Haines-Young & Potschin (2010) and TEEB (2010a). The mechanisms box describes the
actors and policies that impact on agricultural landscapes and the ecosystem services they
provide. Farmers and other land managers affect landscape structure and composition
through landscape management (1); consumers of different ecosystem services generate a
demand for services and, therefore, create benefits (2) and ecosystem service benefits are
influenced by policy and planning through, e.g., payments for ecosystem services (3).

In the analytical framework, the relations between landscape structure and
composition towards the contributions of landscape to regional competitiveness are
shown as a cascade: not all parts of the landscape equally contribute to landscape
function. Not all landscape functions produce ecosystem services and ecosystem
services only obtain a value when demanded by society. Such values only contribute
to regional competitiveness when the values are integrated into the regional
economy. Understanding the transfers between the different components of this
cascade is essential to identify where policy instruments can help to enhance the
contributions of agricultural landscape to the regional competitiveness.
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Different policy instruments and spatial planning measures (Figure 1.2) impact
agricultural landscapes. Directly and indirectly these policies affect supply, demand
and market value of ecosystem services. Such policies are designed and implemented
at different levels, from local permits and spatial planning to European agricultural
policies. These policy instruments influence the ecosystem services cascade in three
different ways (Figure 1.2).
1) Farmers and other landscape managers are influenced in their
agricultural and landscape management through a.o. agri-environmental
regulations, such as European directives or other natural resource
management standards (arrow 1 in Figure 1.2). Compliance to
landscape management regulations by landscape managers has an effect
on landscape structure and composition. Subsequently, landscape
structure and composition determine its functions and the supply of
ecosystem services.
2) Policies promoting the demand for ecosystem services, such as those
promoting rural tourism or certification of regional products, alter the
demand of landscape consumers for provisioning and cultural service
flows. Therefore, these policies are likely to increase the value of
regional ecosystem services (arrow 2 in Figure 1.2). Increased values
can positively affect regional competitiveness. In turn, the increased
demand and value may affect the ways in which the landscape is
managed to balance demand and supply for such services.
3) A third mechanism that influences the ecosystem services cascade, are
payments for ecosystem services (arrow 3 in Figure 1.2). Payments
include traditional production support, i.e. subsidies per quantity
agricultural commodity produced, or payments for cultural, regulating
or habitat ecosystem services that generate extra-regional benefits.
Regional payments for ecosystem services increase regional
competitiveness and, therefore, change landscape management tradeoffs for landscape managers. Through landscape structure and
composition, landscape functions and landscape service flow, landscape
benefits and values are affected by payments for ecosystem services.

1.3

IMPLEMENTATION
FRAMEWORK

OF

THE

ANALYTICAL

This section describes the three thematic areas of the analytical framework that were
introduced in the previous section in more detail based on a literature review. In
addition, the scientific methods available to reveal, quantify and value the different
15

relations in the analytical framework are described and illustrated for the Winterswijk
case study area.
1.3.1 FROM LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION TO FUNCTIONS
AND SERVICE FLOWS
Literature review: The structure and composition of agricultural landscapes is
determined by the interplay between landscape management and the biophysical
characteristics of the environment. Often, a landscape is the result of a co-production
of human and natural processes, where humans adapt their management to the spatial
and temporal variation in the environment and the environment is modified by
human intervention. Here research supports policy and practice by improved
understanding of the ways in which management practices affect landscape structure
and composition, and, subsequently, how the landscape structure and composition
affect the functioning of the landscape.
Several studies have described the influence of landscape change in agricultural
landscapes on its functions. For agricultural scale enlargement and intensification
(e.g. Tscharntke et al. 2005; Jongman 2002; Wade et al. 2008; Bauer et al. 2009) as
well as for land abandonment (e.g. Agnoletti 2007; Reger et al. 2009) studies have
investigated the impacts of such landscape changes on farmland biodiversity.
Although the link between biodiversity and ecosystem services is highly debated
(Mace et al. 2012), biodiversity in agricultural landscapes can contribute to several
functions. These include supporting the agricultural system (pollination, genetic
biodiversity), cultural functions and habitat functions (habitat for wildlife) (Zhang et
al. 2007; Moonen & Barberi 2008).
In the context of cultural services related to visual landscape characteristics, many
studies report on the relation between the composition, spatial structure and
management aspects of landscapes and their aesthetic values. These case studies
often have not been conducted from an ecosystem services perspective (e.g. Hanley
et al. 1998; Moran et al. 2007; Rambonilaza & Dachary-Bernard 2007; Huber et al.
2011; Hasund et al. 2011; Sayadi et al. 2009; Campbell 2007; Fry & Sarlöv-Herlin
1997; Junge et al. 2011). Some of these studies were conducted before the popularity
of the ecosystem services concept, while others originate from another disciplinary
focus (psychological focus i.e. Strumse 1994; Van den Berg & Koole 2006; Hunziker
et al. 2007).
For regulating and habitat functions, much less studies were found that relate these
functions to the structure and composition of landscapes. The relation between
ecosystem services flow and landscape characteristics is often established at the level
of case studies based on measurement or observation. However, for a number of
regulating ecosystem functions generalization of these relations and extrapolation to
16

other areas is possible based on simulation models that describe the underlying
processes, an example being the calculation of carbon sequestration or soil protection
(Dendoncker et al. 2004; Freibauer et al. 2004; Leip et al. 2008).
Agricultural management practices cause a recurrent disturbance in landscapes.
Therefore, the impacts of agricultural management that are negatively affecting
functions are sometimes referred to as dis-services. Dis-services are here regarded as
processes that inhibit the provisioning of goods and services in the landscape (Zhang
et al. 2007; TEEB 2010b). Where pollination, for example, supports the provisioning
function of agriculture, the use of agricultural chemicals can provide a dis-service on
the insect population responsible for pollination.
Table 1.1 provides a classification of important characteristics of landscape structure
and composition that determine its function based on a range of studies. The services
provided by landscape functioning are here classified according to MEA (2005).
Methods to estimate functions and service flows: Ecological or landscape
indicators estimate the relation between functions and land use/land cover-based
metrics. These indicators are frequently used to enable the spatial extrapolation of the
potential supply of ecosystem services in a landscape (Kienast et al. 2009). Burkhard
et al. (2010) designed a matrix for the assessment of the functions of different land
cover types. In this approach, the functions of a specific land cover type (originating
from European land cover data) are established by expert judgment and case study
analysis (Burkhard et al. 2009).
However, this approach does not distinguish the structure, composition and
management of agricultural landscapes that largely affects the functions of these
landscapes. Other studies have developed an indicator based on the spatial structure
of land cover types (e.g. Van Berkel & Verburg 2013). Whereas some regulating
functions, such as carbon sequestration or the provisioning of agricultural goods
(Schulp et al., 2008), can be elaborated using a land cover composition based metric,
the assessment of cultural and pollination services requires the analysis of landscape
structure based metrics (Willemen et al. 2008; Schulp and Alkemade 2011; Schulp et
al. 2014b). For these services it is important to account for landscape structure as, for
instance, the aesthetic function is determined by landscape structure characteristics
such as landscape patchiness or openness as a result of the abundance of linear
elements (van der Zanden et al. 2013).
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Table 1.1: This table shows relations between landscape structure and composition and the
supply of ecosystem services. The column on the left side of the table describes the landscape
characteristic, the middle column describes the type of ecosystem service that is related to this
particular landscape characteristic, and the right column contains references to studies that
have investigated these relations.

Landscape
structure and
composition
characteristic

Ecosystem
service

References

Crop/Livestock
type

Provisioning,
regulating,
cultural

(Cooper & Baldock 2009; Zhang et al. 2007; Alison
G Power 2010)

Field margins

Regulating,
cultural, habitat
& supporting

(Marshall & Moonen 2002; Huber et al. 2011;
Hynes & Campbell 2011; Grammatikopoulou et al.
2012; Junge et al. 2009; Soini et al. 2012)

Green linear
elements

Regulating,
cultural, habitat
& supporting

(Burel 1995; Le Cœur et al. 2002; Johns 2008;
Laterra et al. 2011; van Berkel & Verburg 2012b)

Grey linear
elements

cultural

(Hanley et al. 1998b; Moran et al. 2007; Campbell
2007; Hasund et al. 2011)

Historic buildings

cultural

(Tveit et al. 2006; Tempesta 2010; Hasund et al.
2011; Arnberger and Eder 2011)

Landscape
diversity

Regulating,
cultural, habitat
& supporting

(Hunziker and Kienast 1999; Jongman 2002;
Tscharntke et al. 2005; Wade et al. 2008; Willemen
et al. 2008; Laterra et al. 2011; Barroso et al. 2012;
van Berkel and Verburg 2014)

Landscape
fragmentation

Provisioning,
cultural, habitat
& supporting

(Tscharntke et al. 2005; Kremen et al. 2007;
Brander 2011)

Landscape indicators are established at various geographical scales and with various
grain sizes; ranging from European (Haines-Young et al. 2012) to local scale
(Plieninger et al. 2013; van Berkel and Verburg 2014). At a European scale,
Paracchini et al. (2011, 2012) proposed a rural-agrarian landscape indicator to
estimate the societal appreciation of landscapes based on three indices: agriculture in
18

protected areas, rural tourism, and certified regional products. This indicator was
established at NUTS 2 regional level. At local level, van Berkel et al. (2013) present
a landscape indicator to assess the cultural function of landscape elements based on
plot scale data. This indicator was used to extrapolate the observed relations between
the aesthetic appreciation of the landscape by visitors and the presence of landscape
elements throughout the case study area.
Case study example: In the Winterswijk case study area, the most important
ecosystem services delivered by the agricultural landscape are cultural and
agricultural provisioning services. While the agricultural provisioning function can
be quantified based on agricultural statistics, the quantification of the aesthetic
landscape function which determines the capacity of the landscape to deliver cultural
services is more difficult. Van Berkel & Verburg (2013) tested two landscape
indicators based on landscape structure characteristics. The first landscape indicator
estimates the aesthetic function based on the stated preferences for individual
landscape elements (such as hedgerows) by tourists. The stated preference scores for
the individual landscape elements enable the quantification of the aesthetic function
based on a map of the presence of the different landscape elements. The second
indicator is based on stated preferences of tourists for different land cover structures
in the case study area as displayed in aerial photographs. The resemblance of
different parts of the landscape in terms of composition and structure is used to
extrapolate the stated preferences across the case study area van Berkel & Verburg
(2013). Figure 1.3 indicates that the use of these different landscape indicators leads
to different patterns of the estimated aesthetic function across the region. Although
both indicators indicate high levels of service provision in the south-east of the study
region, it is especially the edges of the larger nature areas that are estimated to
provide services based on the land composition/structure indicator while the indicator
based on individual landscape elements is not able to distinguish the edge and inner
core of the natural areas.

1.3.2 FROM FUNCTIONS TO BENEFITS, VALUES AND CONTRIBUTION TO

REGIONAL COMPETITIVENESS
Literature review: The rural society and the regional economy benefit from
agricultural landscapes when the service flows from the landscape fulfill a demand.
These benefits can be quantified by their social or economic value. However, this
does not always mean that the benefits of the ecosystem services are attributed to the
regional population or to managers of the landscape that produces the services, e.g.
farmers. Many services, e.g., water and climate regulation, benefit regions far from
the actual landscape providing these services (Martín-López et al. 2009; Syrbe and
Walz 2012). Although in this case the services certainly have value, they do not
make a direct contribution to regional competitiveness.
19

The value of the ecosystem services depends on both the capacity of the landscape to
deliver services and the socio-economic context (Burkhard et al., 2012;
Termorshuizen & Opdam, 2009). The value of ecosystem services depends on the
needs and preferences of stakeholders that are affected by these services (Hein et al.
2006). Hence, to assess the value of an ecosystem or landscape, it is required to
specify and map the stakeholders that manage the landscape and those that benefit
(i.e. beneficiaries) from its services.

Figure 1.3: Maps displaying the spatial distribution of the aesthetic landscape function for the
Winterswijk case study area based on a preference survey. These maps display the spatial
variation of the aesthetic function using two different methodologies. Map 1) is based on stated
preferences of visitors of the landscape based on pictures of individual landscape elements,
such as forests, hedgerows and cultural buildings. Map 2) is based on stated preferences of
visitors for aerial photos of landscapes with different structure and composition of land cover
types and landscape elements (2). This figure is modified after van Berkel & Verburg (2013).

The agricultural sector is often both a producer and beneficiary of the provisioning
services and those regulating and supporting services enabling agricultural
production through nutrient cycling and pollination (Zhang et al. 2007). In case of
cultural ecosystem services it is mainly the local community and tourism industry
that benefits, rather than the landscape managers themselves. However, indirect
benefits and interaction between the benefits from cultural services and the demand
for other services may lead to benefits for the landscape managers. In Tuscany, the
appreciation of the landscape by tourists has increased the demand for regional farm
products supporting the agricultural sector (Daniel et al. 2012). Furthermore, the
20

increased economic activity in regions with rural tourism may benefit the regional
society as a whole through investments and facilities (which may be referred to as
second order effects). An example of the benefits of agricultural landscapes for the
regional economy is found in peri-urban areas. Recreation-oriented diversification by
farmers (Zasada 2011) and investment in agricultural areas by hobby farmers from
urban origin, foster the regional economy in those areas.
Several studies have estimated the socio-economic values that stakeholders attach to
non-marketed ecosystem services in agricultural landscapes. To gain understanding
on tradeoffs between agricultural provisioning services and non-marketed ecosystem
services, numerous studies have attempted to value cultural ecosystem services,
regulating services and biodiversity related services. Values that emerge from
cultural services, are often estimated using stated preferences (e.g. van Berkel &
Verburg 2013; Plieninger et al. 2013). Regulating services often represent a so-called
indirect use value. This means that beneficiaries benefit from the ecosystem service
unconsciously; for instance through pollination of crops or by flood regulation
(Schulp et al. 2012; Nedkov and Burkhard 2012). Furthermore, many studies have
stressed the tradeoffs and relations between agricultural provisioning services and
farmland biodiversity (Tscharntke et al. 2005; Mace et al. 2012).
To estimate the importance of flows and values of ecosystem services for the
regional society and economy, the contribution of landscape benefits and values to
regional competitiveness is adopted in the analytical framework (Figure 1.2). The
box contribution to regional competitiveness describes the relative importance of
ecosystem services and values as compared to other sources of well-being in the
region.
The meaningfulness of the concept of competitiveness in a territorial sense is
intensively discussed (e.g. Porter 1985; Krugman 1994). For companies,
competitiveness as a measure of economic viability is broadly accepted. In a
competitive market, competitiveness refers to meeting the demands of clients in a
better way than the competition (Thomson & Ward 2005). For regions, the concept
competitiveness is defined by the European Commission as “the ability to produce
goods and services which meet the test of international markets, while at the same
time maintaining high and sustainable levels of income or, more generally, the ability
of (regions) to generate, while being exposed to external competition, relatively high
income and employment levels” (European Commission 1999). Another concept of
regional competitiveness is proposed by Krugman (1994) and Porter & Ketals
(2003), who argue that competitiveness, could have the simple meaning of the
productivity of the economy, which determines an area’s standard of living.
Krugman (1994) also introduces a positive change of productivity as an indicator for
competitiveness. Also here he draws the connection between living standard,
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productivity and competitiveness in pointing out that the growth rate of productivity
essentially determines the growth in national living standards (Krugman, 1994).
When the concept of regional competitiveness is applied in a strict economic sense it
has limited use for assessing the contributions of agricultural landscapes. For
example, an area that produces agricultural raw materials very cheaply can be
described as competitive, regardless of its social and environmental conditions.
Given the limitations of existing definitions of regional competitiveness, the
analytical framework describes regional competitiveness by a number of indicators
that measure the socio-economic welfare in a region. Subsequently the contribution
of landscapes to regional competitiveness is estimated by the social and economic
values of ecosystem services and related second order effects. In line with the
definition of human well-being by the MEA (2005), regional competitiveness
indicators include regional economic performance, mainly expressed by productivity
data, as well as social welfare (e.g. health, security, social capital) data. For example,
the relative value added of sectors that depend on ecosystem services (or related
second order effects) or the employment rates in sectors that are dependent on
ecosystem services assist to estimate the contribution of ecosystem services to
regional competitiveness.
Methods to estimate benefits and values; Ecosystem service values in agricultural
landscapes can be assessed by means of economic and social valuation (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment 2005; Liu et al. 2007; Ostrom 2009; TEEB 2010a; TEEB
2010b; Daniel et al. 2012). Based on individual consumer and producer surpluses,
economic valuation addresses the use (direct use, indirect use and option) and nonuse values by a total economic value (Pearce & Turner 1990; Hein 2010). Social
valuation assesses the value of perception-based cultural ecosystem services,
including sense of place, sense of community and mental and physical health, in a
non-monetary qualitative way (Chan et al. 2012; Daniel et al. 2012).
For the economic valuation of ecosystem services, producer surpluses (i.e., the net
benefits for the producer) need to be considered when the production of the service
involves production costs. In agricultural landscapes, the agricultural management
performed by farmers to maintain the level of non-provisioning service production
may require investments, labor, or deviate from optimal management practices from
the perspective of agricultural commodity production. Therefore, these management
costs should be considered a negative producer surplus.
According to neo-classical economic theory, the value of a good or service under
perfect market conditions is reflected by the market price as a function of supply and
demand. The marginal economic value of private or traded ecosystem services can,
therefore, be established by market prices (Hein 2010). This method is known as
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direct market valuation (de Groot 2002). In agricultural landscapes, marketed food
and fiber provisioning services are often valued by market prices (Power 2010).
Economic valuation studies of non-marketed ecosystem goods and services can be
conducted by either stated or revealed preference methods. The most commonly used
stated preference methods for environmental economic valuation are contingent
valuation and choice modeling (Hanley et al. 1998a). Single attribute contingent
valuation measures consumer surpluses (willingness to pay) for management options
for a landscape or ecosystem as a whole and the services it delivers (e.g. Willis &
Garrod 1993; Drake 1999; Hanley et al. 1998). Choice experiments estimate the
utility of a landscape as a function of a set of landscape attributes (Campbell 2007;
Dachary-Bernard & Rambonilaza 2012; Garrod et al. 2012; Swanwick & Hanley
2007) and enable the valuation of separate attributes in a landscape (for example
hedgerows in Dachary-Bernard & Rambonilaza 2012). Revealed preference methods
estimate the value of non-marketed environmental goods, not by intentions or
declarations as in stated preference methods, but by actual revealed behavior.
Examples of methodologies are hedonic pricing (e.g. Waltert & Schläpfer 2010;
Vanslembrouck & Huylenbroeck 2005) and the travel cost method (Martín-López et
al. 2009; van Berkel and Verburg 2014).
Opposed to scientists who seek to express all ecosystem service values in economic
terms, there is an emerging field of scholars in ecosystem services science who argue
that some services should be measured using qualitative social valuation methods
(Chan et al. 2012; Daniel et al. 2012). Alongside economic considerations,
individuals and groups in society attach spiritual, aesthetic, cultural, moral and other
values to their environment (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). All these
values can affect people’s preferences and actions in an agricultural landscape, and
they reflect affective, symbolic and emotional views connected to the landscape
(Lothian 1999; Soliva et al. 2010).
Social valuation techniques are applied mainly to value cultural ecosystem services,
such as sense of place and sense of community, physical and mental health,
educational values and social cohesion (Chan et al. 2012). A number of case studies
have applied social valuation methodology for the assessment of ecosystem services
in an agricultural landscape context (e.g. Petrosillo et al. 2013; Plieninger et al. 2013;
Bryan et al. 2010). These studies use a number of methods, including participatory
mapping, questionnaires and in-depth interviews, to relate specific social and cultural
services to landscape characteristics and enable the identification of hot and cold
spots of cultural ecosystem services perceived in the case study area (Plieninger et al.
2013). The methods express cultural ecosystem services values using qualitative
measurements and ratings. In general, adopting the more intangible cultural services
in the analytical framework is challenging, since landscape perception is often related
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to cognitive attributes of landscapes, such as naturalness or disturbance (Kaplan and
Kaplan 1989; Sevenant and Antrop 2009). Although some attempts have been made
(e.g. Soini et al. 2012), it is difficult to relate intangible cultural services (e.g. sense
of place) to landscape structure and composition.
Case study example: The most prevalent non-marketed ecosystem services in the
Winterswijk case are cultural services that are related to the aesthetic function of the
agricultural landscape. The small scale bocage landscape in the area attracts many
walkers and cyclists, which is indicated by the abundance of biking and walking
paths and facilities for overnight stay (bed & breakfasts, holiday parks, camp-sites).
To assess the relative importance of the different cultural ecosystem services, van
Berkel & Verburg (2013) asked visitors to rate the services on a 1-5 likert-scale.
Aesthetic beauty (mean value of 4.7) and recreation (mean value of 4.16) were
perceived as the most important cultural services, whereas cultural heritage (3.7),
inspiration (3.27) and spirituality (2.38) were considered less important. In order to
estimate the monetary value of these cultural ecosystem services, Van Berkel &
Verburg (2013) applied a stated preference method. The stated preference method
measured tourists’ Willingness-To-Pay (WTP) for landscape maintenance using
photo-realistic montages of possible landscape changes. Preferences for the current
landscape were compared with preferences for landscapes that are the result of three
processes of landscape change in the area: agricultural scale enlargement and
intensification, residential infill, agricultural abandonment followed by re-wilding.
For each process of change the willingness to pay for measures to avoid such
changes in landscape was estimated. The WTP for landscape maintenance per visitor
was estimated at 86 Euros per year on average.
In terms of contribution to the regional competitiveness, the combined relative value
added of the tourism, recreation and retail sectors (including transport) to the regional
economy (NUTS 3 region the Achterhoek) is 21%. In contrast, the relative value
added by the agricultural sector in the Achterhoek region is less than 4% (Eurostat
2006). In addition, in Winterswijk municipality about 3% of the working population
is directly employed at cultural and recreation facilities; whereas 25% of the working
population is employed in hotel, catering and retail sectors, which also heavily
depend on tourism and recreation activities (CBS 2011).
While a lot of the tourism benefits contribute to the regional tourism industry (e.g.
large campsites, hotels), farmers also benefit from tourism. In Winterswijk
municipality, there are 17 small scale on-farm campsites with 247 places (Polman &
Slangen 2008). Furthermore, 133 out of 331 (40%) of the farms in the municipality
are classified as ‘hobby-farm’ (CBS 2012). These farms are often owned by people
that have moved to the region from other parts of the country, contributing to the
maintenance of the facilities and services in the region.
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1.3.3 MECHANISMS THAT INFLUENCE THE ECOSYSTEM SERVICE CASCADE
Literature review: The flow from landscape structure and composition to
contributions of ecosystem service values to regional competitiveness is influenced
by different mechanisms that depend on the interplay of policy, actors and
framework conditions in the case study area (Figure 1.2). Van Oudenhoven et al.
(2012) have elaborated the TEEB cascade model by including a description of the
mechanisms that lead to changed management strategies. Their model indicates a
simple chain leading from social perceptions of values to policy to land management.
In our analytical framework we have further elaborated this by distinguishing
different actor types and distinguishing the different mechanisms that influence the
ecosystem service cascade. Figure 1.4 shows an overview of different types of policy
instruments that could affect the ecosystem services cascade in agricultural
landscapes.
Three types of policy instruments important to the valorization of ecosystem services
are distinguished (Figure 1.4): regulatory instruments, economic instruments and
information instruments (Vedung, 1998). Regulatory instruments or so-called ’sticks’
apply penalties or sanctions in case of non-compliance to prescribed behavior. An
example of an EU level regulation affecting the landscape is the Water Framework
Directive where compliance with the set of norms for water quality is legally
binding. In addition, further regulations exist on member state and even local level,
particularly through spatial planning or nature conservation policies. Aiming at
market intervention, economic instruments (’carrots’) encompass taxes, payments
and subsidies as well as trading schemes and ownership rights. They are setting
either positive or negative incentives to market participants to follow an intended
behavior. Agri-environmental payments represent important examples in the context
of agricultural landscapes. Payments for carbon sequestration, for instance as
implemented in REDD (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation in Developing
Countries), are another example of market based payments for ecosystem services
(Jenkins 2004), however less relevant to agricultural landscapes. In addition,
subsidies remunerating positive behavior also include compensation payments for not
performing measures connected with an environmental risk. In practice often mixed
forms exist that connect subsidies with tax instruments (tax reductions for desired
products).
Information instruments are classified into voluntary agreements, born from intrinsic
motivation, and suasory instruments. The latter aim at moral suasion of objective
information and subjective value patterns of single economic decisions by individual
decision makers, for example, by informing about social costs of behavior, pleas for
ethical behavior, non-monetary social sanctions.
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Figure 1.4: Policy instruments that assist the valorization of ecosystem services in agricultural
landscapes. Based on Vedung (1998) and Ring & Schröter-schlaack (2011).

In the European Union context, agri-environment schemes, which are part of pillar II
of the CAP (2007-2013), are the most commonly used instrument for landscape
policy. According to the classification in the previous paragraph, agri-environment
schemes can be described as voluntary economic instruments (Burton et al. 2008).
They are based on contractual arrangements between the land managers and a public
authority and provide farmers with payments for, among others, extensively managed
field margins and hedgerows. However, the effectiveness of the current agrienvironment schemes is debated, since they generally operate at farm level and do
not encourage landscape level coordination (Prager et al. 2012). Because most
payments are organized on farm level, a spatial mismatch occurs between
management levels and targeted ecological processes. Evidence suggests that it is
economically more efficient to organize payments at landscape level than the current
farm level approach (Prager et al., 2012; van Berkel & Verburg, 2011; Wünscher,
Engel, & Wunder, 2008).
The main actors involved in landscape management are farmers, environmental
interest groups, regional water and soil associations, public authorities, economic
development agencies (tourism, chambers of commerce, rural development
agencies), trusts and foundations, and local communities. Farmers are the main
implementing actors of landscape policy in agricultural areas. Therefore, the success
of voluntary agri-environment schemes heavily depends on farmers’ environmental
attitudes (Prager and Freese 2009). Several studies have been conducted to
investigate the motivations of farmers to participate in agri-environment schemes. In
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2000, it was found that throughout Europe financial incentives and environmental
attitudes are equally important to farmer participation in agri-environment schemes
(Wilson and Hart 2000). Moreover, Jongeneel et al. (2008) found that for Dutch
farmers trust in government is an important factor in participating in nature
conservation and the development of rural tourism.
In addition to European and national level policy, regional framework conditions that describe the influence of contextual institutional and socio-economic conditions
– also influence landscape management. In the United Kingdom and Belgium, for
instance, it was found that framework conditions on a national level foster the
potential for implementation of multifunctional farming (Clark 2006; Vandermeulen
et al. 2006). The socio-economic and institutional context refers to factors that
determine the demand for ecosystem services from agricultural landscapes in the
region of interest, such as regional economic performance, institutional and noninstitutional environmental attitudes, population density, and urban proximity
(Zasada et al. 2007).
Methods to evaluate the impact of societal mechanisms and policies: Simulation
models are among the most important methods to examine the interactions between
farmer characteristics and landscape management. Such models are used to make
explorations of the influences of socio-economic developments, often captured in
scenarios, on agricultural management and land use. Regional and European scale
multi-model approaches (e.g., FSSIM, GTAP, CAPRI, CLUE) have been used to
simulate how land use/land cover and the agricultural economy are affected by future
socio-economic development and policies (Piorr et al. 2009; Renwick et al. 2013;
Schouten et al. 2013). The output of many models is focused on land cover changes
alone and only information on the composition of the landscape is derived, which
makes it difficult to estimate the supply of non-provisioning services (Louhichi et al.
2010; Verburg et al. 2013).
In assessments of the response of agents to policies or changes in the framework
conditions it is important to distinguish different decision making strategies across
regions and across different actors. Many large scale models assume uniform
decision making, implemented through a uniform rule set across spatial simulation
units (pixels) or by assuming economic rational behavior. Other studies have
specifically addressed these differences in behavior. In the Netherlands significant
differences are witnessed for participation rates in agri-environment schemes
between farm types; especially between land-tied farming types (dairy and arable
farming, high rates) and intensive agro-industrial models (e.g. intensive livestock,
low rates) (Jongeneel et al. 2008). Therefore, typologies and agent-based models
have been developed to estimate future responses of farmers to internal (views and
intentions, farm characteristics) and external (socio-economic networks, policies and
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markets) conditions and its influence on landscape structure and composition on a
regional scale (Valbuena et al., 2008; Valbuena et al., 2010; van Berkel & Verburg,
2012).
Typologies are useful to capture the diversity in farm types and environmental
attitudes (Schmitzberger et al. 2005). Agent-based models are capable of accounting
for different types of decision strategies and interactions between different actors,
grasping the dynamics of decision processes. These approaches are specifically
suitable for the assessment of voluntary mechanisms that are likely to have uptake
rates that differ depending on environmental attitudes of different agent types. Other
methods important to understanding the roles of different agents in landscape
management and landscape policies include social network analysis and the mapping
of actor networks (Reed et al. 2009; Ortolani et al. 2010).
Case study example: In Winterswijk national landscape, AES play an important role
in landscape management. Many dairy farmers participate in compensation schemes
for the maintenance of valuable landscape elements (Schouten, 2013). Moreover,
since 2011 the Winterswijk landscape is a pilot project to test future CAP agrienvironmental policy: agri-environment schemes are organized by farmers in the
landscape collectively to ensure better spatial coordination of measures, which could
benefit the flows and values of ecosystem services in the landscape (Prager et al.
2012). However, agri-environment schemes are still voluntary measures, and thus,
the effectiveness of these policies depends on the participation rate of farmers.
Jongeneel et al. (2008) found that in the Netherlands farmers’ trust in the government
and the drive for expansion of the farm are important explanatory variables for both
their participation in agri-environment schemes as well as their efforts for
diversification (i.e., additional sources of income). To gain a more dynamic
understanding of the effectiveness of agri-environmental policy in the Winterswijk
landscape, two different agent based models have been developed and applied in the
region.
Schouten et al. (2013) designed an agent based model to measure the resilience of
agri-environment schemes contracts in the context of milk price fluctuations for dairy
farmers under two different governance structures. A baseline scenario of
geographically fixed compensation payments was compared to flexible payments in a
spatially differentiated scenario. The authors found a higher uptake of agrienvironment schemes under the spatially differentiated scenario. In their agent based
model the behavior of farmers is determined by both the economic and the ecologic
characteristics of the socio-ecological system; it assumes economically rational
behavior and includes spatially explicit biophysical characteristics.
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In contrast to Schouten et al. (2013), the agent based model of van Berkel & Verburg
(2012) uses an agent typology to comprehend farmers’ strategies of expansion and/or
diversification, designed by Valbuena et al. (2008, 2010). In their typology five
classes of actors are distinguished, based on farm characteristics and environmental
attitudes including hobby farmers, non-expansionist conventional, non-expansionist
diversifier, expansionist conventional and expansionist diversifier (Valbuena et al.
2008). Based on this agent typology, farmer behavior – for instance the adoption of
agri-environment schemes – was predicted in a dynamic multi-agent model. With
these predictions future landscape scenarios were developed focused on the
removal/restoration of linear landscape elements and agricultural abandonment
allowing an assessment of changes in the agricultural landscape of the region. Van
Berkel and Verburg (2012) discussed the model results in an interactive workshop
with stakeholders to support discussion about landscape policies and planning.

1.4 DISCUSSION
The analytical framework presented in this chapter provides guidance for a structured
assessment of the contributions of agricultural landscapes to regional competitiveness
through the provision of multiple ecosystem services. The framework provides a
comprehensive model to account for the full range of processes that relate
agricultural management to landscape characteristics and the contribution of the
agricultural landscape to regional competitiveness. The application of such an
integrative perspective of the interactions within the framework encourages better
informed landscape policy (de Groot et al., 2010).
The framework is based on the widely adopted ecosystem services cascade (HainesYoung & Potschin 2010) to assess relations between landscape structure and
composition and human well-being in agricultural landscapes. In contrast to more
naturally managed ecosystems, the flows and values of ecosystem services in
agricultural landscapes are largely determined by agricultural land management as
well as by societal demand for marketed agricultural provisioning services and nonmarketed services (Termorshuizen et al. 2009). This is particularly relevant in an
increasing urbanized world with reinforced urban-rural linkages and ongoing societal
changes with a strong focus on quality of life issues (Seto et al. 2012b). Therefore,
these human-nature feedbacks are critical in the framework and essential for a
meaningful analysis of ecosystem services in agricultural landscapes. Human-nature
feedbacks are also central to the recently developed concept of landscape agronomy
that explicitly addresses the ways in which agricultural management practices
influence landscape structure and composition (Benoît et al. 2012). By combining the
ecosystem services concept and the landscape agronomy concept, a complete picture
of the human-environment interactions relevant to agricultural landscapes is
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provided. Both research communities offer methodologies that help operationalizing
the framework.
Human-nature feedbacks occur at several spatial scales and are driven by different
societal mechanisms. Landscape managers and beneficiaries of ecosystem services
affect the cascade through adaptation to a different context (including global
commodity market influences, climate change and environmental cognitions). In
addition, their behavior is driven by spatial planning and other policies that directly
or indirectly affect landscape management, as well as the demand for ecosystem
services and the values of those services (Wilson 2008; Zasada 2011; Prager et al.
2012). Often these feedbacks do not work one-directionally: changes in the system
will have indirect impacts and second order effects. Such re-bounds are described by
Maestre Andrés et al. (2012) and occur both inside or outside the landscape under
consideration. While having a negative connotation, some re-bounds cause positive
feed-forward mechanisms that operate through a reinforcement of started trends, e.g.
through consolidation of the regional economy and increased availability of
investment opportunities for land management to provide a wide range of ecosystem
services (Wilson 2008).
In several scientific disciplines, methodologies have been developed that enable the
analysis of specific components of the analytical framework. Applied ecologists
study the anthropogenic functions of ecological structures, environmental economists
determine economic value of ecosystems, and policy analysts evaluate the impact of
agricultural policies on landscape composition. Disciplinary focus has often
restricted analyses to components of the full framework rather than analyzing the
interconnections between the components (Seppelt et al. 2012). The risk of focusing
on parts of the framework is that important feedbacks through changes in
mechanisms and adaptive behavior of consumers and land managers are ignored. A
methodological focus on ecosystem functions or biodiversity (Burkhard et al. 2009;
Maes et al. 2012) may disregard the possibilities for valorization given the lack of
knowledge about the societal demand for the delivered services in the region. A
focus on economic valuation alone may target the stimulus to the provisioning
services in regions where the production of the services is non-optimal as result of
the functioning of the local agro-ecosystem or where societal constraints limit the
adoption of measures. Research should, therefore, focus on the integrated assessment
of the full framework, requiring the increased collaboration and integration across the
different disciplines. However, our literature review indicated that knowledge gaps
exist and only few methods are available for studying the connections between the
different components of the system. These are a priority for advancing an integrated
view on the role of agricultural landscape (management) in the regional economy.
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Different starting points can be used within the analytical framework depending on
the research questions. Analysis might start by focusing on a specific policy
instrument by analyzing the impacts of that policy on landscape characteristics and
the corresponding consequences for the value of landscape within the regional
economy. The framework could, for instance, be applied in ex-ante or ex-post
evaluations of proposed agricultural or landscape policies. It is also possible to start
from observed or projected changes in the landscape and analyze how these lead to
trade-offs and synergies between different ecosystem services and their impacts on
society. Additionally, scenario analysis can be applied to assess the need for new
types of policy instruments to provide insight in the impacts of these policies.
The analytical framework places individual research efforts and methods into
context. It brings the ecosystem services concept explicitly to the agricultural domain
to support and sustain the socio-economic values contained in European agricultural
landscapes.
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QUANTIFYING AESTHETIC AND
CULTURAL VALUES ACROSS
SPATIAL SCALES
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2.1 CULTURAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES, AESTHETICS
AND CULTURAL VALUES IN AGRICULTURAL
LANDSCAPES
The analytical framework that is presented in the introductory chapter describes the
provisioning of ecosystem services in agricultural areas accounting for the full range
of processes relating landscape policy via agricultural management practices to the
contribution of landscapes to regional competitiveness. This chapter specifies the
focus of this thesis: In the context of agricultural landscapes, it focuses on methods to
measure the provisioning of cultural ecosystem services across spatial scales.
Numerous studies have quantified the relationships between the management of
landscapes, structure and composition of LU/LC and the ability of landscapes to
provide regulating services and accommodate agricultural production (Seppelt et al.
2011; Martínez-Harms and Balvanera 2012; Jacobs et al. 2015). While the societal
importance of cultural ecosystem services has been acknowledged repeatedly
(Council of Europe 2000; MEA 2005; de Groot et al. 2010; Daniel et al. 2012), there
are still critical knowledge and methodological gaps regarding the linkages between
specific features of landscapes and their ability to provide cultural ecosystem services
(Chan et al. 2012a). More specifically, there is a need for tools that enable the
quantification of cultural ecosystem services across multiple scales. Such tools
should enable accounting for aesthetic and cultural values in determining land
management trade-offs both at local scales as well as at higher administrative scales
where land use planning and policy decisions are taken (Plieninger et al. 2012;
Hernández-Morcillo et al. 2013; Plieninger et al. 2015b).
Before the emergence of the ecosystem services approach, the aesthetic and cultural
values that people ascribe to ecosystems and landscapes have been studied widely
(Daniel et al. 2012). Already in the 1970s, Appleton (1975, pp. 122) gave a critical
reflection on the expert evaluations in the field, describing landscape evaluation as a
theoretical vacuum and stating that all studies are “…ultimately a summation of
opinions”. In absence of a comprehensive theory of landscape aesthetics, Appleton
(1975, pp. 122) denounces expert-based landscape evaluation – common practice at
that time – by indicating that “…in landscape evaluation we are perfectly entitled to
reject the professional as an arbiter of excellence”.
In the decades that followed, Daniel & Boster (1976) and Kaplan & Kaplan (1989)
made notable contributions to the methodological and conceptual foundations of
landscape research, moving away from expert-based approaches. The Scenic Beauty
Estimation Method, developed by Daniel & Boster (1976), is an approach that
enables structured quantitative evaluation of landscape aesthetics of relevant
landscape users. The approach conceptualizes scenic beauty as an interactive concept
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that emerges from the perception and subsequent judgment of landscapes by
individuals. Kaplan & Kaplan (1989) as well as other scholars (e.g.,Nassauer 1995;
Tveit et al. 2006), further investigated the process of landscape perception: the way
people perceive landscapes – and their environment in general – is affected by where
they grow up or are familiar with. People engage with landscapes in their perceptual
realm and aesthetic experiences arise from interactions within it (Gobster et al.
2007). The perceptual realm of aesthetic and cultural values is a scale that is dynamic
(constantly changing over space and time), resulting from the interdependence
between perceiver and environment and is, therefore, not easily translated into
quantitative spatial metrics.
With the introduction of the ecosystem services concept, the term cultural ecosystem
services was coined. The different ecosystem services taxonomies describe this type
of services as the “…non-material benefits people obtain from (contact with)
ecosystems…” (MEA 2005, pp. 40; TEEB 2010a, pp. 34) and recommend that ”…
cultural services are primarily regarded as the physical settings, locations or
situations that give rise to changes in the physical or mental states of people…”
(Haines-Young and Potschin 2013). Within the category of cultural ecosystem
services, the frameworks identify a spectrum of values including aesthetic
enjoyment, spiritual and mental health, educational values, cultural heritage, sense of
place and identity, recreation and tourism (MEA 2005; TEEB 2010a; Haines-Young
and Potschin 2013).
While numerous studies have stressed the importance of cultural services as a driver
of land use change (e.g. Zasada et al. 2010) and for the societal backing of
environmental protection (MEA 2005; Daily et al. 2009), their subjective nature and
fluid spatio-temporal dimensions constrain the application of straightforward
quantification and valuation techniques that are applied for other types of ecosystem
services (that are either marketed or allow for biophysical quantification) (Seppelt et
al. 2012). To approximate preference values for cultural ecosystem services,
economics provides a useful dichotomy of approaches: stated preferences and
revealed preferences (de Groot 2002; Hein et al. 2006; Koetse et al. 2015). Stated
preference techniques apply questionnaires to elicit values that respondents express
in relation to hypothetical variations of a good or service (e.g., cultural services).
Revealed preference techniques deduce values ascribed to cultural services from the
actual behavior of people, using questionnaire data (e.g., travel cost method) or
market information (e.g., market price and hedonic pricing methods) to identify the
added value of the cultural ecosystem service in a transaction.
Questionnaire-based studies are increasingly applied in cultural ecosystem services
research, including both stated and revealed preference approaches or combinations
thereof (e.g. Plieninger et al. 2013). In this dissertation, we use the terms stated- and
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revealed preference to distinguish methods that address stated behavior and revealed
behavior of people, but we do not constrain these concepts to the economic or
monetary valuation of cultural services. Stated preferences are used to approximate
cultural services using a wide variety of methods, including monetary valuation
techniques such as contingent valuation (Willis and Garrod 1993) and choice
modeling (Grammatikopoulou et al. 2012), as well as non-monetary valuation
techniques that apply preference ratings (Junge et al. 2015) and more descriptive
preference measures (Adevi and Grahn 2012). Revealed preferences derive a
monetary value for cultural ecosystem services by analyzing, for example, travel
costs incurred to reach a recreation area or the impact of green open space on
property values (Hein et al. 2006; Brander and Koetse 2011). The increasing
availability of crowdsourced data has enabled the development of several nonmonetary revealed preference approaches (Casalegno et al. 2013; Richards and Friess
2015) that estimate cultural services based on densities of geospatial data.

Figure 2.1: Conceptual framework of aesthetic and cultural values in agricultural landscapes,
modified by the authors based on Gobster et al. (2007).

Spatially explicit assessments of cultural ecosystem services have been made from
landscape (Plieninger et al. 2013; van Berkel and Verburg 2014) to continental scale
(van Berkel and Verburg 2011; Paracchini et al. 2014). At landscape scale, generic
feature mapping and participatory approaches have been successful in relating
cultural services to locations in landscapes (e.g. Brown and Raymond 2007;
Fagerholm et al. 2012). However, beyond the local landscape scale, spatially explicit
approaches using empirical stated or revealed preference data are scarce. Insofar,
continental scale mapping approaches have relied on proxy data to draw spatial
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relationships between cultural ecosystem services and landscape features on a coarse
spatial resolution (NUTS II, e.g. Haines-Young et al. 2012; Paracchini et al. 2015).

2.2 DEFINITIONS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Due to the cognitive and subjective nature of cultural ecosystem services, ES-cascade
frameworks (Chapter 1), that identify intermediate products such as landscape
function and service supply, are not suitable. Alternatively, we study aesthetic and
cultural values as an holistic approach to cultural ecosystem services that people
ascribe to the visual landscape (Figure 2.1). We define aesthetic and cultural values
as an interactive concept (Daniel and Boster 1976; Gobster et al. 2007): the aesthetic
appreciation is only partly a result of landscape features; to a large extent it depends
upon the perception and judgment of individuals and groups of people (Figure 2.1).
Consequently, aesthetic and cultural values ascribed to landscapes or ecosystems are
anthropogenic: they emerge from- and are generated by people. We specifically refer
to aesthetic and cultural values, instead of solely aesthetic value or scenic beauty,
because preferences that people state or reveal in relation to the visual landscape are
often motivated by an array of different culturally influenced values (e.g., sense of
place and identity and stewardship) (Gobster et al. 2007), which are not easily
distinguished empirically. Throughout this thesis, we follow different approaches to
quantify aesthetic and cultural values by summarizing stated or revealed preferences
in the landscape context: the aggregated perceptual realm of a location (Figure 2.1).
A key challenge for sustaining aesthetic and cultural values is to understand their
spatial variation across landscapes, countries and continents (Sayer et al. 2013;
Plieninger et al. 2015b). This requires us to understand how to make quantitative
spatio-temporal aggregations of aesthetic and cultural values in agricultural
landscapes in a meaningful and policy relevant way; the aim of this thesis. The
objective is to develop new- and improve existing methods that address this issue
from an interdisciplinary perspective. Hence, the main research question is defined
as:
RQ: How to quantify aesthetic and cultural landscape values across spatial
scales to support landscape policy?
To provide a comprehensive answer to the RQ, we have formulated a number of subquestions that are addressed throughout the empirical chapters (3-7) of this
dissertation.
SQ1: Which methods can be employed to value aesthetic and cultural
landscape values?
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This sub-question explores which methods are suitable to measure aesthetic and
cultural preference values ascribed to landscapes. This question addresses the
numerous methodological choices to be made. Do we apply monetary or nonmonetary valuation approaches? Do we study stated or revealed preferences? And
do we follow an holistic or attribute-based approach towards landscape evaluation?
SQ2: How to scale aesthetic and cultural landscape values across
geographic contexts?
SQ2a: Which methods can be employed to quantify aesthetic and
cultural values, measured using photo-aided preference studies,
beyond visual landscape scale?
SQ2b: How can we develop multi-scale aesthetic and cultural
value indicators using crowdsourced data?
The second sub-question (SQ2) addresses the methodological challenge to measure
and map the importance of aesthetic and cultural values across contexts and spatial
scales. We distinguish two ways of approaching this problem: a bottom-up
procedure, upscaling photo-aided local landscape preference studies (SQ2a) and a
top-down procedure, using crowdsourced data to approximate revealed aesthetic and
cultural values (SQ2b). The remaining chapters of this thesis are structured according
to the geographic scale of the analyses (SQ2), ranging from the evaluation of a
single visual landscape (Chapter 3) to a regional extrapolation of values (Chapter 4),
a cross-landscape comparison (Chapter 5), European scale meta-analysis of case
studies (Chapter 6) and to – the final research chapter – a European scale revealed
preference mapping approach using crowdsourced data (Chapter 7). The following
section describes the focus of Chapters 3-7, (overlap of ) the datasets used and the
geographic extent of the analyses. Some chapters are based on part of the same
dataset. Chapter 3,4 and 5 all use a non-monetary choice experiment conducted in
Winterswijk in July 2013. In chapter 3 this is supplemented by a monetary choice
experiment using a similar set-up (also conducted in Winterswijk) and in chapter 5 it
is supplemented by a comparable choice experiment conducted in the Märkische
Schweiz in Germany.
Chapter 3 addresses SQ1. In this chapter, we conduct a split-sample choice
experiment in a Dutch agricultural landscape to systematically compare monetary to
non-monetary preferences for landscape features.
Dataset: Combined sample (n = 425) of a non-monetary choice experiment (n = 191)
and a monetary choice experiment (n = 234) conducted in Winterswijk, the
Netherlands.
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Geographic extent: Visual landscape on photographs as representation of
Winterswijk National Landscape, the Netherlands.

Chapter 4 addresses both SQ1 and SQ2a. In this chapter, we present a method to
spatially extrapolate stated preferences for a visual scale landscape across a region
using a generic feature mapping approach that utilizes a choice model to allocate
aesthetic values.
Dataset: Non-monetary choice experiment (n = 191) conducted in Winterswijk, the
Netherlands.
Geographic extent: Winterswijk National Landscape, the Netherlands.

Chapter 5 presents an approach to compare the contribution of landscape features to
aesthetic values across agricultural landscapes (SQ1 and SQ2a). This method enables
us to compare the relative importance of landscape features between landscapes.
Dataset: Combined sample (n = 304) of a non-monetary choice experiment
conducted in Winterswijk (n = 191) and a non-monetary choice experiment
conducted in Märkische Schweiz, Germany (n = 113).
Geographic extent: Visual landscape on photographs as representation of
Winterswijk National Landscape and the Märkische Schweiz.

Chapter 6 aims to express aesthetic and cultural values beyond landscape scale by
applying a meta-analysis of landscape preference studies (SQ1 and SQ2a). This
meta-study provides insight in generic preferences for landscape features and reveals
relationships between aesthetic values and context variables (e.g. population density,
income).
Dataset: Meta-analytic dataset with observations from selected landscape preference
case studies (n = 345).
Geographic extent: Agrarian landscapes in the EU + Norway and Switzerland.
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Chapter 7 addresses both SQ1 and SQ2b. In this chapter, quantify aesthetic and
cultural values using geospatial data provided by different social media platforms.
We present a modeling approach that enables us to explain spatial concentrations of
aesthetic and cultural values using variables that describe the landscape context.
Dataset: Combined sample of filtered content from social media platforms Flickr (n
= 0.6M), Instagram (n = 2.1M) and Panoramio (n = 4.8M).
Geographic extent: Non-urban areas in the EU-27.
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CHAPTER

3

ECONOMIC VALUATION AT ALL
COST? THE ROLE OF THE PRICE
ATTRIBUTE IN A LANDSCAPE
PREFERENCE STUDY

This chapter is based on: van Zanten BT, Koetse MJ, Verburg PH (in press). Economic valuation at
all cost? The role of the price attribute in a landscape preference study. Ecosystem Services.
th
doi:10.1016/j.ecoser.2016.03.003 (published online on March 24 2016)
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ABSTRACT
In ecosystem services and landscape research, both monetary and non-monetary preference
studies are applied to elicit values that people assign to landscapes. In this chapter, we apply a
split-sample approach to compare relative preferences for landscape attributes between a
choice experiment with and an experiment without price attribute. Also, within the choice
experiment with a price attribute, we examine the effect of non-attendance to the price
attribute (i.e., ignoring the price) on landscape preferences. A comparison of the marginal rates
of substitution of landscape attributes between the two experiments reveals a clear difference
of preference patterns. In addition, 36% of the respondents in the monetary experiment ignored
the price attribute. This group expressed similar preferences for landscape attribute as
respondents in the non-monetary experiment. We also show that ignoring this type of nonattendance leads to a substantial upward bias in monetary value estimates. We conclude that
adding a price attribute to choice experiments substantially affects trade-offs and choices made
by respondents. Including a payment vehicle ensures that trade-offs between attributes are
more pronounced, and that money has to be put where the mouth is. However, controlling for
non-attendance appears crucial for obtaining accurate monetary value estimates.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
The importance of cultural ecosystem services in agrarian landscapes is increasingly
recognized as the quality of many landscapes is affected by scale enlargement and
intensification of agricultural practices. Parallel to these processes of landscape
change, there is a growing societal demand for cultural services in many landscapes
(Zasada 2011; Sayer et al. 2013). In many landscapes, scale enlargement and
intensification lead to negative welfare effects. The notion that cultural and
recreational landscape qualities should be protected through European agricultural
policies by compensating farmers for landscape conservation and maintenance is
gaining traction in science and policy (Plieninger et al. 2012; Seppelt et al. 2012; van
Zanten et al. 2014a). However, methods to identify and integrate the socio-cultural
and economic values of cultural ecosystem services in a consistent way are not
sufficiently developed (Schaich et al. 2010; Chan et al. 2012b; Daniel et al. 2012).
To grasp the value of landscapes and to identify which landscape attributes
contribute to these values, many studies have investigated stated preferences for
agricultural landscapes. In the domain of stated preference studies, we can
distinguish between holistic landscape assessments and attribute-based studies that
focus on specific characteristics of landscapes (Hynes et al. 2011). Both holistic and
attribute-based studies have applied a diverse portfolio of elicitation methods,
including several economic valuation methods (Campbell 2007; Dachary-Bernard
and Rambonilaza 2012; Grammatikopoulou et al. 2012) and non-economic
approaches (Arriaza et al. 2004; Dramstad et al. 2006). Economic valuation methods,
such as contingent valuation and choice modeling, estimate the willingness to pay
(WTP) of respondents for landscape scenarios or attributes by including a financial
trade-off. Non-economic landscape preferences – in the context of ecosystem
services often referred to as socio-cultural values (Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment 2005; de Groot et al. 2010; Castro et al. 2014; Martín-López et al. 2014)
– are measured using a heterogeneous portfolio of conceptual approaches and
assessment methods (van Zanten et al. 2014b; Scholte et al. 2015).
Both economic and non-economic approaches have their pros and cons. Economic
valuation of ecosystem services is often contested in the literature (Sagoff 2011;
Chan et al. 2012a). Discussions on the use of monetary valuation of ecosystem
services range from objections against commodification of the environment (GomezBaggethun and Ruiz-Perez 2011; Schröter et al. 2014) to the risk of inaccurate value
estimates as a result of the limited understanding of the functioning of highly
complex ecological systems (Kumar and Kumar 2008). Note, however, that the first
criticism is not aimed at the approach itself, but at the use of the results, while the
second criticism also includes non-economic approaches to values and preferences.
In addition, measuring preferences and values through choice experiments has its
specific methodological constraints, since preference estimates have been found
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sensitive to both the predefined levels of the attributes in the experiment and
attendance level of the price by respondents (Hanley et al. 2005; Scarpa et al. 2009;
Hess et al. 2013). Of course, the first criticism also holds for non-monetary choice
experiments. Socio-cultural valuation methods that are used to measure landscape
preferences and ecosystem services also have their methodological constraints
(Schaich et al. 2010; Daniel et al. 2012). The absence of a trade-off between
landscape attributes in the design of many landscape preference studies makes it hard
to distinguish the relative preferences different attributes. Moreover, not including a
price attribute in experiments makes it impossible to evaluate all effects using the
same metric, implying that an overview of the full costs and benefits is difficult to
obtain, allowing for implicit rather than explicit trade-offs in decision making.
Given the potential limitations of obtaining accurate monetary value estimates
through choice modeling, but acknowledging its advantages over other methods that
do not trade-off different landscape attributes, using choice experiments without a
price attribute may be a viable alternative to measure the relative importance of
landscape attributes. A number of studies in landscape research applied such an
approach to explore preference heterogeneity among groups of beneficiaries (Soini et
al. 2011; Arnberger and Eder 2011). Outside landscape research, Aas et al. (2000)
and Wattage et al. (2005) applied non-monetary choice modeling to assess the
relative importance of attributes of fisheries management schemes. However, these
studies did not test whether relative preferences for landscape attributes change as a
result of adding a price attribute. The relevant associated question is whether people
have different relative preferences for the attributes in the experiment if a monetary
trade-off is included. The literature on this issue is limited, but the available evidence
shows that there are significant differences in the marginal rate of substitution (MRS)
and the ranking of individual attributes between experiments with and experiments
without a payment vehicle (Carlsson et al. 2007; Aravena et al. 2014). These results
contradict the assumption made in mainstream economics that relative preferences
for attributes are independent of the inclusion of a price attribute. Carlsson et al.
(2007) suggest that the differences are caused by cognitive overload as a result of
increased complexity of the experiment due to adding a price attribute. In addition to
these factors, there is the possibility that people do not include the price in making
their choices (price-attribute non-attendance). Scarpa et al. (2009), for example,
found in an image-based rural landscape preference study that 80-90 percent of the
respondents ignored the price. This could affect relative preferences for landscape
attributes, i.e., people who ignore the price may make different choices.
The objective of this study is to address the effect of including a price attribute on
relative preferences for landscape attributes. We apply an image-based choice
experiment to address preferences for attributes of agricultural landscapes in a case
study area in the Eastern part of the Netherlands. We apply a split-sample approach
in which about half of the respondents completed a choice experiment without a price
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attribute, and the other half completed a choice experiment with a price attribute.
First, we compare the outcomes of Multinomial logit (MNL) model estimates for the
two samples. Second, we assess if respondents who indicate that they ignore the price
in the monetary experiment express different preferences for landscape attributes and
how this affects WTP estimates. Here, we test the intuitive hypothesis that
respondents who ignore the price and respondents in the non-monetary experiment
express similar landscape preferences.

3.2 METHODS
3.2.1 DATA COLLECTION AND RESEARCH DESIGN
In July 2013, a total of 425 questionnaires were completed through face-to-face
interviews in the Dutch municipality of Winterswijk. The respondents, who were
tourists, were interviewed on tourist accommodations. To ensure a representative
sample of different types of tourist accommodations, such as campsites, bed &
breakfasts and hotels, we involved the local tourism association for the selection of
the sampling locations. Interviews were conducted by an experienced team affiliated
with the Institute for Environmental Studies at the VU University in Amsterdam. A
total of 191 respondents completed the experiment without price attribute, while 234
respondents participated in the experiment with price attribute (see Figure 3.1).
Within the sample of the monetary experiment, we make a distinction between a
stated non-attendance sample and a stated attendance sample. The stated nonattendance sample contains respondents who indicated that they did not take into
account the price in the choice process. The price attribute is defined as the extra
costs respondents would have to pay per overnight stay per room/tent. We
intentionally avoided the term tourist tax for the price attribute, since there had been
negative publicity about the local spending of tourist taxes and many respondents
anchored preferences on tourist tax during the pre-test phase. Except for the inclusion
of a price in the monetary choice experiment, questions in all 425 questionnaires
were identical.

Figure 3.1: Overview of sub-samples in the dataset
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Regarding the key demographic variables age, education level, gender and income,
the samples of the non-monetary and the monetary experiment are almost identical.
Table 3.1 shows that in both samples, the mean year of birth is 1954. The mean and
mode education level class in both samples is ‘vocational’. Also, both samples
contain slightly more female respondents (53% and 52% female). The mean income
class in both samples is a net household income of 2000-2500 euros per month.
There is no secondary statistical data available to validate the representativeness of
our samples in terms of these key demographic variables. However, the fact these
samples are rather identical indicates that we have drawn a representative sample of
the visitor population of tourist accommodations that was present during the period
of our data collection and on the selected interview locations.

Table 3.1: Demographic background variables of the sampled population in both experiments

Demographic
characteristics
Year of birth

Non-monetary experiment
(n=191)
NonMode
Mean
response
6.81%
1945
1954

Monetary experiment (n=234)
Nonresponse
2.99%

Mode

Mean
1952

1954

Education class

0.00%

Vocational

Vocational

0.85%

Vocational

Vocational

Gender

0.00%

Female(1)

0.53

0.00%

Female(1)

0.52

12.04%

2000-2500

2000-2500

14.10%

1500-2000

2000-2500

Income class

The survey is designed to provide policy relevant information of tourist preferences
for the visual quality of the agricultural landscape. The type of landscape attributes
that are included in the experiment were selected based on a meta-analysis of
European landscape preference studies (van Zanten et al. 2014b) and the visual
appearance of these attributes in the local landscape context was further specified in
close collaboration with a focus group of local landscape experts. Hence, preferences
for the landscape attributes are measured in the context of the case study and value
estimates are not generically applicable in other agricultural landscapes around
Europe (van Zanten et al. 2016). The landscape alternatives were presented to the
respondents using digitally calibrated images instead of the standard tabular format
of choice cards. Results by Bateman et al. (2009) show that an image-based approach
enhances the evaluability of choice situations, thereby reducing respondent judgment
error. Additionally, the use of photographs as a valid surrogate for a real landscape
experience has been accepted and is common practice in non-economic landscape
preference studies since several decades (Daniel and Boster 1976; Hull and Stewart
1992; Ode et al. 2009).
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First, we tested the digitally calibrated landscape images for clarity with academic
colleagues. Second, the choice experiments with and without price were each
pretested on 50 respondents in the case study area. Subsequently, we estimated MNL
models for both experiments based on the collected data in the pretest, the results of
which served as priors for generating two separate D-efficient statistical designs
using NGene software.
The final questionnaire consists of three sections. The first section includes
motivations for the visit to the area and characteristics of visit (e.g., length of stay,
activities). The second section contains the choice experiment and questions
addressing attribute (non-)attendance. The third part contains socio-demographic
background characteristics of respondents. Each questionnaire includes eight choice
cards. For both the monetary and the non-monetary experiment, the design consists
of six blocks (versions).
Table 3.2 presents the attributes and their levels. With the landscape alternatives,
composed of combinations of the four landscape attributes, we aim to capture the
relevant variations in landscape preferences related to landscape structure and
composition in the case study area and thus provide useful information for the local
landscape management and targeting of agri-environmental policy measures.
Therefore, the attribute levels of the maize-grassland ratio (representing the variation
of agricultural land uses in the area), prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines and
prevalence of forest patches are based on their actual occurrence in the study region.
For those attributes, the mid-level represents the landscape average while the highlevel is chosen in the upper part of the frequency distribution of occurrence in the
study region. The presence of livestock is defined as a dichotomous variable. For all
attributes, the low level is defined as the absence of the landscape attribute in the
visualization.
Table 3.2: Attributes and levels in the experiment

Attribute
Presence of livestock
Maize-grassland ratio

Prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines

Prevalence of forest patches

Extra costs per overnight stay per room/tent

Level
0) no presence of livestock
1) presence of livestock
0) low
1) landscape average
2) high
0) low
1) landscape average
2) high
0) low
1) landscape average
2) high
1 euro; 2,50 euro; 5 euro; 10 euro
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Figure 3.2 shows an example of a choice card with visualized landscape alternatives.
All landscape alternatives are visualized in a base landscape image that is
representative for the case study area in terms of land cover structure and
composition in the background and biophysical characteristics (e.g., flat terrain) as
proposed by Appleton & Lovett (2003) and Arnberger & Eder (2011). Within this
base landscape image, the four landscape attributes are visualized. Alternative A
shows a landscape without livestock, a landscape average maize-grassland ratio, a
low level of hedgerows and tree lines and a high level of forest patches. Similarly,
alternative B shows no livestock and an average maize-grassland ratio, but in contrast
to alternative A, a high level of hedgerows and tree lines and a low level of forest
patches. In landscape alternative C, there is a medium level of hedges, maizegrassland ratio and forest patches and there is livestock present. The images were
digitally calibrated using Adobe Photoshop and all attributes were visualized in a
way that they could be varied independently.

Figure 3.2: Example of a choice card; all alternatives were presented in A4 paper format to
the respondents

3.2.2 Model specification and comparative analysis
For the analysis of the responses, we estimate a MNL choice model for both
experiments. Although many complex choice models exist, the multinomial logit
(MNL) is the most commonly applied type of model for choice modelling analysis
(Louviere et al. 2003). Choice models generally build on random utility theory,
which states that the utility of individual i for landscape alternative j consists of a
systematic component V and a random component ε, such that (Lancaster 1966;
McFadden 1974):

U=
Vij + ε ij .
ij

(3.1)

The random component may contain factors that influence utility but are not included
in the model, i.e., the random component is assumed to be distributed equally across
the alternatives and is modelled as an extreme value type 1 distribution (Louviere et
al. 2003). The specification of the MNL model is given by:
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P ( j |k ) =

Vj

e

∑ k =1 e k
K

V

,

(3.2)

which states that the probability P of choosing landscape alternative j from all
landscape alternatives k is equal to the exponent of systematic utility V of alternative
j divided by the sum of exponents of systematic utilities of all k alternatives in the
choice set. In our MNL choice models, each attribute level is dummy-coded, except
for the price attribute in the monetary experiment, and the minimum levels of all
attributes are included as the reference category.
We have analyzed the influence of including a price attribute by comparing the MRS
of the attribute levels. Following the approach of Aravena et al. (2014) and Carlsson
et al. (2007), we have applied the complete combinatorial test developed by Poe et al.
(2005), which estimates the statistical significance of differences in MRS between
the two experiments. The choice of the numeraire attribute to calculate the MRS is
arbitrary. We have chosen a high prevalence of hedges and tree lines as the
numeraire attribute, since it is the most important attribute in both models. This
complete combinatorial test has enabled us to assess the relative importance of the
landscape attributes in both the monetary and the non-monetary experiment.
In addition, for the monetary experiment we have also considered the relation
between stated (non-)attendance of the price and relative preferences for the
landscape attributes. To explore the effectiveness of splitting the sample based on a
stated non-attendance question of the price, we have compared the goodness of fit
through McFadden’s adjusted pseudo-R2 (McFadden 1974) of MNL models
estimated with and MNL models without price attribute as explanatory variable.
Furthermore, we have described the differences of the normalized coefficients (i.e.
relative preferences) of landscape attribute levels between stated attendance and
stated non-attendance sub-samples, and the normalized coefficients of the nonmonetary sample. Subsequently, to test our hypothesis we have compared the MRS
of the landscape attribute levels of the non-monetary experiment to the MRS of
attendance and non-attendance sub-samples of respondents of the monetary
experiment using the Poe et al., (2005) complete combinatorial test. To illustrate the
importance of price attribute non-attendance for monetary value estimates, we also
show the effects of stated price attribute non-attendance on WTP estimates of the
(non-)attendance sub-samples and the full sample of the monetary experiment.
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3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 Comparing the relative importance of landscape attributes
Table 3.3 displays the output of the MNL models for the samples with and without
price attribute. The MNL model for the sample without price attribute was estimated
based on 191 completed questionnaires and has an adjusted pseudo-R2 of 0.28. All
estimated landscape attribute coefficients are statistically significant (p < 0.05). The
MNL model for the sample with price attribute has an adjusted pseudo-R2 of 0.23
and a slightly larger sample size, consisting of 234 respondents. Here, all attribute
coefficients except for a medium prevalence of forest patches, are statistically
significant (p < 0.05). As a result of possible differences in the scale parameter,
coefficients of the two models cannot be compared directly. Because the two
experiments do not have the same structure (i.e., one of the experiments includes a
price attribute), we cannot perform the Swait and Louviere test (Swait and Louviere
1993) to assess whether heterogeneity is due to differences in preferences or due to a
difference in the scale parameter.
Comparing the ranks of the individual attributes and their levels provides a first,
rather coarse, indication of the relative importance of the landscape attributes in the
experiment (Carlsson et al. 2007). Table 3.3 shows that the ranking of landscape
attributes are identical in both models. We do observe substantial differences in the
relative importance of landscape attributes. The Poe tests show that five out of the six
MRS differences are statistically significant at a critical significance level of at least
5%. Especially for the presence of livestock and for a high maize-grassland ratio,
differences between the MRSs are substantial. The presence of livestock, for
example, is valued at 0.59*high hedges and tree lines in the non-monetary
experiment, whereas in the monetary experiment presence of livestock is valued at
0.41*high hedges and tree lines. In conclusion, although the ranks of the attributes do
not vary between the monetary and non-monetary experiment, the marginal rates of
substitution between attributes and attribute levels vary widely, confirming that the
two experiments lead to different insights on the relative importance of the attributes
and their levels.
Figure 3.3 shows a graphical visualization of the relative importance of landscape
attributes in the two models by indicating each attributes’ normalized coefficient.
Normalized coefficients are obtained through:

β i ,norm =
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∑

βi
J

β
j =1 j

(3.3)

Table 3.3: MNL attribute coefficients, attribute ranks and marginal rates of substitution
(MRS) of the non-monetary and monetary experiment.

Attribute
Presence of
livestock
Med maizegrassland
High maizegrassland
Med hedges
and tree lines
High hedges
and tree lines
Med forest
patches
High forest
patches
Price
Loglikelihood
Adjusted-R2
N
observations
N individuals

Non-monetary experiment
Monetary experiment
Coefficient
Rank
MRS
Coefficient Rank

MRS p-value
comb. test

1.245***

3

0.59

.712***

3

0.41

0.011

.300***

6

0.14

.171**

6

0.10

0.239

.612***

5

0.29

.172*

5

0.10

0.001

1.595***

2

0.77

1.472***

2

0.86

0.045

2.063***

1

1

1.721***

1

1

-

.215**

7

0.10

-.020

7

-0.01

0.026

.713***

4

0.33

.405***

4

0.24

0.040

-1199
0.28
1528
191

-.139***
-1571
0.23
1872
234

*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05

where the normalized coefficient βi, norm is equivalent to coefficient β of attribute i,
divided by the sum of all landscape attribute coefficients j = 1,…,J. Figure 3.3 shows
that a medium and high prevalence of linear elements are relatively more important
in the experiment with price attribute. Other landscape attributes, especially the
presence of livestock and a high maize-grassland ratio, are relatively important in the
experiment without price attribute. The results indicate that respondents make
different trade-offs and choices when a financial trade-off is introduced to the
experiment. For instance, the relative importance of high levels of hedges, tree lines
and maize-grassland ratio compared to medium levels of these attributes, is lower in
the experiment with price attribute. This indicates a greater satisfaction with a
medium level of these attributes when a financial trade-off is added to the
experiment.
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Figure 3.3: The relative magnitude of preferences for landscape attributes indicated by
normalized coefficients estimated for the non-monetary and the monetary experiment.

3.3.2 Effects of price-attribute non-attendance on landscape preferences
After completion of the choice tasks, respondents were asked which of the attributes
they included in making their choices. Multiple boxes could be ticked in this
question: the four landscape attributes and the price-attribute (only in the monetary
experiment). Out of the 234 respondents who participated in the monetary
experiment, 84 individuals indicated that they did not take into account the price in
their choice process (Figure 3.1). This group represents the stated non-attendance
sub-sample in our analysis. In terms of demographic characteristics – year of birth,
education level, gender and income – the non-attendance and attendance groups are
very similar: the only difference between the groups is that the non-attendance group
is slightly older on average (mean year of birth = 1950, versus 1956 for the
attendance group). But how reliable is stated non-attendance for the price attribute?
Figure 3.4 shows the adjusted pseudo-R2 values of a set of models we estimated with
and without a price-attribute coefficient using the non-attendance sample, the
attendance sample and the full sample of the monetary experiment. The pseudo-R2
values on the left hand side of the x-axis are obtained from models that include only
the landscape attributes as explanatory variables, whereas pseudo-R2 values on the
right hand side of the x-axis are obtained from models that include both the
landscape attributes and the price attribute. There are three interesting observations.
First, explanatory power of landscape attributes is very similar in the three samples,
i.e., there are virtually no differences in the explanatory power of landscape attributes
on choice behavior between people who attend to the price attribute and people who
do not. Second, the information provided by the respondents on their (non)attendance to the price attribute corresponds very well with the patterns in
explanatory power of the models. For the stated non-attendance sub-sample, the price
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attribute has no effect on the adjusted pseudo-R2, whereas for the stated attendance
sample the adjusted pseudo-R2 increases from 0.17 to 0.29 when the price attribute is
added as an explanatory variable. Third, explanatory power for the full sample is a
weighted average of explanatory powers of the stated attendance and stated nonattendance samples. Although this is true by definition, the figure clearly shows that
explanatory power of the full sample model is well below that of the stated
attendance sample, simply because of the fact that a substantial part of respondents
chose to ignore the price attribute in making their choices. We will show the
consequences for monetary value estimates later on in this section.
Returning to our main research question, we explore the effect of price-attribute
(non-) attendance on relative preferences for the landscape attributes and their levels.
Figure 3.5 shows normalized coefficients of landscape attributes for the nonmonetary experiment (white bars) and for the full sample, the attendance sample and
the non-attendance sample of the monetary experiment (grey bars). The normalized
coefficients indicate the relative magnitude of the effects, i.e., relative preferences for
the landscape attribute levels. The results largely confirm our hypothesis that relative
preferences for the non-attendance group are similar to the relative preferences for
the non-monetary experiment. For the presence of livestock, a high maize-grassland
ratio, and the prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines, relative preferences derived
from the non-monetary experiment are similar to the stated non-attendance group,
while they are very different from the stated attendance group.

Figure 3.4: Adjusted pseudo-R2 values of MNL model estimates of the (non-)attendance subsamples and the full sample of the monetary experiment with and without the price-attribute
as explanatory variable.

In the non-monetary and stated non-attendance groups, we observe relatively high
preferences for livestock and a high maize-grassland ratio, whereas the attendance
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group primarily focuses on the prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines. We observe
that respondents who take into account the financial trade-off, prioritize and
systematically choose for the landscape attribute that they, on average, prefer most:
the prevalence hedgerows and tree lines. Respondents who include the monetary
attribute in their choices express high preferences for hedgerows and tree lines, and
they express lower preferences for the presence of livestock and the other attributes.
In comparison, respondents who do not make a financial trade-off also express
relatively high preferences for the presence of livestock and other attributes in the
experiment. However, the prevalence of forest patches forms a notable exception to
this rule. Relative preferences for a high prevalence of forest patches are low in both
the non-monetary sample and the monetary stated attendance sample.
Another interesting finding is that differences in the trade-offs between nonmonetary attributes between the stated non-attendance and the full sample are
substantially larger than differences between the stated attendance and the full
sample. In this particular case these differences do not affect full sample trade-offs to
a large extent, i.e., differences in normalized coefficients between the attendance and
the full sample are relatively small. This is likely the result of the fact that the share
of respondents that do not include the price attribute in their choices is relatively
small. However, in case studies where non-attendance to the price is large(r) than in
our case study, results for the full sample of respondents may be more substantially
affected.

Figure 3.5: Normalized coefficients indicating the relative magnitude of the effects for the nonmonetary experiment and MNL estimates based on the (non-) attendance sub-samples and the
full sample of the monetary experiment.
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A combinatorial test (Poe et al. 2005) substantiates our preliminary findings. Table
3.4 shows the results of the Poe tests, which indicate that, in contrast to the overall
results presented in Table 3.3, there is no significant difference between the MRS of
the maize-grassland ratio and the presence of livestock in the non-monetary
experiment and the stated non-attendance group. In comparison, the combinatorial
test between the non-monetary samples and the stated attendance group confirms that
the relative preferences for livestock and maize-grassland ratio differ significantly.
However, for a high prevalence of forest patches as well as a medium prevalence of
hedgerows, there are significant differences between the non-monetary and stated
non-attendance group, which does not confirm our hypothesis.
Table 3.4: P values from Poe’s combinatorial tests on MRS between attribute levels
(numeraire coefficient is ‘high hedgerows’ for all MRS)

Presence
of
livestock

Med
maizegrassland

Non-monetary vs.
Stated attendance

0.001

0.107

0.000

Non-monetary vs.
Stated nonattendance

0.273

0.278

0.130

Sub-samples

High
Med
maizehedgero
grassland
ws

Med
forest
patches

High
forest
patches

0.222

0.067

0.210

0.009

0.158

0.033

In Table 3.5, we show the implications of stated price-attribute (non-)attendance for
WTP estimates. Clearly, the price coefficient is relatively large and statistically
significant in the attendance sample, whereas it is small and statistically insignificant
in the non-attendance sample. The column ‘% change’ reveals the relative change of
the WTP estimate compared to the WTP estimate obtained from the full sample. For
the stated attendance sub-sample, WTP estimates are between 10% and 58% percent
lower than in the full sample. For the non-attendance sub-sample, WTP estimates are
between 36% and 658% higher than in the full sample. Definitely, WTP estimates are
biased upwards when price attribute non-attendance is not taken into account.

3.4 DISCUSSION
This study addresses the question whether or not relative preferences for landscape
attributes change as a result of adding a price attribute to the choice experiment. We
find that the ranking of attributes in the monetary and non-monetary experiments are
identical. However, the comparison of the MRS of the attributes and their levels
revealed clear differences between the relative preferences for landscape attributes in
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our case study area. Poe’s combinatorial test (Poe et al. 2005) indicated that almost
all differences in MRS estimates between the two experiments were statistically
significant. These differences are not easily explained. The higher value assigned to
linear elements and lower values to other landscape attributes in the monetary
experiment can be the result of the notion that including a price attribute introduces
more pronounced trade-offs, and that relative preferences are more accurately
revealed when a monetary trade-off is included. Another possible explanation for the
more pronounced preference for hedgerows and tree lines over other landscape
attributes is the practice of subsidizing maintenance of linear elements in the study
region and strong legislation aimed at protecting these elements. The tradition of
using monetary instruments to influence the occurrence and quality of hedgerows and
tree lines may make it more acceptable for visitors to pay for this type of landscape
attribute, compared to other landscape attributes for which this tradition does not
exist.

Table 3.5: coefficients and WTP levels based on MNL estimates of the full monetary
sample and the stated (non-) attendance sub-samples
Landscape
attributes

Full sample
Coefficient

Presence
of livestock
Med
maizegrassland
High
maizegrassland
Med
hedges and
tree lines
High
hedges and
tree lines
Med forest
patches
High forest
patches
Price
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WTP

Stated attendance

Stated non-attendance

Coefficient

Coefficient

WTP
(%change)

0.934***

32.41
(+534%)

0.62
-50%

0.260

9.03
(+634%)

0.109

0.52
(-58%)

0.269

9.32
(+658%)

0.712***

5.1

0.664***

0.171**

1.2

0.131

0.172*

1.2

3.16
(-38%)

WTP
(%change)

1.472***

10.5

1.564***

7.44
(-30%)

1.368***

47.47
(+349%)

1.721***

12.3

1.928***

9.17
(-26%)

1.433***

49.74
(+303%)

0.1

0.015

0.07
(-50%)

0.006

0.19
(+36%)

2.9

0.549***

2.61
(-10%)

0.248*

8.62
(+196%)

-0.020
0.405***
-0.139***

-0.210***

-0.029

We have furthermore assessed the effects of non-attendance to the price attribute on
relative preferences for landscape attributes. We have identified sub-samples of
stated price attribute attendance and non-attendance. An important indicative finding
of this study is that based on a comparison of the McFadden pseudo-R2, stated nonattendance seems to be a good indicator of actual non-attendance (see Figure 3.4).
We hypothesized that respondents in the stated non-attendance sample, ceteris
paribus, have a similar preference pattern as respondents in the non-monetary
experiment. Regarding both the normalized coefficients and the MRS, we can
conclude that this hypothesis is confirmed for most attributes. However, for a
medium prevalence of hedgerows and a high prevalence of forest patches, the
hypothesis is not confirmed. Especially for a high prevalence of forest patches, the
pattern of normalized coefficients in the (non-) attendance sub-samples (Figure 3.5)
is the opposite of what was expected.
Incorporating a price attribute in a choice experiment has the advantage that it
provides a common denominator for preferences for the individual landscape
attributes and their attribute levels. Moreover, as shown by our results, it generates
more pronounced trade-offs by forcing respondents to include resource scarcity in
their choices. However, we show that a substantial disadvantage of including a
financial trade-off may be that if a substantial share of respondents (in our case about
35%, but in some studies up to 80%, e.g., Scarpa et al., 2009) ignores the price,
monetary value estimates may be severely biased upwards. Ignoring the payment
vehicle either implies that people really do not care about the payment, or that people
choose to ignore the monetary attribute in the choice experiment (e.g., to simplify
choices and because there are no actual monetary consequences) even though in
reality they would not. We argue that the former explanation is far less likely because
choice experiments generally include monetary changes of substantial magnitude. In
our case the monetary attribute has relatively low absolute value. However, in case it
is implemented through tourist taxes, the values would lead to a price increases in the
range of 7% to 70% (depending on the price attribute level and varying initial prices).
These observations are related to the argument that attribute non-attendance may be
confounded with preference heterogeneity (Hess et al., 2013). We argue that this
confounding likely does not hold in our case, for two reasons. First, given the
magnitudes of price increases included in the choice experiment, it is highly unlikely
that respondents do not care about these changes in reality. Second, respondents
actually state that they did not at all include the price attribute in making their
choices, and MNL models reveal that the price coefficient for this sample is indeed
very small and statistically insignificant (see Figure 3.4 and Table 3.5). These
observations suggest that price attribute non-attendance, at least in our case,
represents a form of hypothetical bias which can and should be corrected for. Our
results show that WTP estimates for the attendance sample are on average 30% lower
than WTP estimates for the full sample (see Table 5). More precisely, WTP estimates
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from the model that ignores price attribute non-attendance are biased upwards by 1060%. This is caused by the fact that ignoring the price attribute means the price
coefficient approaches zero, pushing the non-attendance and the full sample value
estimates upwards.
An implication of our results for landscape and cultural ecosystem services research
is that monetary and non-monetary preference estimates represent different
dimensions of value and thus require different interpretations (Chan et al. 2012b;
Martín-López et al. 2014). When studying social-cultural values to estimate how a
landscape contributes to ecosystem services and well-being, a non-monetary choice
experiment provides sufficient insight to inform landscape management by assessing
the relative preferences for different landscape attributes. In comparison to other
holistic landscape preference studies, choice experiments force respondents to make
trade-offs between landscape attributes, leading to a clear elicitation of the
preferences and the relative importance of specific landscape characteristics in the
area. If a study is used to develop a tourist-tax or to provide input for a cost-benefit
analysis, one is obviously primarily interested in monetary values and requires and
experiment with price. However, this study also points out that the success rate of
avoiding hypothetical bias in monetary experiments heavily depends on the design
and the focus of the experiment. For some more intangible public goods, such as
sense of place or aesthetics, a credible relation between a price attribute and the
attributes of the good itself is difficult to establish (Turner et al. 2010). Those
experiments could encounter unacceptably high levels of price attribute nonattendance and, therefore, yield severely biased WTP-estimates. In those cases,
controlling for stated non-attendance to the price is highly recommended to obtain
accurate monetary value estimates.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS
The empirical analysis presented in this chapter provides valuable insights into
differences between monetary and socio-cultural valuation using choice experiments.
We find that adding a price-attribute to the experiment changes preferences for
landscape attributes significantly. In addition, within the monetary experiment, a
substantial share of the respondents ignores the price in the choice process (36%).
This group expresses different preferences for landscape attributes than the rest of the
sample. These findings imply that elicitation of values of ecosystem services through
choice experiments should consider the advantages and disadvantages of including a
price attribute depending on the specific question and purpose of the value elicitation
rather than applying a standardized approach.
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USING CHOICE MODELING TO
MAP AESTHETIC VALUES AT A
LANDSCAPE SCALE: LESSONS
FROM A DUTCH CASE STUDY
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choice modeling to map aesthetic values at a landscape scale: lessons from a Dutch case study.
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ABSTRACT
Quantifying and mapping ecosystem services is increasingly employed to guide policies in
their search for environmental sustainability. In this study, we present a method for mapping
aesthetic values as an ecosystem service, combining insights from landscape research and
ecosystem service mapping practices. We review or method through a comparison to existing
aesthetic value mapping approaches and verify the results through a comparison to a revealed
landscape preferences indicator. Disagreement between the methods arises from many factors,
including the type of ecological/landscape features that are assumed to contribute to the
provision of aesthetic values, the use of context-specific or generic aesthetic value estimates,
the scale of landscape evaluation and the level of integration of the landscape preference
analysis. We argue that the approach presented here is a suitable generically applicable
methodology for context-sensitive mapping of aesthetic landscape values for a number of
reasons: (i) a careful and transparent selection process of landscape attributes, (ii) the use of
primary preference data, (iii) an integrated evaluation of landscape attributes introducing tradeoffs between specific features in the agricultural landscape and (iv) application of visual
landscape scale manipulated photographs for the elicitation of preferences as a surrogate for a
real landscape experience.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Quantification and mapping the spatial distribution of ecosystem services is
increasingly employed to guide policies in their search for environmental
sustainability. Traditionally, most mapping and quantification studies have addressed
regulating and/or provisioning ecosystem services (Martínez-Harms and Balvanera
2012; Crossman et al. 2013). Mapping cultural services has been more challenging as
these services do not directly relate to physical or ecological processes that may be
documented in datasets and observatories, but instead evolve from human interaction
with a site and the environmental perception of people (Plieninger et al. 2015a). One
important cultural service is the aesthetic enjoyment of landscapes, often addressed
as aesthetic landscape preferences. The absence of an evident link between physical
features of landscapes and aesthetic values complicates the design of effective
landscape policies that aim to safeguard this type of services (van Zanten et al.
2014a).
Commonly, approaches to map cultural ecosystem services have been developed
using secondary data or expert evaluation. These approaches either use simple lookup tables to relate the value of services to land-cover classes (Burkhard et al. 2009;
Kienast et al. 2009; Jacobs et al. 2015), or assume relations between cultural services
and indicators that describe the state of an ecosystem or landscape (e.g. naturalness
or diversity) (Casado-Arzuaga et al. 2013). These studies have in common that they
do not explicitly distinguish between cultural services and the role of aesthetics in
these. Next to physical features of landscapes (e.g. land-cover), the benefits that
people obtain from aesthetic services depend on individual, cultural and socioecological contexts (Daniel and Boster 1976; Fagerholm et al. 2012; Chan et al.
2012a), and therefore, these assessments lose credibility when values are
extrapolated (Geijzendorffer and Roche 2014).
Outside the realm of the ecosystem service approach, a substantial body of methods
and data has been developed to study the aesthetic value of landscapes through
landscape preferences (Daniel et al. 2012). In these studies, sophisticated methods
have been developed to estimate the value of specific landscape features, but often
they do not make these aesthetic values spatially explicit in the format of maps (van
Zanten et al. 2014b). Typically, landscape preference studies use landscape
photographs as a surrogate for a ‘real’ landscape experience in a particular case study
area (Hull and Stewart 1992; Dramstad et al. 2006; Ode et al. 2009). More recently
also virtual reality or eye-tracking techniques are used to study landscape
preferences. Studies based on landscape photographs measure preferences using a
variation of techniques (van Zanten et al. 2014b), mostly using a ‘representative’ or
‘characteristic’ landscape picture as a reference (Rogge et al. 2007; Howley 2011).
Yet, these landscape preference studies hold valuable methodologies that relate
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subjective aesthetic values to specific features of landscapes. Since information on
the spatial occurrence of these landscape features is available in spatial datasets, there
is a potential to use the results of landscape preference studies to support aesthetic
value mapping.
A number of novel approaches were recently developed to bridge the gap between
cultural services mapping based on simple indicators and landscape preference
research. These approaches specifically consider the scalability of recreational values
(Grêt-regamey et al. 2014) and address community values through participatory
mapping (Plieninger et al. 2013; Brown and Fagerholm 2015). However, a mapping
method to assess landscape preferences in a way that evaluates the contribution of
specific landscape features to the aesthetic value of landscapes has not been
developed yet. Including the aesthetic values of landscapes within mapping methods
for cultural ecosystems services can further advance the operational value of
ecosystem service mapping to inform landscape policy and management.
The aim of this study is to develop a comprehensive method to map aesthetic values
across a landscape or region using based on preferences for specific features in the
visual landscape. We apply this method in an agricultural landscape in the east of the
Netherlands where features range from livestock presence to features that describe
land-cover structure and composition. To systematically capture landscape users’
trade-offs between different features of the agricultural landscape, we apply a choice
experiment. Subsequently, we scale-up preferences for (combinations of) landscape
features that we find on a visual landscape level to a regional landscape map using
generic feature mapping (Alessa et al. 2008). We reflect upon the validity of the
proposed method through a comparison to existing generic feature mapping methods
for cultural ecosystem services that address aesthetic values on a landscape scale
(Burkhard et al. 2009; van Berkel and Verburg 2014) and by comparing to a
landscape preference map based on revealed preferences.

4.2 METHODS
4.2.1 OVERVIEW OF THE METHODOLOGY
The first step of the analysis comprises the selection of relevant landscape features
that are included as landscape attributes in the choice experiment. This selection is
based on a synthesis of existing literature (van Zanten et al., 2014b) and engagement
with local stakeholders to identify a shortlist of those landscape attributes that
contribute to the provision of aesthetic values in the case study area. Second, spatial
data are collected from existing datasets to assess the spatial variation of the selected
landscape attributes in the case study area. Third, the observed spatial variation of
landscape attribute levels in the area is used to determine the attribute levels of the
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choice experiment. Fourth, based on the choice experiment a choice model was
estimated and the predicted probabilities are used to estimate the aesthetic value in a
spatially explicit manner for the landscapes in the case study region as a whole. After
the production of this map we compare the thus produced map of aesthetic values to
other mapping approaches that have used different methodologies (Burkhard et al.,
2009; van Berkel and Verburg, 2014). We also compare our results to the density of
uploaded Panoramio photo’s in the area (Casalegno et al. 2013), which we use as an
indicator of revealed aesthetic landscape preferences.
The method is designed to be generically applicable. We test the method in the
context of Winterswijk National Landscape, located in the east of the Netherlands
(Figure 1.1a). The area is recognized for its distinctive rural landscape in the
Netherlands and is protected under Dutch law as a National Landscape. Agriculture
is the dominant land use in the area. Throughout the National Landscape, the
agricultural system is oriented towards the production of dairy products with mostly
grazing livestock (grasslands) and corn fodder crops grown. Past socio-economic
processes and poor soil conditions have largely shaped agricultural activities in
Winterswijk, with farmers constrained to small and dispersed agricultural plots
(Wildenbeest, 1989). The resulting land-use pattern is a relatively well preserved
traditional characteristically scattered agricultural landscape (Figure 1.1b), with small
plots enclosed by hedgerows (Coulisse landscape). As a consequence, aesthetic
quality and other cultural ecosystem services are valued highly in the region (van
Berkel and Verburg 2012). Recreation, cultural heritage and aesthetic quality are
considered important and Winterswijk has a well-developed landscape related
tourism industry with several bed and breakfasts and campsites (Korevaar et al. 2008;
Bäcklund et al. 2011; van Berkel and Verburg 2014). In addition, the number of
hobby-farmers has been steadily increasing.
4.2.2 SELECTION OF LANDSCAPE ATTRIBUTES
In a choice experiment, an ecosystem service or good is described based on its key
attributes. By forming different combinations of attributes, hypothetical alternative
‘goods’ (i.e. landscape scenarios) are created out of which the respondents in the
experiment choose the alternative they prefer most (Louviere et al. 2003). Hence, the
selection of the appropriate landscape attributes is essential for the degree of external
validity of the study.
The landscape attributes were selected through a careful process. Using the results of
a meta-analysis (van Zanten et al., 2014b) a number of potentially important
categories of landscape attributes was identified to describe the aesthetic value of
agricultural landscapes. Most European landscape preference studies include
attributes describing 1) agricultural practices, such as the presence of livestock, farm
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stewardship or intensity of practices; 2) the composition of agricultural land use (i.e.
specific crops or grassland); 3) the prevalence of landscape elements, such as
hedgerows, stone walls or riparian vegetation; 4) the presence of patches of nonagricultural land uses such as forests or moorland.
These four categories were further refined and adapted to the local landscape context
through engagement with stakeholders who are involved in landscape management
and rural tourism. We asked the stakeholders through an open question which
characteristics of the agricultural landscape in the area they perceive as the most
important for its aesthetic values. They mentioned a number of landscape
characteristics including the small-scale agricultural landscape with plots enclosed by
hedgerows and tree lines, the diversity of crops, and the presence of cattle. Based on
these discussions, the authors decided that in this study, the visual appearance of the
agricultural landscape is mainly defined by four landscape attributes: 1) the presence
of livestock (cattle), 2) the ratio between maize and grassland to describe the
composition of agricultural land use, 3) the prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines
and 4) the prevalence of forest patches.
4.2.3 SPATIAL VARIATION OF LANDSCAPE ATTRIBUTES
Figure 4.1 displays the spatial variation of the four selected landscape attributes in
the case study area. Spatial data on the presence of livestock is extracted from the
Dutch agricultural census, georeferenced at farm level (Naeff et al. 2014). This
attribute is defined as a dichotomous variable to reduce the number of attribute levels
accounted for in the choice experiment. The dichotomous variable describes the
presence or absence of livestock based on the likelihood of encountering livestock in
the field using a 50% likelihood of encountering livestock as a classification criteria.
The maize-grassland ratio is extracted from the Dutch national topographical vector
dataset (Kadaster 2013). The prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines is measured by
the length of these linear elements in meters. The data are extracted from the VIRISdatabase (Alterra Wageningen UR 2006), which is a 25 meter resolution grid based
on the TOP10 source data. The prevalence of forest patches is mapped based on this
1:10.000 scale vector data. At this high resolution some patches are dissected by a
small path or other open space. To avoid counting these as two separate patches we
merged patches within a distance of 25 meters to one patch. The prevalence of
patches is measured by their count in the visual landscape.
To capture the part of the landscape that is visible and experienced by people, a
neighborhood function was used to measure the level of occurrence of the four
attributes in the neighborhood around each location in the landscape (see Figure 4.1).
This neighborhood was moved across the landscape using a focal function to
calculate a value for each pixel. The area of the neighborhood accounted for
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represents the area around each cell that is visible to or ‘experienced’ by landscape
users. In this study area we assume that this neighborhood is a square window of
0.5*0.5 km (0.25 km2). This assumption is based on the landscape picture used in the
choice experiment (Figure 4.2), where the visible landscape area is 50% of the area
in the moving window: 0.125 km2. The rationale behind this assumption is that the
viewshed in Figure 4.2 covers only a 90o angle while the experience of landscape
users in reality is larger. Since the presence of landscape elements and forest patches
in this type of small-scale agricultural landscapes often obstructs a full 360o view,
we assume that the visual landscape is twice the area presented in the base landscape
picture. For the presence of livestock, the moving window analysis indicates the
mean presence of livestock in the field, which yields a value between 0 and 100%.
We interpret this value as the probability of encountering livestock. For the maizegrassland ratio, the moving window analysis yields the mean value in the
neighborhood around each cell. For prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines and the
prevalence of forest patches, we calculate the sum (i.e., the number of forest patches
or the length of hedgerows) in the neighborhood around each cell.

Figure 4.1: The spatial distribution of the attribute-levels in the case study area. The scale
represents the cut-off points of the attributes in the choice experiment.

We use the results of the moving window analysis to define the levels of the
landscape attributes in the choice experiment. In the choice experiment, the presence
of livestock has two levels: presence and absence of livestock. Cells with a value
above 50% likelihood of encountering livestock are defined as having a presence of
livestock. The maize-grassland ratio, prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines and
prevalence of forest patches all have three levels in the choice experiment: low,
medium and high. Because grassland is the dominant agricultural land use the
distribution of the maize-grassland ratio is skewed to the left (median: 0.34, mean:
1.37). For this attribute, values below the 1st quartile (0.1) are defined as low, values
between the 1st quartile (0.1) and the 3rd quartile (1) are defined as medium and
values above the 3rd quartile (>1) are defined as high. The distribution of the
prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines is slightly skewed to the left (median: 888m,
mean: 996m). Values below the 1st quartile (< 440m) are set as low, values between
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the 1st and the 3rd quartile of the distribution (440m – 1440m) are set as medium and
values in the 4th quartile (> 1440m) are set as high. The prevalence of forest patches
is normally distributed (median: 7, mean: 6.99). Values below the 1st quartile (0-4
patches) are defined as low, values between the 1st quartile and the 3rd quartile (4 –
10 patches) are defined as medium and values in the 4th quartile are defined as high
(>10 patches).
Table 1 shows the translation of attribute levels derived from the spatial datasets to
the digitally manipulated landscape pictures in the choice experiment. Because the
area on the landscape picture is half the size of the moving window, the levels of the
prevalence of hedges, tree lines and forest patches are divided by two in the
landscape pictures. For the maize/grassland ratio this transformation is not necessary
because is it a ratio and thus not sensitive to the spatial extent covered by the
visualization. Figure 4.2 shows three alternative landscape pictures as they are
presented to the respondents. The maps above the landscape alternatives show where
and how the attributes maize-grassland ratio, prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines
and the prevalence of forest patches are placed into the landscape that is visible on
the picture. The presence of livestock is a dichotomous variable (present or absent),
displayed in the foreground and therefore not shown in the map. The background
landscape is held constant in all landscape alternatives. The location of the
background landscape is selected because of its slightly elevated perspective, which
enables us to capture all four landscape attributes in a single picture, but still ensuring
a credible surrogate for a realistic first person landscape experience (Figure 4.2).
4.2.3 CHOICE EXPERIMENT
Choice modeling is a tool to elicit preference for a set of alternative goods, services
or policy alternatives (Louviere et al. 2003; Rambonilaza and Dachary-Bernard 2007;
Hoyos 2010). In a choice experiment, a good or service – in this case a visual
agricultural landscape – is defined using a set of attributes that are expected to
determine the value of the good. In the context of landscape preference research,
choice experiments have been applied abundantly to value landscape specific
landscape features (Borresch et al. 2009; Dachary-Bernard and Rambonilaza 2012),
sometimes in relation to different scenarios of landscape policy (Liekens et al. 2013;
Vecchiato and Tempesta 2013), or to explore preference heterogeneity among
landscape users by identifying latent classes (Sevenant and Antrop 2010; Arnberger
and Eder 2011; Grammatikopoulou et al. 2012). The novelty of this study is that, for
the first time, we use a choice experiment to spatially extrapolate aesthetic values
along the lines of the regional variation of the attributes that are included in the
experiment.
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Choice experiments build on random utility theory, which states that the utility that
an individual gains from a good depends on a systematic component, i.e. the
landscape attributes, and a random component (McFadden 1974). Based on the
collected data, a choice model estimates the probability that respondents choose a
landscape alternative using the attributes in the experiment as independent variables.
Generally, choice experiments in environmental economics consist of a number of
ecological/landscape attributes as well as a price-attribute to enable inference of a
monetary value of environmental attributes (Hanley et al. 1998b; Hynes and
Campbell 2011). However, our study aims to map the relative aesthetic values of a
landscape based on its attributes rather than determining a monetary estimate of the
stated value of the landscape. Therefore, we do not include a price attribute.
Table 4.1: Attribute levels in the spatial data and the landscape visualization.
Attribute

Presence of
Livestock
Maize/grasslan
d ratio

Prevalence of
hedgerows and
tree lines
Prevalence of
forest patches

Low
Spatial
data
< 0.5
< 0.1

<
440m
<4
patche
s

Visualizatio
n
Livestock is
absent
≈0.1
(visualized
in
background)
≈0m
2 patches
(visualized
in
background)

Medium
Spatial Visualizatio
data
n
-

High
Spatial
data
> 0.5

Visualizatio
n
Livestock is
present
≈1.1

0.1-1

≈0.4

>1

4401440m

≈500m

>1440
m

≈1000m

4-10
patche
s

4 patches

> 10
patches

6 patches

In July 2013, the choice experiment and an accompanying questionnaire was
completed through 191 face-to-face interviews in the Dutch municipality of
Winterswijk. Because rural tourism is a vital source of income in the area, our study
focused on visitors. The respondents were interviewed at tourist accommodations. To
ensure a representative sample of stay-over tourists at different types of tourist
accommodations, such as campsites, bed & breakfasts and hotels, we involved the
local tourism association for the selection of the sampling locations. All respondents
were briefly introduced to the concept of agri-environmental measures and with the
landscape elements that were used as attributes in the choice experiment. For the
choice experiment itself, each respondent was shown eight choice situations, each
with three landscape alternatives. Respondents were asked which of the landscape
alternatives provides them with most aesthetic enjoyment. The experiment did not
include an opt-out option. Based on the choice experiment results we estimated a
model using conditional logit (using NLogit 5). For a detailed description of the data
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collection, an example of a choice card and a description of the model estimation for
this choice experiment, we refer to the Supplementary Material S 4.1.
4.2.4 MAPPING AESTHETIC VALUES
Using the choice model, we simulated market shares (Louviere et al., 2003) to assess
the relative preferences for all possible landscape alternatives that occur in the case
study area. These market shares describe the value (i.e. utility) of a landscape
alternative relative to all other landscape alternatives in the experiment. For this, we
use the attribute level parameters from the conditional logit model (Table 2) and
calculate predicted probabilities for all combinations of landscape attributes in the
case study area. These predicted probabilities describe the probability that a
respondent chooses a landscape alternative out of the 54 (2*3*3*3) possible
combinations of landscape attributes. The probability scores were subsequently
linked to a combined map of all landscape attribute levels, which indicates for each
25*25m resolution grid cell the combination of landscape attribute levels that occur
in their neighborhood. This results in the final map of relative visual landscape
preferences as a proxy for the aesthetic service provision in the area.

Figure 4.2: Three landscape alternatives that were included in the choice experiment.
The photographs below were presented to the respondents. The pictures above show a
map of the photographed area with graphical illustrations of the manipulated landscape
attributes.

4.2.5 COMPARISON OF MAPPING METHODS
We compare the results of our method to previously introduced landscape scale
mapping approaches for aesthetic values. Two of these methods are generic feature
mapping approaches that use primary preference data for the case study area while
the third method is the widely adopted land-cover based ES-matrix developed by
Burkhard et al. (2009).
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The two mapping methods specific for the study area were developed by van Berkel
& Verburg (2014) and build on primary landscape preference data collected through
questionnaires among visitors. For their first method (referred to as landscape
features method), an aesthetic value map was created based on preferences for
individual landscape features: respondents were asked to rank features such as
historic buildings, hedgerows, water bodies, forests and agricultural land. Based on
these ranks, average preferences were assigned to these landscape features and
spatially extrapolated over the case study area using a topographic vector dataset.
The second mapping method developed by van Berkel & Verburg (2014) (referred to
as landscape structure and composition method) ranks landscape aesthetics based on
landscape structure and composition: respondents choose their preferred image from
a set of six satellite images showing agricultural landscapes with different
compositions and configurations of agricultural land, forest and landscape elements.
Using a fuzzy membership calculation it was determined to what extent each of the
six satellite images corresponded to the landscape structure and composition across
the study areas. Subsequently, a map was created by a weighted overlay of the six
fuzzy membership layers. Weights were determined by the number of respondents
that chose the satellite image based on its landscape structure and composition.
The third method, referred to as ES-matrix method, is not specific to the case study
area. Burkhard et al. (2009) introduced an ecosystem service assessment method
based on land-cover classes, which is referred to as the ES-matrix (Jacobs et al.,
2015). In its initial application, the method builds on a generic expert evaluation of
landscape capacities to provide recreational & aesthetic values and other ecosystem
services on a 1 to 5 scale. The method is linked to 100m resolution European
CORINE land-cover data (European Environment Agency, 2012) and can, therefore,
be applied in our (and any other European) case study area.
We qualitatively describe the impact of the different mapping method on the hotspots
of aesthetic values and the degree of spatial clustering. Hotspots are areas with high
densities of ecosystem service supply (Alessa et al., 2008). We apply a hotspot
analysis in ArcMap to calculate the Getis-Ord Gi* spatial statistic (Zhu et al. 2010;
McPhearson et al. 2013). This statistic enables us to identify and compare
statistically significant spatial clusters of high and low values in the four mapping
approaches. The Gi* Z-scores describe the standard deviation of values in a cluster.
Under the assumption of a normal distribution, the Z-scores of 1.65, 1.96 and 2.58
correspond with p-values of < .10, <0.05 and <0.01. For quantitative comparison of
the configuration of hot and cold-spots, we create an agreement map using a
methodology developed by Schulp et al. (2014) and we present the percentage
agreement on hotspots among the four mapping methods in tabular format.
Additionally, to compare the overall degree of spatial clustering in the maps, we
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apply an incremental spatial autocorrelation analysis by comparing Moran’s I among
the four approaches at incremental distance of 100-1000 meters around each cell.
Moran’s I is a spatial statistic ranging from -1 (perfect negative autocorrelation) to 1
(perfect positive autocorrelation). A value of 0 indicates a perfectly random spatial
pattern.
4.2.6 COMPARISON TO REVEALED PREFERENCES
To verify the results of our mapping approach, we compare the map based on our
choice experiment to a density map of geotagged photographs extracted from the
web platform Panoramio. Density metrics of geospatial social media data are a
valuable source of information to estimate the provision of landscape preferences and
have been applied in several other studies, such as Casalegno et al. (2013), Keeler et
al., (2015), Nahuelhual et al. (2013) and Wood et al. (2013). To estimate the aesthetic
value of landscapes, the Panoramio database, in particular, hosts valuable
information as this repository focuses on photographs of landscapes and natural
features of the environment. In this study, we follow the methodology that is
proposed by Casalegno et al. (2013) to map the aesthetic value of landscapes. The
number of individuals that have uploaded photographs per unit area (1 km2) is used
as a measure of landscape value (we excluded photos geotagged in urban areas). This
approach is more appropriate than the total number of photographs, as otherwise the
data can be severely biased by very active individual photographers in a particular
unit area.

4.3 RESULTS
4.3.1 AESTHETIC VALUE MAP
Using the choice data of respondents we estimate a conditional logit choice model
(Table 2). The attribute levels are dummy-coded. Low levels are the reference
categories. All coefficients are positive and statistically significant, indicating that
the presence of any medium or high level attribute increases the probability that a
respondent chooses a landscape alternative, compared to low attribute levels. The
size of the coefficient shows the preference of respondents for the attribute level
relative to the presence of the other attributes. The third column of the table shows
the standard errors of the parameter estimates. The goodness of fit of the model is
indicated by the McFadden’s adjusted Pseudo-R2.
Figure 4.3 shows the aesthetic value map that was developed using the approach
developed for this study. The map displays the stretched values of the predicted
probabilities of the different landscape alternatives. The red areas on the map
represent high values. These are areas with the most preferred combination of
landscape attributes in the visual landscape. In the south and south-east of the case
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study area, the highest concentration of high values is found. Comparing Figure 4.3
with Figure 4.1, we can observe that the high concentration in the south and
southeast of the area is a result of the spatial occurrence of a high density of hedges
and tree lines, presence of livestock and forest patches in that area. In several other
places in the area, we find clusters of low values. For instance, the absence of
livestock in the eastern part of the area causes an elongated area of low values. Also,
the absence of hedgerows and tree lines and forest patches in the western part of the
area results in a clustering of low values.
Table 4.2: Output of the conditional logit choice model.

Attribute
Presence of livestock
Med maize-grassland
High maize-grassland
Med hedges and tree lines
High hedges and tree lines
Med forest patches
High forest patches
Log-likelihood
McFadden adjusted pseudo-R2
N observations
N individuals
*** ** *
, , ==> Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level

Coefficient
1.245***
.300***
.612***
1.595***
2.063***
.215**
.713***
-1199
0.28
1528
191

std. error
0.081
0.076
0.096
0.145
0.155
0.080
0.080

p-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.011
0.000

4.3.2 COMPARISON OF MAPPING METHODS
Qualitative comparison: To qualitatively compare aesthetic value patterns we
conduct a hotspot analysis on maps produced using the choice experiment method,
the ES-matrix (Burkhard et al. 2009), and the landscape features method and
landscape structure and composition method (van Berkel and Verburg 2014). The
map shows the Getis-Ord Gi* Z-scores (Figure 4.4). The red areas signify the
hotspots on the map and blue areas show the cold-spots.
The maps in Figure 4.4 have in common that they all identify hotspots in the smallscale agricultural landscapes with forest patches in the south and east of the case
study area. In particular, the ES-matrix method and the landscape features method
reveal a similar pattern of hotspots in the forested areas in the south and east. The
choice experiment method introduced in this chapter also depicts a high number of
hotspots in the south and east, but the configuration of those hotspots follows an
inverse pattern compared with the pattern shown by the other methods. This result
can be explained by the high value attributed to forested areas by the other methods
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while the choice experiment revealed that visitors in the area mostly appreciate the
small-scale agricultural areas that are enclosed by linear elements and forest patches.
Except for the forested areas, the ES-matrix method (Burkhard et al. 2009) hardly
show similarities with the other mapping approaches. While the three other methods
identify hotspots in the southern and eastern section of the case study area, the ESmatrix method reveals large cold-spots in these areas. This is because mosaic landcover classes in CORINE (grid codes 20 and 21, EAA, 2012) are assigned low values
for aesthetic and recreational values in the ES-matrix, whereas the three other maps –
which are based on primary data – show that these mosaic landscapes are actually
hotspots of aesthetic values in the area.

Figure 4.3: Aesthetic value map based on a choice experiment among landscape visitors.
Values on the map show the predicted probabilities from the choice model. The predicted
probabilities are determined by the presence of landscape attributes in a neighborhood,
depicting the visual landscape, around each cell.

Quantitative comparison: In Figure 4.5a, we compare the spatial configuration of
agreement on hot and cold-spots between the four different mapping methods. Here,
hotspots are defined as the 1st quartile of the distribution and cold-spots are defined
as the 4th quartile. Green areas represent (partially) agreed hotspots and blue areas
represent (partially) agreed cold-spots between the four methods. In the red areas the
mapping methods disagree on hot and cold-spots. In the South and Southeast of the
study area we observe a (partial) agreement on hotspots, whereas in the North and
Northwest agreement on cold-spots is prevalent. Areas of disagreement are evenly
distributed over the case study area. As a measure of overall quantitative comparison
between the maps, Table 3 presents the pairwise agreement on hotspots between the
methods across the region. For instance, out of the hotspots identified by the ES74

matrix method 83% overlaps with hotspots from the landscape feature method.
Hotspots identified by the landscape features method overlap for 39% with hotspots
from the landscape structure and composition method.

Figure 4.4: A hotspot analysis of the cultural ecosystem service map based on the choice
experiment and three other landscape scale generic feature mapping approaches for cultural
ecosystem services.

Table 4.3: The percentage overlap of hot spots with other methods in the comparison.
ES-matrix
and land
cover

Landsca
pe
features

-

83.11%

59.42%

14.78%

Landscape features (6613)
Landscape structure and
composition (5208)

16.07%

-

38.56%

27.82%

14.59%

48.96%

-

28.26%

Choice experiment (5049)

3.74%

36.44%

29.15%

-

Method (number of hot spot
cells)
ES-matrix and land cover (1279)

Landscape
structure and
Choice
composition experiment
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To describe the differences between the methods with respect to spatial clustering of
aesthetic values, we conduct an incremental spatial autocorrelation analysis. Figure
4.6 shows Moran’s I from 100 to 1000 meters around each cell for the four mapping
approaches that are presented in Figure 4.4. Moran’s I statistic indicates to what
extent cells in the neighborhood around each cell are correlated. We observe that the
landscape structure and composition method has the highest degree of
autocorrelation. In a 100m neighborhood around each cell an almost perfect positive
correlation (Moran’s I = 0.99) is found. For the choice experiment, we also observe a
high autocorrelation in the first 100-300 meter distance increments (Moran’s I =
0.91; 0.80; 0.70), but the correlation is sharply declining at higher distance
increments. The lowest level of spatial autocorrelation between 100-600 meters
around cells is found for the ES-matrix method and the landscape features method.
Above the 600 meter increment, the choice experiment method has a lower spatial
autocorrelation than the landscape features method.

Figure 4.5: An agreement map of aesthetic values between the four mapping methods
that are compared (a)) and an agreement map of aesthetic values between the choice
experiment method and the density of Panoramio photo’s (b)). The legend shows that
green areas indicate an agreement on hot spots (HS), whereas blue areas indicate
agreement on cold spots (CS). Red areas signify places the in landscape where there is
disagreement about hot and cold spots.

4.3.3 COMPARISON TO REVEALED PREFERENCES
In Figure 4.7, we compare the hotspot map based on the choice experiment method
with the Panoramio photo-density map. The photo-density map is classified based on
seven quantiles of the distribution. In total, the dataset consists of 1595 photo’s that
have been uploaded by 253 users. When we only consider the number of unique user
uploads per unit area, 660 observations remain. We observe similar patterns of hot76

and cold-spots in the two maps. In both maps, there is a high concentration of
hotspots in the south and southeast of the area. Especially the cluster just south of the
town of Winterswijk (the large white area in the center of the map) shows remarkable
similarities. A clear difference is seen in the far Southeast corner of the study area
where based on the choice experiment we find a high landscape preference while
only few Panoramio photos are taken in this area. Also, smaller hotspots in the
Northwest and Southwest of the case study area reveal similar patterns in the two
maps. With regard to cold-spots we observe a relatively similar pattern in the Eastern
and Northeastern area. Also, the maps agree on large cold-spots in the upper north
and south of Winterswijk national landscape. However, the large cold spot in the
Western and Northwestern parts of the area is larger on the Panoramio map than on
the choice experiment map. These patterns are confirmed in the agreement map
between the choice experiment method and the Panoramio photo density map (Figure
4.5b). Areas of disagreement on hot and cold-spots between these two maps can
partly be explained by specific attractions in the area that are not included in the
choice experiment method, such as the stone quarry and two recreational areas (Fig.
8b).

Figure 4.6: Incremental spatial autocorrelation from 100 to 1000 meters around each cell
of the four methods for mapping cultural ecosystem services.

4.4 DISCUSSION
4.4.1 APPLICABILITY OF THE METHOD OUTSIDE THE CASE STUDY AREA
The method presented in this chapter provides a novel approach for mapping the
aesthetic values of the landscape by measuring stated preferences of landscape users.
The mapped aesthetic values are interpreted as the relative aesthetic value of a site as
compared to the alternative visual landscapes on other sites in the case study area.
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More precisely, the mapped values indicate the probability that the average
respondent chooses the landscape on a site over the alternative landscapes in the
study area. The relative values reflect potential aesthetic values of locations rather
than the actual use of the landscape. In that sense, our method is an application of
generic feature mapping. This means that aesthetic values are extrapolated across the
area following the values of the landscape features that are generically defined for the
case study area. Consequently, the aesthetic values ascribed to the landscape by this
method do not necessarily reflect the actual use of specific sites (i.e. on-site aesthetic
enjoyment) and are, therefore, not correlated with context characteristics such as
accessibility or population density.

Figure 4.7: A choice experiment based preference map (lefthandside) and a Panoramio
photo density map (righthandside). The photo density map describes the density of
uploaded photographs of unique users per km2 and the photo density classes represent
quantiles of the value distribution.

The results of the choice modeling exercise indicate that in our case study area, a (1)
high and a (2) medium level of prevalence of hedgerows and tree lines represent the
highest valued features of the agricultural landscape. The presence of livestock (3) is
the third valued feature of the agricultural landscape. A high prevalence of forest
patches (4) in the agricultural landscape is the fourth ranked landscape feature. A
high (5) and medium (6) maize-grassland ratio and a low prevalence of forest patches
(7) represent the lowest ranked landscape features. These preferences translate into
distinct geographic patterns on the map. Although the study area is normally
regarded as one landscape type the geographic patterns indicate that there is a large
spatial variation of the aesthetic value ascribed to the variation in landscape attribute
levels.
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The approach may be applied to regions of different size as long as they are relatively
homogeneous in landscape features and user groups. For diverse landscapes it may
be difficult to construct a choice experiment that consistently represents all landscape
features. To make the mapping possible it is required to define landscape features
general enough to allow spatial extrapolation (i.e. mapping) of aesthetic values across
the region of interest. In case of strong variation in user groups a more detailed
sampling approach across the region may be needed. The approach can be made
specific to different groups of landscape users. In our case study we focused on
visitors as they are very important to the regional economy and largely attracted by
the visual quality of the landscape in our case study area (Bäcklund et al., 2011; van
Berkel and Verburg, 2014). However, this method can also be applied to samples of
local residents and, by comparing maps, areas of conflicting landscape preferences
between user groups may be identified. Alternatively, this method can be combined
with scenario analysis of landscape change (van Berkel and Verburg, 2012)
exploring the effects of future land use and land cover change in agricultural
landscapes on aesthetic values as perceived by user groups.
The added value for policy making of the proposed method is that it allows
measuring the contribution of specific features to the overall aesthetic value of the
landscape and identify those areas where the overall aesthetic value is high to target
protection (or further develop landscape quality at low-valued locations). This type
of information potentially can help the design of regional agri-environmental
policies, which aim to safeguard cultural ecosystem services provided by agrarian
landscapes (Plieninger et al., 2012). The advantage of the approach as compared to
other approaches for measuring aesthetic value or landscape preference is that our
approached is not biased by the availability of infrastructure and access to areas
which determines the actual use but not necessarily the value assigned to the qualities
of the landscape itself.
4.4.2 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
We discuss the validity of this method and its results through a comparison to other
mapping methods, and through a partial verification of the results using Panoramio
photo-densities as an indicator of revealed landscape preferences. The
methodological comparison has demonstrated clear similarities and differences
between the different aesthetic value maps (Figure 4.4 & Figure 4.5), which can be
explained by a number of key methodological choices that underlie the mapping
methods that we compare in this study. In the following sections, we reflect upon
these methodological choices.
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Selection of landscape attributes: which landscape features contribute to its
aesthetic value?
The type of landscape features that are addressed in the mapping procedure, i.e. the
type of ecosystem service providing units (Andersson et al. 2015), co-determine the
outcomes of the mapping method. The choice experiment method shows that the
presence of livestock is perceived as an important landscape attribute in the area. The
other methods, that we compared our results with, do not take it into account. Of the
four methods, the landscape features method includes the most specific and detailed
landscape attributes. In the questionnaire of that study, respondents were asked to
rank specific attributes in the landscape such as a the local stone quarry, villages,
cultural buildings, but also more generic land use or land cover attributes such as
forests, hedgerows and agricultural land (van Berkel and Verburg, 2014). The
landscape features method considered more landscape features as compared to our
choice experiment while for the other two mapping methods the service providing
units are defined in a more abstract way and at other spatial scales, expressing the
value of a landscape solely based on land-cover composition (Burkhard et al., 2009)
or the spatial structure and composition of land-cover (van Berkel and Verburg,
2014). These differences explain some of the differences in the resulting spatial
distributions. For instance, in comparison with the landscape features method and the
landscape structure and composition method, the choice experiment method reveals a
higher concentration of hotspots in the north of the case study area (Figure 4.4). This
is a result of the high levels of presence of livestock and a high maize-grassland ratio
in the northern area (Figure 4.1). These two attributes are only included in the choice
experiment method.
The differences originating from the choice of landscape attributes indicate that a
careful selection of landscape attributes is essential (Blamey et al. 2002). We propose
that in mapping studies and choice experiments a rationale for the inclusion of
landscape features that are considered as carriers of aesthetic value is explicitly
provided. In our study we have followed a structured approach for selecting
landscape features to be included. Such a structured approach is often lacking in
similar studies or not explicitly documented. Moreover, also the choice of attribute
levels included may influence the outcome. To limit the number of attribute levels
we included the presence of livestock as a binary attribute based on the likelihood of
encountering livestock. However, at the costs of a larger choice experiment, the
inclusion of more nuance attribute levels and additional landscape attributes would
be possible and this may influence the results.
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The scale and level of integration of landscape evaluation
The mapping approaches in the comparison that rely on primary data (i.e. the choice
experiment method, the landscape features method and the landscape structure and
composition method) all use choice-based elicitation methods with landscape
pictures to value landscape attributes. However, there are some notable differences
with respect to the scale of evaluation and the level of integration of the landscape
attributes in the elicitation of preferences. For the landscape features method, the
respondents ranked landscape attributes in isolation, regardless of the presence of
other landscape features in the direct vicinity of that particular landscape feature. In
contrast, the choice experiment and landscape structure and composition method take
an integrated approach, evaluating all landscape attributes in a single picture and thus
force respondents to trade-off the value of different landscape features. The choice
experiment method and the landscape structure and composition method, however,
apply different scales of landscape evaluation. In the choice experiment, we measure
landscape preferences at a visual landscape scale as a surrogate for the real landscape
experience, the structure and composition method visualizes and presents landscape
structure and composition to respondents using satellite imagery (van Berkel and
Verburg, 2014). The difference in spatial autocorrelation between the landscape
structure and composition method and the choice experiment method is partly a
result of this difference in scale of landscape evaluation. In the choice experiment
only the visual landscape is evaluated, whereas the structure and composition method
evaluates ≈2km2 blocks. This leads to a higher level of spatial detail in the choice
experiment map and to disagreement between hot and cold-spots in the value maps
(Figure 4.5a). Also, the scale at which the landscape is evaluated by respondents has
consequences for geo-spatial characteristics of attributes that can be considered
(Daniel 2001). Preferences for the presence of livestock, for example, cannot be
measured through satellite images.
The lowest level of spatial autocorrelation of aesthetic values is found for the ESmatrix and land-cover method and the landscape features method. This is a direct
consequence of the approach in which categorical landscape attributes are being
valued in isolation from each other rather than accounting for the context in the
visual landscape in around each grid cell. Aesthetic values assigned to landscapes are
often considered holistic, implicating that in a landscape “each element only gets its
meaning, significance or value according to the context or the surrounding elements”
(Antrop, 2000, pp 19). Therefore, we argue that in order to quantify the contribution
of specific landscape features in a meaningful way, an integrated evaluation and
mapping of landscape features is required. Additionally, if aesthetic value maps aim
to directly relate to the values that were assigned to these landscape attributes by the
users of the landscape, it is important to ensure that the mapping method and value
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assignment capture as much as possible the landscape user’s visual scale of
experience (Daniel and Boster, 1976; Daniel, 2001; Tveit et al., 2006). Our approach
that values landscape attributes within the visual landscape context in an integrated
way is designed to meet these requirements.
Landscape visualizations – capturing regional variation in landscape
photographs
A potential limitation of the presented choice experiment method arises from the use
of a single background picture that is assumed to be representative for the whole
region. Although the attribute levels account for regional variations, regional
differences of the appearance of the background and the basic structure of the
landscape visualization may lead to a bias in our mapping approach as the real
landscape variation is somewhat underrepresented (Scott and Canter 1997). In
addition, as in any landscape visualization study, there is a risk that the translation of
attribute levels (from the map) to a picture leads to misinterpretations by respondents
and thus to flawed results (Rehr et al. 2014). For instance, Schirpke et al. (2013) find
clear differences between foreground and background landscape attributes in their
contribution to scenic beauty in a mountain landscape context. As visualizing
landscapes to some extent always remains an art (e.g. the level of realism of the
visualization, see Appleton and Lovett 2003), we have dealt with fore- and
background issues in a pragmatic rather than a methodical way. Where possible, we
have evenly distributed landscape attribute levels over the fore- and background of
the landscape pictures to minimize the potential bias indicated by Schirpke et al.
(2013).
Validation using revealed preferences
Although we aim to validate the general pattern of aesthetic values by comparison to
the Panoramio photo-density map, we do not expect the two maps to be perfectly
correlated due to conceptual and methodological differences. The choice experiment
map represents stated landscape preferences (based on alternative visualizations in
landscape photographs), while the Panoramio photo density map indicates revealed
preferences of landscape users. Thus, one should interpret the extrapolated stated
preferences from the choice experiment as the potential of the agricultural landscape
to provide aesthetic enjoyment by visitors, whereas the Panoramio map is an
indicator of where services are actually provided and used, which is also determined
by accessibility of the landscape and the locations of tourism accommodations.
Moreover, except for the four landscape attributes that are included in the choice
experiment, there may be other specific attributes of the agricultural landscape that
trigger higher photo densities (e.g., traditional farm buildings, variations in grassland
management). Also, photo density may be affected by attributes that have no relation
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to the agricultural landscape accounted for in the stated preference map (e.g. pictures
of landfills, motorcycles, holiday homes). The latter cause of disagreement is a
consequence of the noise that is inherent to this form of passively crowdsourced
preference data. We have illustrated the conceptual differences in the agreement map
presented in Figure 4.5b, where three examples are marked where specific features
affect the density of photos: an old stone quarry that serves as a tourist attraction, a
large campsite (the most southern circle) which is a popular area in the summer and,
west of Winterswijk, a recreational area with a very high concentration of holiday
homes. In these encircled areas, we clearly observe disagreement between the choice
experiment map and the Panoramio photo density map. In spite of these limitations
that limit the use of this comparison for validation of our approach, many similar hotspots of high values are found and also the overall spatial pattern within the region is
corresponding. Such correspondence shows that both methods capture preferences
for similar landscape types and provide insight into the spatial occurrence of the most
valuable landscapes within the study area. At the same time the comparison reveals
that the inherent differences in method result in differences in results that have
implications for the use of the maps. In applying mapping methods careful selection
of the methods for the specific purpose of the mapping should be made, especially
concerning the use of stated versus revealed preferences.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS
To identify the aesthetic value of a landscape, the choice experiment based approach
proposed in this chapter addresses some of the shortcomings in spatial mapping
approaches existing in the literature. First, not all the existing methods for mapping
cultural ecosystem services use a careful selection process of relevant landscape
attributes. We have followed, similar to other choice experiments, a structured
approach using both a European level meta-analytic categorization and local expert
and stakeholder knowledge. Second, as many other studies have shown (e.g.
Eigenbrod et al. 2010), value-transfer based on simple ecological proxies leads to
poor estimates of cultural ecosystem services or landscape preferences due to
contextual biases (Jacobs et al., 2015). Our choice-based primary data approach
avoids these types of biases. Third, the method enables an integrated evaluation of
the landscape attributes within the visual landscape context as experienced by
landscape users. In addition, applying a choice experiment introduces trade-offs and
assessment of the relative importance of landscape attributes (e.g. Arnberger and
Eder, 2011; Daniel et al., 2012). It is often the combination and/or the configuration
of landscape characteristics that contributes to its aesthetic value. Fourth, landscape
preferences are measured from a visual landscape perspective to provide realistic
surrogate for a real landscape experience, which enables the inclusion of relevant
attributes at that occur at different scales in the visual landscape, ranging from
livestock to land cover composition. By representing the regional range of
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occurrence of landscape attributes in the choice experiment the results become useful
for mapping.
Although the implementation of the approach is region-specific, the overall
methodology is easily transferable between different regions and beneficiary groups.
In that sense, our method can be regarded as a generic methodology for contextsensitive mapping values of aesthetic landscape preferences.
Supplementary information
SI 4.1: Data collection and model specification of the choice experiment
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CHAPTER

5

A COMPARATIVE APPROACH TO
ASSESS THE CONTRIBUTION OF
LANDSCAPE FEATURES TO
AESTHETIC AND RECREATIONAL
VALUES IN AGRICULTURAL
LANDSCAPES

This chapter is based on: van Zanten BT, Zasada I, Koetse MJ, et al (2016) A comparative
approach to assess the contribution of landscape features to aesthetic and recreational values in
agricultural landscapes. Ecosystem Services 17:87–98. doi: 10.1016/j.ecoser.2015.11.011
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ABSTRACT
The importance of cultural ecosystem services in agricultural landscapes is increasingly
recognized as agricultural scale enlargement and abandonment affect aesthetic and recreational
values of agricultural landscapes. Landscape preference studies addressing these type of values
often yield context-specific outcomes, limiting the applicability of their outcomes in landscape
policy. Our approach measures the relative importance of landscape features across
agricultural landscapes. This approach was applied in the agricultural landscapes of
Winterswijk, The Netherlands (n=191) and the Märkische Schweiz, Germany (n=113) among
visitors in the agricultural landscape. We set up a parallel designed choice experiment, using
regionally specific, photorealistic visualizations of four comparable landscape attributes. In the
Dutch landscape visitors highly value hedgerows and tree lines, whereas groups of trees and
crop diversity are highly valued in the German landscape. Furthermore, we find that
differences in relative preference for landscape attributes are, to some extent, explained by
socio-cultural background variables such as education level and affinity with agriculture of the
visitors. This approach contributes to a better understanding of the cross-regional variation of
aesthetic and recreational values and how these values relate to characteristics of the
agricultural landscape, which could support the integration of cultural services in landscape
policy.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
Agricultural landscapes provide society with various ecosystem services (de Groot et
al. 2010; van Zanten et al. 2014a). Cultural ecosystem services embody the
immaterial benefits provided by agricultural landscapes, such as aesthetic values,
recreation, inspiration and cultural heritage (Zhang et al. 2007; Schaich et al. 2010;
Power 2010). In many European landscapes, aesthetics and recreation are of
increasing importance as a driver of landscape policy (Gobster et al. 2007), as
“functions related to recreation, tourism and the landscape as a living place are
gaining importance in relation to agricultural production functions” (Primdahl, 2010,
pp. 163).
Landscape features that contribute to aesthetic and recreational values (e.g.
hedgerows, stone walls or mosaic land cover structures) are being threatened by
changing agricultural practices, which are causing scale enlargement or abandonment
in agricultural landscapes around Europe (Meeus 1993; Klijn 2004). In response,
scholars and policy makers have initiated the protection of the cultural ecosystem
services in agricultural landscapes, for instance through the European Landscape
Convention (Council of Europe 2000) and by advocating comprehensive ecosystem
services-based landscape management as a part of the European Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) (e.g. Seppelt et al. 2012; Plieninger et al. 2012).
However, the subjective and context-specific nature of aesthetics and other cultural
ecosystem services (Daniel et al. 2012), complicates the identification of specific
valuable landscape features at higher than local geographic scales and, therefore, the
development of effective landscape policy through the CAP (Pouta et al. 2014). As a
result, standardized agri-environmental measures can be beneficial for the aesthetic
and recreational values of one place, whereas in other places this same measure has
negative effects (Pinto-Correia et al. 2006).
The rural development policies that were introduced in the CAP in the 2000s,
followed a multi-level approach, which allowed member states to coordinate the
development of rural development plans that meet regional socio-economic and
environmental management priorities (Beckmann et al. 2009). Yet, the level of
decentralization and regionalization within RDPs differs across European member
states (Beckmann et al. 2009) and a recent empirical study shows that in practice the
RDP in Scotland primarily reflect national and EU-level environmental policy
priorities (Yang et al. 2015). In the context of the decentralization debate and the
increasing importance cultural ecosystem services for rural development, a
methodology to compare the contribution of landscape features to the aesthetic and
recreational values of agricultural landscapes can assist to set national and EU-level
priorities for landscape policies targeting these cultural ecosystem services.
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Relations between cultural ecosystem services and specific features of agricultural
landscapes are often addressed using stated preference methods (Daniel et al. 2012;
van Berkel and Verburg 2014). Many local or landscape scale case studies found
relations between aesthetic and recreational values and landscape features describing
the land cover structure and composition, the presence of livestock or the presence of
historic buildings (van Zanten et al. 2014b). Although numerous case studies have
evaluated these values, estimates are often context specific, which inhibits cross-case
comparison of preference estimates (Arriaza et al. 2004; Pinto-Correia and CarvalhoRibeiro 2012; Soini et al. 2012). Case studies that address public preferences for
agricultural landscapes can be categorized as either holistic or attribute-based
(Swanwick and Hanley 2007; Hynes et al. 2011). Holistic approaches aim at
measuring preferences for landscape scenarios as a whole and are therefore
inherently context-specific and non-comparable. Attribute-based or analytical
approaches do have a potential for upscaling or value transfer, but in practice they
often address specific locally relevant landscape features and, therefore, value
estimates are also not fit for cross-regional comparison. In addition, comparability of
value estimates from case studies is hampered by methodological heterogeneity
among case studies – methods range from economic valuation to psychological
perception-based techniques – as landscape preferences are addressed by researchers
from many different scientific disciplines (Swanwick 2009; Schaich et al. 2010).
To date, very few comparative landscape preference studies have been conducted. A
number of studies have addressed preference heterogeneity for a set of landscape
images related to the cultural and ethnic background of sampled populations (Zube
and Pitt 1981; Kaplan and Herbert 1987; Yang and Kaplan 1990; Yu 1995; Buijs et
al. 2009; Lindemann-Matthies et al. 2013). However, these group comparisons
mostly referred to a single set of landscape images and focused on familiarity and
social construction by comparing differences in preference between home and alien
landscapes (Eisler et al. 2003).
The objective of this study is to test a method to compare the aesthetic and
recreational value of a set of landscape features in two agricultural landscapes:
Nature Park Märkische Schweiz in Germany and National Landscape Winterswijk in
the Netherlands. We quantify the aesthetic and recreational values by measuring
visual landscape preference of visitors. This user group is very important to the
regional economy as for visitors an aesthetically valuable landscape often backdrops
outdoor recreation (Plieninger et al. 2013). The landscape features in this study
represent 1) the presence of livestock, 2) the diversity of agricultural land use, 3) the
prevalence of green linear elements and 4) the prevalence of point elements in the
agricultural landscape. We aim to measure and compare the contribution of these
landscape features to its value using a choice experiment in which the landscape
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features are visualized in a landscape photo that is representative for the regional
agricultural landscape context (Lovett et al. 2010; Arnberger and Eder 2011). In
addition, we explore how preferences for specific landscape features relate to sociocultural background characteristics of the respondents.

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF CASE STUDY AREAS
The Märkische Schweiz and Winterswijk are both agricultural landscapes located in
North-Western European lowlands (Mücher et al. 2010). Both landscapes are
classified as open landscapes (Meeus 1993) and were shaped by glacial ice sheets,
which created a rolling landscape (Scholz 1962; Wascher and Pérez-Soba 2004). As
a result of impermeable glacial soils, the case study areas are characterized by the
abundance of brooks and ponds throughout the landscape. In addition, (parts of the)
landscapes in both case study areas are described as mosaic agricultural landscapes,
with agricultural plots that are enclosed by hedgerows or tree lines. As for these
similarities in terms of geological history, soil formation and presence of landscape
elements between the agricultural landscapes, we selected these case study areas for a
comparative study.

Figure 5.1: The overall map shows the location of the case study areas in Europe. The inset
maps indicate CORINE land cover (EEA 2012) classes in the case study areas.
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Despite of the commonalities in terms of geomorphology and soil, there are
considerable differences between the landscapes with respect to land use history and
the demand for cultural ecosystem services. In the German case, the agricultural
landscape has a history of collectivization under the rule of the German Democratic
Republic and is dominated by arable land. In Winterswijk pastures are dominant
(Figure 5.1). Moreover, Winterswijk has a well-developed touristic infrastructure and
the traditional agricultural landscape is well known for its aesthetic qualities and
cultural heritage value (van Berkel and Verburg 2014). In the Märkische Schweiz,
the touristic infrastructure in the agricultural landscape around the nature park is
poorly developed and the amount of visitors is significantly lower than in
Winterswijk. Additionally, we presume that the type of visitors differ between the
case study areas: visitors in the Märkische Schweiz are often high-educated
metropolitan-dwellers on a day trip, whereas in Winterswijk visitors are often retirees
from rural or sub-urban areas across the Netherlands (van Berkel and Verburg 2014).

5.3 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
5.3.1 OVERVIEW OF THE METHODOLOGY
A visual choice experiment has been designed to analyze stated preferences of
visitors for a general set of features of landscape management (in the context of the
choice experiment referred to as landscape attributes) in the two study areas. In both
areas, a spatial analysis was conducted to identify the spatial extent and variation of
the landscape attributes in the area to establish representative attribute levels.
Subsequently, landscape images were digitally calibrated to visualize different
attribute levels in the local landscape context. We compared preferences for a set of
landscape attributes across the case study areas as well as the influence of different
socio-cultural characteristics on preference estimates was assessed.
5.3.2 CHOICE EXPERIMENTS AND LANDSCAPE PREFERENCES
Choice experiments are increasingly applied to value different policy alternatives
aimed at rural landscape management and planning (Campbell 2007; DacharyBernard and Rambonilaza 2012; Liekens et al. 2013). While some of these studies
elicited visual preferences for different landscape scenarios under different policy
regimes (Rambonilaza and Dachary-Bernard 2007; Arnberger and Eder 2011;
Vecchiato and Tempesta 2013), other studies also included non-visual attributes such
as pest control, regional products and accessibility (Moran et al. 2007; Westerberg et
al. 2010). In a choice experiment, a landscape alternative (or scenario) is defined by
the levels of the selected landscape attributes. Individuals evaluate multiple
landscape alternatives as a whole by trading-off the attribute levels in each
alternative (McFadden 1974; Louviere et al. 2003). According to random utility
theory, the choice of a landscape alternative by an individual implies that the selected
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alternative has a higher utility than the other landscape alternatives in the choices
situation (Louviere et al. 2003). In the context of landscape preferences research,
choice experiments are a powerful tool to depict which (combinations of) landscape
attributes are important for the perceived quality of landscapes.
5.3.3 ATTRIBUTES OF LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
This study compares relative preferences for four attributes of landscape
management across the two case study areas. The selection of attributes was guided
by a classification of European agrarian landscape attributes (van Zanten et al.
2014b), which distinguishes four main types of landscape attributes in that contribute
to the aesthetic and recreational values of agricultural landscapes: agricultural
practices (e.g. livestock, irrigation), agricultural land cover composition, landscape
elements and non-agricultural biophysical features (e.g. presence of water,
elevation/mountains). Because we focus on those landscape attributes that are
affected by agricultural management and agri-environmental measures (Stoate et al.
2009; Lefebvre et al. 2012), preferences for biophysical features and historic
buildings are not addressed in the experiment. We include 1) the presence of
livestock; 2) the diversity of agricultural land cover to describe the land cover
composition of arable land and pastures; 3) the prevalence of green linear elements,
such as hedgerows and tree lines and 4) the prevalence of point elements in the
landscape, to account for patches on non-agricultural land use in the landscape. The
visual representation of the attributes and their levels in the choice experiment are
based on their occurrence in the local landscape context. Figure 5.2 shows the spatial
distribution of three of the four attributes in both case study areas. The presence of
livestock was not mapped because of lacking data on this attribute. As the different
attributes have different prevalence in the two landscapes studied, the visual
representations of the same attribute are different in the different landscapes. The
representation of the attributes is as follows:
1) Presence of livestock. This visual landscape attribute has two levels: presence of
livestock and no presence of livestock. In both areas, the dominant livestock type
in the agricultural landscape is cattle (Korevaar et al. 2008).
2) Diversity of agricultural land use. This visual landscape attribute has three levels:
low diversity, medium diversity and high diversity. As the Märkische Schweiz is
dominated by arable land use, this attribute is defined as the variety of the two
main crop types, rye and rape, and pastures. In Winterswijk, pastures are the
dominant agricultural land use, but there is a relatively small share of maize
cultivation (Korevaar et al. 2008). Therefore, diversity of agricultural land use is
defined as the grasslands/maize ratio in the visual landscape.
3) Prevalence of green linear elements. This visual landscape attribute has three
levels: low prevalence, medium prevalence and high prevalence of linear
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elements. In both areas, this attribute is visualized as the length of hedgerows or
tree lines in the visual landscape.
4) Prevalence of point elements. This visual landscape attribute has three levels: low
prevalence, medium prevalence and high prevalence of point elements. In the
Märkische Schweiz, this attribute is defined as the amount of riparian vegetation
around the pond and the amount of single trees or groups of trees in agricultural
plots. In Winterswijk, this attribute is defined as the number of groups of trees or
small patches of forest in agricultural plots.

Figure 5.2: The spatial distributions of the levels of three of the four attributes in the case
study areas. The solid lines represent the border of the case study areas. The hatched areas
within the case study areas are areas outside the agricultural landscape, such as urban areas,
forests and peat swamps. An overview of the methods and spatial datasets used for this
analysis, see SI 5.1.

5.3.4 PHOTOREALISTIC LANDSCAPE VISUALIZATIONS
We developed landscape visualizations that are representative for the agricultural
landscape in each case study area. Within a representative background picture, the
four landscape attributes were visualized for each study area. In both case studies, the
same visualization protocol was followed. In contrast to many other image-based
studies (e.g. Dramstad et al. 2006; Kaltenborn & Bjerke 2002), we used one
representative landscape view as base image for visualization of all landscape
alternatives in each case study area (Lovett et al. 2010). This approach was chosen to
control for other factors that potentially influence visual preferences, such as
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weather, angle and structure of the image. The base landscape images contain a set of
landscape characteristics that are typical for the regional landscape context and which
are held constant in all visualized landscape alternatives. The constant characteristics
in the Märkische Schweiz image are forests, a small village in the background, and a
pond in the middle ground. The constant characteristics in Winterswijk are a mosaic
land cover structure of agricultural plots and forest patches in the background as well
as a traditional farm building.
Building on these base images, landscape alternatives were created by varying the
levels of the different attributes in the base image using Adobe Photoshop. The
results of the spatial analysis of variation of landscape attributes presented in Figure
5.2 were used to set up realistic attribute levels for the visualization of landscape
attributes. Photographs of landscape attributes such as hedges, point elements and
different crops and pastures were taken elsewhere in the case study areas under the
same weather and seasonal conditions as the base image. Subsequently, a library with
layers of landscape attributes that could be added to the base images was created in
Adobe Photoshop. The likelihood of encountering livestock in the landscape, is much
greater in Winterswijk than in the Märkische Schweiz the presence of livestock was
visualized in the foreground in Winterswijk and more in the background in the
Märkische Schweiz (Figure 5.3). The choice cards were sufficiently large (A4 per
landscape alternative) to clearly depict all landscape attributes in both case study
areas.
5.3.5 SOCIO-CULTURAL EXPLANATORY VARIABLES
The socio-demographic and cultural characteristics of the individuals that express
landscape preferences have been addressed in many landscape preference studies
(van Zanten et al. 2014b). Commonly demographic characteristics, such as income,
gender, age, social status and environmental values are accounted for (Luckmann et
al. 2011; Howley 2011; Howley et al. 2012). Various studies have found that
education level substantially influences an individual’s landscape preferences:
respondents with an academic background showed stronger preference for a cultural
landscape (van den Berg et al. 1998; Kaltenborn and Bjerke 2002). Although
education level is a powerful predictor of landscape preference, its effects are often
interrelated with other factors that are likely to influence landscape preference, such
as familiarity, urban or rural living environment and age (Yu 1995). By developing a
sense of place or sense of identity, people develop a relationship with their
environment by experience, such as the landscape in which they live or were raised
(Hunziker et al. 2007). For example, in a Swedish case study, Adevi and Grahn
(2012) show that people’s landscape preferences are largely determined by landscape
experiences during their childhood. Also the place of residence and living in either an
urban or a rural environment, were identified as important explanatory factors. The
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evidence suggests that a rural living environment of respondents enhances
preferences for (the conservation of) traditional farming landscapes (Walker and
Ryan 2008; Howley et al. 2012), or as in the case of forest landscapes, for more
species-rich appearances (Lindemann-Matthies et al. 2013).

Figure 5.3: Examples of landscape alternatives on the choice cards that were presented to
respondents in Märkische Schweiz (left) and Winterswijk (right). The code on each alternative
indicates the combination of attribute levels. 1 refers to a low level of representation, 3 refers
to a high level of representation.

Familiarity with the landscape was found meaningful to explain landscape
preferences, either regarding their general appearance (Soini et al. 2012) or to
specific landscape elements (Rambonilaza and Dachary-Bernard 2007). Additionally,
relation to agriculture and knowledge about agricultural practices also affects
landscape preferences. Farmers or people closely related to the agricultural sector are
frequently found being attracted by landscapes with higher degrees of management
(van den Berg et al. 1998), a high intensity of agrarian land use (Howley 2011) or a
low degree of naturalness (Soini et al. 2012).
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Table 5.1: classification of visitors’ socio-cultural background variables

Variable
Rural/urban place of
residence

Values
0: rural

1: urban (lives in an
urban municipality)

Familiarity with
landscape
Main recreational
activities
Relation to farming

0: not familiar

1: familiar (has visited
landscape before)
1: hiking or cycling

Education level

0: low
education

0: other
activities
0: not related

Source

1: related to farming
(living or raised on a
farm)
1: high education (has
obtained a college or
university degree)

Degree of urbanization
per municipality for
Märkische Schweiz
(BBSR 2011) and
Winterswijk (CBS
2013)
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Questionnaire

Questionnaire

Based on these observations from literature we address the influence of a
standardized set of explanatory variables on preferences of landscape visitors in both
case study areas. We have included 1) rural/urban place of residence, 2) familiarity
with the landscape (measured by the number of visits), 3) type of recreational
activity, 4) relation to agriculture and 5) general education level (see Table 5.1).
Except for rural/urban place of residence, all variables were directly extracted from
the questionnaire. Rural or urban place of residence was established by relating zipcodes of respondents to degree of urbanization data at municipal level.
5.3.6 DATA COLLECTION AND MODEL SPECIFICATION
An fractional factorial statistical design was generated using the Sawtooth software
package. The design was used for conducting a pilot study (n=50 in both areas). We
estimated conditional logit (CL) models based on the pilot study data, and the
resulting parameter estimates were used as priors to generate a D-efficient statistical
design using the NGene software package (version 1.1.1). This design consists of six
different survey versions, each containing eight choices per respondent. Each
individual visitor was randomly assigned to one of the six survey versions.
In both case study areas the survey was conducted in July and August 2013. In total
191 visitors were interviewed in Winterswijk and 113 visitors in the Märkische
Schweiz. To obtain a representative sample of visitors for both areas, different
sampling strategies were applied. As the Märkische Schweiz is mainly a destination
for day-trip tourism, visitors where interviewed in trains connecting the area with the
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city of Berlin as well as at several points of interest in the region. In Winterswijk
most visitors stay overnight and respondents were therefore approached at touristic
accommodations – such as campsites, hotels and bed & breakfasts – in morning and
evening hours.
For both case study areas a Mixed logit (ML) choice model (Train 2009) is estimated
based on the collected survey data. A ML or random parameter logit estimation
assumes that utility parameters vary among individual respondents, but remain
constant among the eight choices that each respondent makes, taking into account
landscape preference heterogeneity among respondents. In our ML choice models,
each attribute level is dummy-coded and the minimum levels of all attributes are
included as the reference category.
First, we compare the utility of the individual landscape attributes between the case
study areas. As the magnitude of the coefficients cannot be compared directly across
models because of differences in the scale parameter (Carlsson et al., 2007), we use
the ranks of the attributes and normalized coefficients to indicate the order of relative
preferences for attribute levels. Also, we compare the statistical significance of
preference heterogeneity among respondents between the case study areas. Second,
we apply a market share simulation exercise (Louviere et al. 2003) to assess the
relative value of three landscape scenarios. In this exercise, we use the estimated
means of the attribute parameters from both ML estimations and apply the standard
Conditional logit equation to calculate the predicted probabilities for three landscape
scenarios for each of the two case studies (see, e.g., Hensher et al., 2009) . The three
scenarios for market share simulations represent potential pathways of landscape
management and policy: 1) intensification and scale enlargement of agriculture
causing further removal of linear and point elements 2), maintenance of the current
level of linear and point elements and the presence of livestock and 3), ecological
restoration through further protection of point and linear elements, but no presence of
livestock.

5.4 RESULTS
5.4.1 RELATIVE PREFERENCES FOR LANDSCAPE ATTRIBUTES
Table 5.2 shows the mixed logit estimations for the Märkische Schweiz and
Winterswijk. The dependent variable in these logistic models represents the preferred
choice of a landscape alternative out of the three landscape alternatives on a choice
card by a landscape visitor. The adjusted pseudo R2 values are 0.22 for the Märkische
Schweiz and 0.33 for Winterswijk, which are good values for any choice model
(Louviere et al., 2003).
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Table 5.2: Mixed logit estimations for the Märkische Schweiz and Winterswijk.

Märkische Schweiz
Coeff. (pvalue)
Presence of
livestock
Med agri LU
diversity
High agri LU
diversity
Med linear
elements
High linear
elements
Med point
elements
High point
elements

Coeff. Std.
(p-value)

Winterswijk
Coeff
Rank

.906***

1.242**

5

.228**

0.204

6

1.469***
.186
1.793***

1.916***
1.132***
1.900***

4
7
2

1.577***

0.468

3

2.853***

1.726***

1

Coefficient
(p-value)
1.872***

Coefficient
Std. (p-value)
3.292***

.348***

1.246***

.753

***

1.257

***

1.949

***

0.873

**

2.642

***

1.199

***

.279

**

.898***

Coeff.
Rank
3
6
5
2

0.190
0.592*

1
7
4

-1123
-764
Log-likelihood
0.33
Adjusted0.22
Pseudo R2
1528
Number of
904
observations
191
Number of
113
individuals
***
significant at 1%, ** significant at 5%, * significant at 10%

In both case study areas, all means of the parameter distributions suggest a positive
relation between the medium and high levels of the considered attributes and the
probability of choice. Stated differently, the presence of all landscape attributes in the
background landscape is evaluated positively by respondents. Except for medium
agricultural land use diversity and medium linear elements in the Märkische
Schweiz, all estimated coefficients are statistically significant at a 1% critical
significance level. Regarding the ranking of the landscape attributes, we observe that
a high level of point elements is the highest ranked attribute in the Märkische
Schweiz, whereas in Winterswijk a high level of linear elements is ranked highest.
The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient between the two rankings is 0.14,
indicating that correlation between the rankings is negligible and, therefore, the
attribute ranking in the two areas can be considered as very different. Table 5.2 also
reveals statistically significant heterogeneity on most attributes in both case study
areas. In the Märkische Schweiz, preferences for a high level of agricultural land use
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diversity, the prevalence of linear elements and a high level point elements are
strongly heterogeneous, with standard deviations that are statistically significant at
1%. In Winterswijk, particularly preferences for the presence of livestock, but also
for agricultural land use diversity and a high level of linear elements, display strong
heterogeneity, with standard deviations that are statistically significant at 1%.
Figure 5.4 shows a graphical representation of the normalized coefficients,
representing the relative magnitude of the mean parameters obtained from the ML
model. This figure provides more detail about the differences in relative preferences
for the landscape attributes and their levels in the case study areas. Visitors in the
Märkische Schweiz expressed strong preferences for a high level of point elements –
which is by far the most preferred attribute – whereas in Winterswijk this attribute
was far less preferred and ranked fourth. Visitors in Winterswijk expressed strongest
preferences for a high and medium level of linear elements in the agricultural
landscape, whereas a medium level of linear elements is one of the least preferred
attributes in the Märkische Schweiz. In addition, there is a notable difference in
relative preferences for the presence of livestock, which is more preferred in the
Dutch case study area. Also, there is a considerable difference between the relative
preferences for a high level of agricultural land use diversity, which yields higher
relative preference scores in the Märkische Schweiz than in Winterswijk. The results
should be interpreted with care: these results do not imply that livestock is more
preferred in Winterswijk than in the Märkische Schweiz or that visitors in
Winterswijk have stronger preferences for hedges than visitors in the Märkische
Schweiz. Instead, the results indicate that within the local landscape context of the
case study areas, the relative importance of landscape attribute types differs.
Figure 5.5 shows the results of a market simulation exercise that derives the
predicted choice probabilities for three landscape scenarios based on the mean
attribute parameters presented in Table 5.2. Calculating such scenarios for both
landscapes makes it possible to compare the consequences of various landscape
management and policy options. The percentages indicate the share of visitors that
would choose that particular landscape alternative out of the three alternatives. The
intensification scenario (scenario 1) – with scale enlargement of the visual landscape
as the result of low levels of both point and linear elements – has a comparably small
chance of being selected as the preferred scenario (1% in both landscapes). However,
considerable differences in market shares between the two case study areas are
observed for scenarios 2 and 3. In the Märkische Schweiz, scenario 3 has the largest
market share, whereas in Winterswijk scenario 2 has the largest market share. These
results indicate that in the agrarian landscape of the Märkische Schweiz, the relative
importance of a high level of linear and point elements combined is higher than the
relative importance of the presence of livestock. In contrast, in the agrarian landscape
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in Winterswijk, the relative importance of livestock as a landscape attribute exceeds
the marginal value of a high level of point and linear elements.

Figure 5.4: Relative preferences for the individual attribute levels indicating the relative
magnitude of the mean levels of the coefficients in the ML estimations in both case study areas.

5.4.2 SOCIO-CULTURAL EXPLANATORY VARIABLES
In this section we aim to analyze the observed preference heterogeneity further by
looking at the effects of socio-cultural variables on preferences for the landscape
attributes in the experiment. We analyze these relations by estimating a CL model
with interactions between socio-cultural variables and attribute levels. For both case
study areas, we present a full CL model with all interactions and a backwards
stepwise CL with interactions (Table 5.3). Figure 5.6 shows the composition of the
samples with respect to residence location, familiarity with the landscape and
education level. Of the selected socio-cultural background variables, these variables
most clearly show the differences between the samples and arguably the populations.
With respect to urban or rural place of residence, the composition of the samples also
differs significantly. Due to the proximity of the city of Berlin to the Märkische
Schweiz, an 88.0% majority of visitors are urban residents, whereas with 70.8%,
most visitors in Winterswijk are residents of rural or peri-urban municipalities.
Familiarity with the landscape, which is defined by the number of visits, strongly
differs between the samples. In the Märkische Schweiz 43.4% of respondents visited
the landscape more than five times, whereas in Winterswijk almost half of the
respondents (49.2%) visited the region for the first time. The share of people with a
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high education level in the Märkische Schweiz (47.8%) is higher than in Winterswijk
(31.4%).

Figure 5.5: Results of market simulations for a set of different landscape scenarios in the case
study areas. These landscape scenarios describe three possible landscape management and
policy. The percentages attributed to each landscape alternatives represent the share of
respondents in the sample that would prefer that particular landscape scenario over the other
scenarios in the comparison. The percentages reflect the predicted probabilities based on the
estimated coefficients for each attribute presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.3 shows estimation results of a CL model with interactions between sociocultural background variables and landscape attribute levels. With respect to
residence location, Table 5.3 indicates a clear difference between the Märkische
Schweiz and Winterswijk, in particular for the attributes agricultural land use
diversity and linear elements. While in Winterswijk urban people have lower
preferences for high level of landscape diversity and medium levels of linear
elements, in the Märkische Schweiz case these coefficients, although not statistically
significant, show reversed signs. Also, Table 5.3 shows that landscape familiarity
with the landscape influences preferences for diversity of agricultural land use and
point elements in different ways in the two case study areas. While in Winterswijk
high diversity has a lower relative importance for people who are familiar with the
landscape, this attribute was given a higher relative importance by visitors familiar
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with the landscape in the Märkische Schweiz. With respect to the prevalence of
linear landscape elements, visitors that are familiar with the landscape indicated a
lower relative importance for a medium and a high attribute level in both regions
compared to visitors who are not familiar with the landscape. However, only in the
Märkische Schweiz these effects are statistically significant. In addition, in the
Märkische Schweiz a strong positive effect is found for a medium level of point
elements.

Figure 5.6: Differences between the two samples with respect to the explanatory variables
urban or rural municipality of residence, familiarity with landscape and level of education.
The black bar charts represent the results from the Märkische Schweiz and the grey bars
show the results from the Winterswijk sample.

Both regions showed very similar shares of visitors that mentioned either hiking or
cycling as being their main activity (Winterswijk: 75.4%; Märkische Schweiz:
73.5%). In Winterswijk, hikers or cyclists assign a higher relative importance to a
medium and high level of linear elements than visitors who do not belong to this
group. The influence of the activity type variable shows substantial differences
between the two regions, especially regarding relative preferences for high degree of
linear elements. In the Märkische Schweiz this landscape attribute is less preferred by
hikers and cyclists. We also observe a notable difference between the case study
areas regarding a high level of point elements: in the Märkische Schweiz hikers and
cyclists have stronger preferences for point elements, while in Winterswijk point
elements are less preferred by this group of visitors. The share of visitors that is
closely related to agriculture is evenly distributed across the case study areas: 13.6%
in Winterswijk and 13.3% in the Märkische Schweiz. However, a significant relation
to landscape preference was only found in the Dutch case study, where a strong
positive and statistically significant effect is found for the presence of livestock.
Visitors related to agriculture also stated higher preferences for a medium level of
point elements.
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Table 5.3: This table shows effects of individual socio-cultural background variables on
preferences for landscape attributes. For both case study areas, it shows a full model and a
backwards stepwise regression with effects that are statistically significant (p<0.10).
Winterswijk
Attribute – Background variable
Full
Livestock - Urban
.138
Livestock - Familiarity
.140
Livestock - Cyclist/Hiker
-.237
Livestock - Relation to agriculture
.631***
Livestock - High Educated
-.051
Medium Diversity - Urban
-.030
Medium Diversity - Familiarity
-.165
Medium Diversity - Cyclist/Hiker
-.028
Medium Diversity - Relation to agriculture
-.175
Medium Diversity - High Educated
.214
High Diversity - Urban
-.321
High Diversity - Familiarity
-.436**
High Diversity - Cyclist/Hiker
-.008
High Diversity - Relation to agriculture
.116
High Diversity - High Educated
-.068
Medium Lin. Elements - Urban
-.547*
Medium Lin. Elements - Familiarity
-.359
Medium Lin. Elements - Cyclist/Hiker
.606*
Medium Lin. Elements - Relation to
.255
agriculture
Medium Lin. Elements - High Educated
.570*
High Lin. Elements - Urban
-.294
High Lin. Elements - Familiarity
-.309
High Lin. Elements - Cyclist/Hiker
.583*
High Lin. Elements - Relation to agriculture
.194
High Lin. Elements - High Educated
.778**
Medium Point Elements- Urban
.132
Medium Point Elements - Familiarity
-.124
Medium Point Elements - Cyclist/Hiker
.078
Medium Point Elements - Relation to
.379**
agriculture
Medium Point Elements - High Educated
.130
High Point Elements- Urban
.079
High Point Elements - Familiarity
-.155
High Point Elements - Cyclist/Hiker
-.257
High Point Elements - Relation to
.283
agriculture
High Point Elements - High Educated
.032
***
significant at 1%, ** significant at 5%, * significant at 10%
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Märkische Schweiz
Stepwise Full
Stepwise
-.401
-.020
.013
.659***
.054
.269
.303
.066
.218
-.084
.297**
.306
.434**
*
-.314
.394
.382
.214
-.281
.499*
.639***
*
-.312
-.028
-.701**
-.752***
.107
-.052
.248
.284
-.550*
-.205
-.242
-.019
-.058
.476*
.081
-.085

-.286**

-.667**
-.394*

.449**

.505**
.049
.115
.360
.566

.505**

.390

.531*

Overseeing Table 5.3, especially the level of education appears to influence
landscape preferences. In both case study areas, the full model clearly indicates that
visitors with a high educational level (college or university degree) have stronger
preferences for point elements and linear elements than lower educated visitors
(Table 5.3). In the Märkische Schweiz, highly educated visitors have stronger
preferences for a medium and a high level of agricultural land use diversity and for
the occurrence of point elements, whereas in Winterswijk the education level has a
particularly strong effect on linear elements.

5.5 DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we present an approach to compare the relative importance of a set of
landscape features to its aesthetic and recreational values. Also, we have investigated
relations between socio-cultural background variables and preferences for landscape
attributes in both agricultural landscapes. An important presumption of our method is
that preferences for landscape attributes cannot be evaluated disregarding the wider
landscape context. European agrarian landscapes consist of many landscape
attributes that have different appearances and meanings in different places. Together,
the landscape attributes represent an aesthetic and recreational value as perceived by
landscape users. We chose to work with landscape visualizations in which we
adapted the level of occurrence and visual characteristics in of attributes each case
study area. The results of this comparative study should be interpreted as relative
preferences for landscape attributes, but within the agricultural landscape context of
the case study areas. When contemplating the results of our study, one should also
consider that the survey only addressed the current visitors of the case study areas. A
changed landscape situation could attract other visitors with different preferences and
subsequently, change the relative importance assigned to the landscape attributes in
the study. Also, the values measured in this study are not representative for the
region’s populations as a whole, since we focused on visitors as main landscape
users.
Based on this comparative study, we find generic as well as context-specific
landscape preferences. Confirming the findings of many previous landscape
preference studies (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; Hunziker and Kienast 1999; Dramstad
et al. 2006; van Zanten et al. 2014b), we find that on a general level – in both case
study areas – a diverse landscape with all evaluated attributes present is most
preferred. However, there are areas also notable landscape specific preferences with
respect to the relative importance of the landscape attributes (Figure 5.4). In the
Märkische Schweiz, high levels of point elements and agricultural land use diversity
are relatively important, whereas in Winterswijk linear elements and the presence of
livestock are the most important attributes.
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The predicted probabilities of the different landscape scenarios show that a scenario
with intensification and scale enlargement of agricultural practices is strongly
rejected in both case study areas. Homogenization of the agricultural landscape
through increasing visual field sizes and clearance of wooden elements causes a
negative impact on the aesthetics and recreational values. In the Märkische Schweiz,
the marginal utility (i.e. marginal preferences) of a high over a medium level of
linear- and point elements is much larger than in Winterswijk (Figure 5.4). Therefore,
the scenario with further protection of these landscape elements (scenario 3) obtained
the highest predicted probability in this study area. In Winterswijk, the scenario with
the average levels of linear- and point elements and the presence of livestock
(scenario 2) obtained the highest probability of choice. The larger difference between
medium and high levels of point and linear elements in the German case as compared
to the Dutch case indicates an unequal level of satisfaction among visitors with the
current level of landscape attributes. In the German case large and continuous
agricultural open lands are dominant. Consequently, the medium levels of point- and
linear elements are lower in absolute terms than in Winterswijk, where the
agricultural landscape is relatively small-scale and element-rich.
It is likely that, to some extent, the differences in preferences are a result of the
different visual appearance of landscape attributes in the Märkische Schweiz and in
Winterswijk. Preferences in this comparative study are therefore not absolute
preferences for the landscape attributes, but rather preferences for the attribute within
the context of the landscapes studied. In addition, the socio-cultural background of
landscape visitors also affects landscape preferences (Lothian 1999; Soliva et al.
2010). In our study, results from the interaction models between socio-cultural
variables and landscape attribute levels reveal clear relationships. In both areas
highly educated visitors have stronger preferences for the most important landscape
attributes in the case study, point elements in the Märkische Schweiz and linear
elements in Winterswijk. These results indicate the role of education level in relation
to the awareness and perception of these cultural landscape features (Kaltenborn and
Bjerke 2002). In Winterswijk, visitors affiliated to farming assign a higher relative
importance to the presence of livestock than other visitors, emphasizing the cultural
and economic values that farmers associate with agricultural landscapes
(Tahvanainen et al. 2002; Junge et al. 2011).
Although socio-cultural background variables of the sampled populations affect the
relative importance of landscape attributes in both landscapes, the most influential
explanatory factor, education level, mainly amplifies the importance of the most
preferred attributes in both the Märkische Schweiz and Winterswijk. Hence, the
education level of the sampled visitor populations does influence preferences for
landscape attributes in both areas in a similar way, but on different attributes. In
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contrast, we could argue that familiarity with the landscape of the sampled visitor
populations increases differences in relative preferences for landscape attributes.
People familiar with a landscape often develop a sense of landscape belonging; they
associate a landscape attribute with a particular place (Franco et al. 2003). We
observe this effect in the Märkische Schweiz, where many visitors visit the area
frequently. In this area, visitors who are familiar with the landscape assign a higher
relative importance to the medium prevalence of point elements and a lower
importance to linear elements, which confirms the idea that point elements and to a
lesser extent linear elements belong in the agricultural landscape of the Märkische
Schweiz (Haefner et al. in review). In Winterswijk the majority of respondents is not
familiar with the landscape. Here, visitors familiar with the area assign a lower
relative importance to a high level of land use diversity (Table 5.3). This result
corresponds to local concerns in Winterswijk about the impact of the increasing share
of maize cultivation on landscape quality and, thus, also reveals a sense of landscape
belonging of visitors who are familiar with the landscape. However, it should be
noted that this is effect is only statistically significant in the full interaction model
(Table 5.3).
We conclude that preferences for attributes of agrarian landscapes need to be
assessed at a landscape scale because the relative importance of attributes for
aesthetic and recreational values of landscapes is often related to the wider landscape
context. At the same time, we argue that more comparative studies – measuring the
contribution of specific landscape features to its aesthetic value – are essential for
understanding relations between landscape attributes and visual landscape quality
across different landscapes. Although the literature hosts large amounts of landscape
preference studies, the results are difficult to compare and can often only be applied
to the local context of the case study. The application of comparative studies will
further help to disentangle the role of local context and generic patterns of landscape
patterns across larger areas and groups of landscape visitors and users.
For policymakers in the rural development and agricultural policy domain,
understanding aesthetic values and other cultural ecosystem services across spatial
scales in European landscapes remains an ongoing challenge (de Groot et al. 2010).
One the one hand, top-down continental scale ecosystem services assessments (e.g.
Maes et al., 2012; Paracchini and Capitani, 2011) struggle to understand how
agricultural landscapes contribute to cultural ecosystem services. On the other hand,
bottom-up local landscape preference studies measure aesthetic values in the local
context, and are hard to compare at larger geographic scales (van Zanten et al.
2014b). As landscape scale coordination of agri-environment measures has proven to
be more effective for preserving ecosystem services (Prager et al. 2012; Franks and
Emery 2013), the EU’s rural development policies incentivize landscape scale
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coordination of these measures through collective action by groups of farmers
(Lefebvre et al. 2015). However, at the same time, there is evidence that rural
development programmes, developed at member state level, often neglect local
interests and objectives concerning cultural ecosystem services and mainly reflect
national environmental priorities (Yang et al. 2015). Comparative studies help to
understand cross-regional variation of aesthetic values and how these values relate to
characteristics of the agricultural landscape and its users. This type of evidence can
support the integration of cultural services in landscape policies and ensure
conservation and rehabilitation of aesthetic values and other cultural ecosystem
services in European landscapes.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
SI 5.1: overview of spatial datasets and description spatial analyses
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CHAPTER

6

PREFERENCES FOR EUROPEAN
AGRARIAN LANDSCAPES: A
META-ANALYSIS OF CASE
STUDIES

This chapter is based on: van Zanten BT, Verburg PH, Koetse MJ, van Beukering PJH (2014)
Preferences for European agrarian landscapes: A meta-analysis of case studies. Landscape & Urban
Planning 132:89–101. doi: 10.1016/j.landurbplan.2014.08.012
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ABSTRACT
Stated preference studies are increasingly employed to estimate the value of attributes of
European agrarian landscapes and changes therein. Despite the vast amount of case studies,
preferences for landscape attributes are context specific, which inhibits cross-case comparison
and up-scaling. In this study, we address this problem by applying a meta-analysis of stated
preference studies that focus on attributes of European agrarian landscapes (n = 345). The
main objective of this study is to identify generic preferences for particular types of landscape
attributes across case studies. In addition, landscape context variables that explain preference
heterogeneity between different cases that address similar landscape attributes are identified.
We find that landscape attributes that describe mosaic land cover, historic buildings or the
presence of livestock generally receive the highest stated preferences across cases.
Furthermore, we find relations between preferences for particular attributes and context
variables – such as population density and GDP per capita – using a meta-regression analysis.
The results of the present study provide the first cross-disciplinary and cross-case evidence on
relations between preferences for landscape attributes and socio-economic and landscape
context conditions. The study is a first step toward up-scaling of land- scape preferences and
the development social landscape indicators that reflect the perceived value of landscapes at
regional and pan-regional scales, which is increasingly important as landscape policies are
progressively implemented at European level.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Agricultural landscapes provide multiple ecosystem services beside the production of
food, feed and fibers (van Zanten et al. 2014a). Amongst the most common services
are recreation and tourism as well as cultural heritage and aesthetic functions, often
summarized as cultural services (Daniel et al. 2012; Chan et al. 2012a). A common
way to obtain insight into these cultural services is to study stated landscape
preferences. In Europe, various scientific disciplines have made contributions to the
landscape preference literature. Many of these research efforts were driven by
changes in landscapes due to processes such as intensification, scale enlargement and
agricultural abandonment (Hunziker and Kienast 1999; Howley et al. 2012; van
Berkel and Verburg 2014). These processes have drastically changed landscape
structure and composition and, therefore, the visual appearance and quality of many
post-war European agrarian landscapes (Klijn 2004; van der Zanden et al. 2016).
Landscape preferences have been addressed by numerous empirical studies. These
studies have applied different methodologies originating from different disciplines,
among others environmental psychology, landscape ecology, environmental
economics and geography. Despite addressing a similar problem, methodological
heterogeneity constrains the comparison of landscape preferences across empirical
studies and, therefore, inhibits the advancement of cross-case evidence. An important
conceptual distinction can be made between monetary and non-monetary valuation of
landscape preferences, where monetary valuation studies present beneficiaries with
landscape alternatives that also include a financial tradeoff, while non-monetary
studies use ranking methods to measure the landscape preferences of relevant
beneficiaries. Another important conceptual distinction between empirical preference
studies arises from differences between expert-based and stakeholder-based
assessments of landscape quality. The former type of studies regard landscape quality
to be an intrinsic attribute of the landscape, whereas the latter type regards landscape
quality as a subjective value that is derived through the eyes of the beholder (Lothian,
1999; Tveit, 2009).
In stakeholder-based landscape assessments, researchers have applied both cognitive
(e.g. Sevenant & Antrop 2009) and physical landscape attribute approaches (e.g.
Arnberger & Eder 2011; Dachary-Bernard & Rambonilaza 2012) to measure visual
preferences for landscapes. Cognitive attributes, such as landscape coherence,
disturbance, and naturalness, often measure aspects of landscape preference based on
evolutionary theories that emerged in environmental psychology (Appleton 1975;
Kaplan and Kaplan 1989). This category of attributes does not address preferences
for a specific physical component of a landscape, but provides a holistic assessment
of landscape character (Tveit, Ode, & Fry, 2006). Physical attributes address
preferences for tangible and quantifiable landscape components, such as the presence
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of hedges or a land cover type. Studies that address physical attributes often estimate
a change in preferences as a result of (potential) landscape change. Hunziker et al.
(1999), for example, examined stakeholder preferences for different stages of
afforestation in Switzerland. Campbell (2007) estimated the economic value of
landscape attributes, such as hedgerows and stone walls in Ireland, using stated
preferences.
In addition to their conceptual and methodological heterogeneity, studies that address
preferences for landscape attributes tend to be context specific and thus lack external
validity (Bateman et al. 2006). Local case studies are valuable to gain understanding
on local causal mechanisms (i.e. how does one’s occupation as a farmer affect one’s
landscape preferences?), but the strength and magnitude of causal effects could differ
from place to place (Gerring 2007; Rudel 2008). As a result, it has been proven
difficult to upscale locally measured landscape preferences and to use these
preference estimates for developing social landscape indicators of the perceived
value of landscapes to support landscape planning on regional or pan-regional scales
(Paracchini and Capitani 2011).
To address this problem, this chapter aims to review the findings of existing
empirical stated landscape preference studies and to examine if there are generic
preferences across Europe for particular types of landscape attributes. Stated
preference studies assess the general public’s preferences by asking respondents to
rank, rate or state a willingness to pay for an environmental good or service;
contrasting to revealed preference studies that derive environmental quality
preferences from observed behavior. We aim to analyze and interpret preference
heterogeneity between different contexts by incorporating spatially explicit socioeconomic and land use/land cover related proxy variables in a meta-regression
analysis. To enable a comparison of preference estimates across cases, we have
collected a large set of case studies that measure stakeholder’s landscape preferences
for physical landscape attributes. We use this subset of the stated landscape
preference literature to conduct our meta-analysis. Hence, holistic landscape
character assessments and expert evaluations of landscape preferences are not
included in the analysis as they inhibit quantitative meta-analyses of case study
results.
Section 2 of this chapter describes the methods that were applied; section 3 describes
the results of a descriptive cross-case comparative analysis and a meta-regression
analysis; section 4 discusses the results and draws conclusions.
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6.2 METHODS
6.2.1 OVERVIEW OF THE METHODOLOGY
This chapter uses meta-analysis to synthesize findings of empirical landscape
preference studies in Europe. Meta-analyses of case studies are applied to provide a
higher level of generalization of specific case study knowledge and address the scale
sensitivity of causal mechanisms and effects (Young et al. 2006). To construct a
database with comparative cases, this study follows the methodological
recommendations for meta-analyses proposed by Rudel (2008). First, empirical
studies were selected based on a predefined set of criteria. Second, a typology of
agricultural landscape attributes was designed to enable cross-case comparison and
frequency analysis of similar attributes. Third, preference scores for specific
landscape attributes in the individual studies were normalized to enable cross-case
comparison of preferences. Fourth, a number of potential explanatory variables were
coded for each case. The database was analyzed using frequency analysis, cross-case
comparison of mean preferences for specific landscape attributes, and metaregression analysis.
6.2.2 SEARCH PROTOCOL & SELECTION CRITERIA
This study analyzed empirical studies (n = 51; see SI 6.1 in the supplementary
material) that focus on stated landscape preferences for a set of landscape attributes.
Every preference estimate for a landscape attribute stated by a defined group of
beneficiaries in a defined case study area was treated as a unique case in the
database, resulting in 345 cases. The case study areas in the database range from
local to national scale and all studies were published between 1993 and 2013. The
studies were retrieved by keyword search using the search engines ISI web of
Science, Scopus and Google Scholar. Search strings were: (rural OR agricultural)
AND landscape AND (preferences OR valuation). In addition, snowball search was
applied to selected studies.
The selection criteria for empirical studies were the following: (1) studies measured
landscape preferences for particular visual attributes of landscapes; (2) beneficiaries
who stated the preferences were defined; (3) case studies addressed landscape
preferences in agrarian landscapes; (4) studies were conducted in Europe. The search
protocol and selection procedure of this meta-analysis were performed in accordance
to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses protocol
(PRISMA; checklist see SI 6.2).
6.2.3 LANDSCAPE ATTRIBUTE TYPOLOGY
To enable cross-case comparison of preferences for landscape attributes, a
classification of the attributes used in the different case studies into generic
categories is required. As there is a great diversity in European agricultural
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landscapes, there is also a wide variety of different attributes that potentially
contribute to the quality and value of these landscapes (Gobster et al. 2007). The
types of landscape attributes that are addressed in the empirical studies depend on the
objectives of the study, the perspective of the researcher and the research design. In
many studies, expert knowledge or focus groups are used to identify the most
important landscape attributes that contribute to the quality or the value of the
landscape (Moran et al. 2007; Howley et al. 2012). Other studies relate cognitive
attributes to physical landscape attributes (e.g. land cover diversity or complexity) or
use metrics of landscape structure and composition (Ode, Fry, Tveit, Messager, &
Miller, 2009; Ode, Tveit, & Fry, 2008).
In this analysis, we distinguish four groups of landscape attributes (Figure 6.1). First
we distinguish a group of attributes that describe direct anthropogenic influences in
agrarian landscapes, mainly encompassing visual agricultural management practices
such as irrigation, farm stewardship, presence of livestock and sustainable field
margins. The second and third group consist of attributes that describe landscape
structure and composition, which are often regarded as a result of both anthropogenic
and (biotic and abiotic) biophysical processes (Mücher et al. 2010). Landscape
attributes referring to land cover patterns and crop types are categorized as land cover
composition; landscape attributes referring to specific elements that affect the spatial
structure of agrarian landscapes such as hedgerows, tree lines, ditches or historic
buildings, are categorized as landscape elements. The fourth group consists of
attributes that describe visual aspects of biophysical features of landscapes, i.e.
presence of water in a landscape, hills or mountains. This first level of landscape
attribute grouping enables a comparison of the observed landscape attributes in the
primary studies on a nominal level.
The second level of landscape attribute typology breaks down the first level attribute
groups into more refined categories (for a detailed description of the landscape
attribute typology see SI 6.3). This level enables the comparison of landscape
preferences between attributes at ordinal or interval level. The second level typology
is designed by an iterative coding routine, adapting and adjusting the classification
and research design to interpretations and preliminary results from a small subset (n
= 40) of the database as proposed by Rudel (2008).
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the typology of landscape attributes.

Some studies include a number of attributes that cannot be categorized in either the
first or the second level attribute typology (e.g. Kaltenborn & Bjerke, 2002; Moran et
al., 2007; Westerberg, Lifran, & Olsen, 2010). Such classification problems arise
either from the fact that not all attributes in the study refer to landscape
characteristics directly (e.g. public preferences for the promotion of locally grown
food, Moran et al., 2007), or they occur when the preference that is measured cannot
be assigned to one attribute type specifically (for example ‘summer farm, log
buildings, mountains in the background’, Kaltenborn & Bjerke, 2002). In the former
case, the particular landscape attributes are left out of the database; in the latter case
landscape attributes are included in the database, but marked as uncategorized.
6.2.4 NORMALIZATION OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Landscape preferences are measured using a wide variety of methods. As a result, the
dependent variable is expressed in different units throughout the case studies.
Economic valuation studies provide an estimate of willingness to pay (WTP) in
monetary units for landscape attributes. In landscape research, preferences for
landscape attributes are generally expressed using a preference rating (for example
on a 5 point Likert-scale), a preference ranking or by interpreting positive or negative
correlations between stated preferences and the presence of a landscape attribute. In
addition, some studies express preferences as the percentage of respondents that
chose the landscape attribute as the most preferred attribute (from here on referred to
as % respondent choice) (e.g. Barroso, Pinto-Correia, Ramos, Surová, & Menezes,
2012; Gomez-limon, 1999)
To enable the comparison of landscape preferences across case studies and test the
robustness of the results, preference scores are normalized in three different ways.
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Preference direction (positive-neutral-negative): This normalization method
assesses the preference direction of beneficiaries for a particular landscape attribute.
All cases, except those applying a latent class choice model, are normalized on this
qualitative scale. For studies that elicited preferences using the % respondent choice
method, preference rating or economic valuation, preference scores for attributes
were ranked. For instance, when a study yields a score of 5 for hedges, 2 for presence
of livestock and 1 for mixed forests, the ranking will be 1) hedges, 2) presence of
livestock and 3) mixed forests. In this case, hedges are considered positive, presence
of livestock neutral and mixed forest negative. For these studies, the preference
direction reflects relative preferences for the attributes in the study.
The normalization method described above is only applied to case studies that yield
preferences for at least three attributes. With respect to case studies that address less
than three attributes and case studies that provide qualitative preference scores, the
preference direction of landscape attributes is derived from the interpretations of the
authors of the particular case study.
Normalized-rank transformation: This normalization method provides a
normalized preference score based on the rank of the attribute. All cases with
preference scores expressed at ordinal, interval or ratio levels were converted to
rankings. Cases were ranked by their relative preference within the case study. In an
ideal situation, all case studies would consist of the same amount of attributes and the
ranks of attributes would be directly comparable across case studies. However, some
studies include eight attributes, whereas other studies include only one. Therefore,
the cases are transformed to a normalized rank (0-1), using:
𝒓𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏 = 𝟏 −

(𝒓−𝟏)

,

(𝑹−𝟏)

(6.1)

where 𝑟 represents the rank of the attribute within the case studies, 𝑅 the lowest
rank (and therefore the number of attributes in the case study) and 𝑟𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 the
normalized rank. For instance, when a study yields a score of 5 for hedges, 2 for
presence of livestock and 1 for mixed forests, the ranking will be 1) hedges, 2)
presence of livestock and 3) mixed forests. In this case, hedges receive a score of 0,
presence of livestock a score of 0.5 and mixed forest a score of 1. This normalization
method is only applicable to case studies that provide preference estimates for at least
three attributes.
Min-max normalization: This normalization method provides a normalized
preference score based on the continuous preference score of the attribute (for other
applications of min-max normalization see: Stürck, Poortinga, & Verburg, 2014;
Tian, Bai, Sun, & Zhao, 2013). All cases that express landscape preferences by a
WTP estimate or by preference rating are subjected to a min-max normalization to
assess the relative preference of the particular landscape attribute within the case
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study. In the case of min-max normalization, all preference scores are assumed to be
at continuous scale. In contrast to the normalized rank transformation, min-max
normalization also accounts for the relative differences between the preference scores
within the case study. The expression for the normalization procedure is given by:

𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =

(𝑠−𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚 )

,

(𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚 −𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚 )

(6.2)

where 𝑠 represents the initial preference score and 𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 the normalized preference
score. For instance, a study yields a score of 5 for hedges, 2 for presence of livestock
and 1 for mixed forests. In this case, the normalized preference score for hedges is 1,
presence of livestock is 0.25 and mixed forest is 0. Similar to the procedure in the
normalized rank transformation, only case studies with a minimum of three attributes
are included in the min-max normalization sample.
6.2.5 EXPLANATORY VARIABLES IN THE EMPIRICAL STUDIES
The most common type of explanatory variables addressed refers to characteristics of
beneficiaries. Especially studies that focus on the implications of landscape
preferences for planning and policy pay attention to the heterogeneity of preferences
between beneficiary groups (Rogge et al. 2007). Below we discuss the most
important findings from the literature that underlie the formulation of hypothesis on
which the selection of variables for our analysis is based.
Socio-economic and demographic characteristics: General socio-economic and
demographic explanatory variables, such as income, gender, level of education and
age, are addressed in most of the empirical studies. Sevenant and Antrop (2010) find
a statistically significant relationship between age and preferences for Flemish
agrarian landscapes. In their latent class analysis, older people (70-80 years) have
relatively strong preferences for stewardship and restricted urbanization. Van den
Berg and Koole (2006) find similar results, indicating a relatively strong preference
for managed landscapes of respondents older than 50. Various studies include gender
in their analyses, but often no statistically significant results are found (Van den Berg
and Koole 2006; Junge et al. 2011; Howley et al. 2012). The effects of income have
been tested especially in economic valuation studies; the theoretical expectation that
income and WTP estimates correlate positively is often confirmed (e.g. Campbell,
2007). Highly educated beneficiaries generally express a stronger preference than
lower educated beneficiaries for multifunctionality, ecological restoration and
wilderness of agrarian landscapes (Van den Berg and Koole 2006; LindemannMatthies et al. 2010; Howley et al. 2012).
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Environmental attitude: The beneficiaries’ environmental attitudes often strongly
affect preferences for landscape attributes. A number of studies address the influence
of membership of an environmental non-governmental organization (Sevenant and
Antrop 2010; Junge et al. 2011; Liekens et al. 2013). Junge et al. (2011) find that
organization members, especially when combined with a high level of education,
have a relatively strong preference for more ecological compensation areas (e.g.
sustainable field margins) in Swiss agrarian landscapes. Other studies have captured
environmental attitudes using indicators such as the ecological paradigm score
(Sevenant and Antrop 2010) or by distinguishing between anthropocentric and
ecocentric beneficiaries (Kaltenborn and Bjerke 2002). Kaltenborn and Bjerke (2002)
find a strong relation between ecocentric beneficiaries and preferences for wild lands,
whereas anthropocentrists express a relatively strong preference for farm landscapes.
Familiarity with the landscape: Characteristics that describe familiarity with the
landscape and sense of place of the beneficiary are examined by a number of
empirical studies. Soini et al. (2012) analyze beneficiaries’ sense of place in relation
to their stated landscape preferences using a factor analysis in a Finnish case study.
Local beneficiaries with ties to the agricultural sector stated a relatively low
preference for naturalness and high adaptability towards landscape change, while
beneficiaries less familiar with the landscape regarded the landscape more as a static
entity and were more reluctant towards landscape changes (Soini et al. 2012). Some
studies find significant relations of preferences with the familiarity of a landscape by
including the frequency of visits and recreational activities as a dummy variable in a
regression model (Sayadi et al. 2009; Dachary-Bernard and Rambonilaza 2012). In a
choice experiment study, Hasund et al. (2011) find a significant positive relation
between familiarity with a landscape element (stonewalls, headlands, and ponds) and
preferences for this particular landscape element.
Residential location: Residential location (e.g., visitors versus local residents, rural
versus urban residents, distance to area) is the most dominant variable addressed in
the case studies (e.g. Barroso et al., 2012; Soliva, Bolliger, & Hunziker, 2010).
Residential location is often related to the way people use landscapes: in many cases
recreants do not reside in the landscape of interest, whereas local residents often do
not use the landscape for recreation. Typologies of the beneficiaries are often based
on residential location (Rambonilaza and Dachary-Bernard 2007; Hunziker et al.
2008). Rambonilaza & Dachary-Bernard (2007), for example, find in a Breton case
study that residents have a stronger preference for hedgerow restoration, while
tourists prefer the integration of farm buildings in the landscape.
Other characteristics: A number of other beneficiary characteristics are addressed
by some of the case studies. Several studies compare preferences of landscape
professionals to preferences of a representative local or regional sample, in order to
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test the impact of expert knowledge (Rogge et al., 2007; Tveit, 2009). Other case
studies test the effects of the relation of beneficiaries to farming (e.g. farming
relatives, employed in the agricultural sector) (Sayadi et al. 2009), language group
(Soliva et al. 2010), household size (Kallas et al. 2007; Sayadi et al. 2009), and social
class (Moran et al. 2007; Howley 2011).
6.2.6 META-REGRESSION ANALYSIS: PREFERENCES FOR LAND COVER
COMPOSITION ATTRIBUTES
Two groups of explanatory variables are used in the meta-regression analyses: the
first group is derived from the case study descriptions directly, while the second
group of variables is derived from independent spatial datasets using the locations of
the case study areas, following methods proposed by van Asselen et al. (2013) and
Brander et al. (2012). The first group includes both variables that relate to the
characteristics of the beneficiaries that have stated their preferences and to the
methods used in the case study (see codebook, SI 6.4). The second group of
explanatory variables was extracted through spatial analysis based on the geographic
locations of the case study areas (centroid point of the area). With respect to
local/landscape scale cases, the case study area was assumed to be located within a
10km radius around the centroid and mean values for this area were extracted from
spatial datasets. With respect to national scale cases, explanatory variables were
obtained from national datasets. For the complete list of data sources for the
explanatory context variables see SI 6.5.
Research hypotheses: The explanatory variables are included in the meta-regression
analyses based on a set of a priori expectations derived from literature, which are
translated into research hypotheses. The first set of hypotheses (1.a and 1.b in Table
6.1) refers to the first research question: are there generic preferences for particular
landscape attributes? Based on landscape preference theory (Appleton, 1975; Kaplan
& Kaplan, 1989) and several case studies providing local empirical evidence (e.g.
Howley, 2011; Hunziker et al., 2008; Ode et al., 2009; Vecchiato & Tempesta,
2013), we hypothesize that landscapes dominated by a mosaic of land covers are
most preferred across case studies. Building on local empirical evidence we expect
that generally landscapes dominated by forest or natural land covers receive higher
relative preferences than those dominated by agricultural land cover (García-Llorente
et al., 2012; van Berkel & Verburg, 2014).
The second set of hypotheses (2.a to 2.d in Table 6.1) refers to the second research
question: which variables explain preference heterogeneity for particular landscape
attributes across case studies? Based on the literature reviewed, we hypothesize that
regional beneficiaries have a stronger preference for landscapes dominated by
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agricultural land cover, whereas non-regional beneficiaries prefer landscapes
dominated by forests or natural land covers (Soliva et al. 2010; Soini et al. 2012).
Table 6.1: Hypotheses derived from literature review with regard to generic preferences for
landscape attribute types (1.a and 1.b) and variables that potentially explain variances in
stated preferences for landscape attributes (2.a – 2.d).

Hypothesis no.
1.a

1.b

2.a

2.b

2.c

2.d

Description
Mosaic land cover attributes receive higher
preference scores than dominance agricultural land
cover or dominance forest/nature land cover
attributes.
Dominance forest nature land cover attributes
receive higher preference scores than dominance
agricultural land cover attributes.
Regional beneficiaries state higher preferences for
dominance agricultural land cover and lower
preferences for dominance forest/nature land cover
attributes than non-regional beneficiaries.
GDP per capita and population density are
negatively related to preference scores for
dominance agricultural land cover attributes and
positively related to preference scores for
dominance forest/nature land cover attributes.
The % agricultural land cover in a landscape is
negatively related to preference scores for
dominance agricultural land cover attributes;
the % forest land cover in a landscape is negatively
related to preference scores for dominance
forest/nature land cover attributes.
In abandonment studies, dominance forest/nature
land cover attributes receive lower preference
scores and dominance agricultural land cover
attributes receive higher preference scores.

Reference
(Howley,
2011;
Kaplan & Kaplan,
1989; Ode et al.,
2009)
(García-Llorente et
al. 2012; van Berkel
and Verburg 2014)
(e.g. Soini et al.,
2012; Soliva et al.,
2010)
(Buijs et al. 2006;
UK
National
Ecosystem
Assessment 2011b;
Zasada 2011)
(Willis and Garrod
1993; Sayadi et al.
2009)

(Gomez-limon 1999;
Arnberger and Eder
2011)

Preferences for landscapes that are dominated by forests or natural land covers are
expected to be high in rich peri-urban/green belt areas, while they are expected to be
low in sparsely populated rural areas with lower income levels and that economically
depend on agricultural production (Buijs et al. 2006; UK National Ecosystem
Assessment 2011b; Zasada 2011). Hence, we hypothesize that GDP and population
density are negatively related to preference scores for the dominance agricultural
land cover attributes, whereas they are expected to be positively related to preference
scores for the dominance forest/nature land cover attributes.
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The share of agricultural land cover in the case study area is expected to be
negatively related to landscape preferences for landscapes dominated by agricultural
land cover. This hypothesis is based on an expected scarcity effect, i.e., in less
favored areas where large scale intensification is a rare phenomenon, agricultural
land cover is often perceived as a positive attribute (Willis and Garrod 1993; Sayadi
et al. 2009). An inverse scarcity effect is expected for the share of forest land cover,
which we hypothesize to be negatively related to preferences for forest/nature land
cover attributes.
Various case studies in our database explicitly address the consequences of
abandonment on stated preferences for landscape changes (Gomez-limon 1999;
Arnberger and Eder 2011). We hypothesize that cases that explicitly address
abandonment yield relatively low stated preference scores for landscapes dominated
by forest or natural land covers. Abandonment cases were identified as those studies
where abandonment as a concept was explicitly mentioned in the paper;
acknowledging that this may still cover a range of different abandonment types and
stages. We explored the relation with other potentially important spatial factors, such
as accessibility, share of protected areas and agricultural land use intensity (Ode et
al., 2009; Swanwick & Hanley, 2007), but either we found a strong multicollinearity
with other explanatory variables or we found that there was no effect on landscape
preferences.
Meta-regressions: As a result of sample size constraints we can only perform a
meta-regression analysis for those cases that address land cover composition
attributes. We apply a weighted least squares regression analysis in which cases are
weighted by the inverse of root sample size, which is common practice in metaanalyses in environmental economics (Nelson and Kennedy 2008).
We estimate two different regression models. The first meta-regression is applied to
all cases that address land cover composition attributes. Explanatory variables in this
meta-regression are, among others, the second level attribute type dummy variables
(e.g. dominance agricultural land cover, dominance mosaic land cover or dominance
forest/natural land cover). This regression tests hypotheses 1.a and 1b. The second
type of meta-regression model tests hypotheses 2.a to 2.d. This type of metaregression is applied to the subset of dominance agricultural land cover and the
subset of dominance forest/nature land cover attributes.
In addition to the explanatory variables described earlier in this section, we control
for the effects of the number of attributes in the case study and for differences
between economic valuation and non-economic valuation studies. Economic
valuation studies might find different preference scores because in these studies
respondents are forced to make a financial tradeoff, thereby placing the landscape
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preferences in a fundamentally different context. We control for the number of
attributes because the normalized preference scores were obtained based on the
relative preference for that particular attribute within the case study. Therefore,
normalized preference scores may be affected by the number of attributes in the case
study.
To test the robustness of the results, all meta-regression models were estimated with
both min-max normalized scores and normalized-rank preference scores. Variance
inflation factors (VIFs) were monitored to avoid multicollinearity among the
explanatory variables. Given the small sample size of our dataset, explanatory
variables with a VIF value above 3 were excluded from the analysis. Allowing
explanatory variables with higher VIFs would further inflate the variance of the
coefficients, which could cause that coefficients lose statistical significance
(Wooldridge 2009). In addition to the full models presented and discussed in this
paper – backward stepwise regression was carried out to assess the stability of the
effects of the explanatory variables. Results from the two approaches are similar,
unless discussed otherwise in Section 3.3.

6.3 RESULTS
6.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE DATABASE
Figure 6.2 shows the geographic location of case study areas in Europe and the year
of publication of the cases. Eastern Europe is underrepresented in the database
because there were no cases found in post-socialist countries that matched the search
criteria. Many empirical studies in the database originate from Great Britain or
Switzerland, but also Ireland, Norway and Spain are well represented. In some
countries, such as Ireland and Switzerland, many studies were aimed at measuring
preferences for agrarian landscapes on a national scale, identifying, for instance,
preferences for Irish agrarian landscapes in general. Furthermore, Figure 6.2 shows
an exponential growth of published cases over the last two decades. The database
consists of 345 cases.
All cases in the database were categorized in accordance to the first level of the
typology of landscape attributes (Figure 6.1). Figure 6.3 shows the number of cases
per attribute type. The largest category - 170 cases - contains landscape attributes
related to land cover composition. Agricultural management practices were
addressed in 41 cases, whereas 66 cases addressed preferences for landscape
elements. Cases that focus on landscape attributes describing biophysical features of
landscapes are relatively sparse in the database (n= 13). The largest class of attributes
in the first level of the typology, land cover composition, consists of 56 cases that
address preferences for dominance forest land cover/natural land cover attributes,
i.e. cases that refer to landscapes where forest and natural land cover types are
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dominant; 41 cases that address preferences for mosaic land cover attributes; and a
category of cases that addresses preferences for dominance agricultural land cover
attributes (n = 66).

Figure 6.2: an overview of the geographic location year of publication of the cases in this metaanalysis. A) Shows landscape- and national scale case study areas on the map of Europe. One
national or landscape scale dot refers to one case study area. Often multiple studies and cases
originate from one case study area. Inset B) reveals the increase in the number of empirical
landscape preference studies during the period 1990-present and C) shows the number of
cases and studies per country.

Figure 6.4a displays the count of the different beneficiary groups that are addressed
by the case studies in the database. Most studies focused on drawing a representative
national (n = 104) or regional (n = 77) sample of landscape beneficiaries. 72 cases
focused on preferences from local populations living within the landscape of interest.
A smaller number of cases focused on tourists (n = 33), students (n = 19) and farmers
(n = 17). Only a few cases addressed experts or politicians (n = 6), second home
owners (n = 2) and hunters (n = 2).
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Figure 6.3: The number of cases per landscape attribute-type. The bar chart shows the count
of the first level of the attribute typology. 55 cases in the database did not fit either of the
attribute types and were left out of the analysis. The pie charts show the count of the second
level of the attribute typology for the largest types.

In most of the cases in the database, preferences for landscape attributes are
measured using a preference rating (n = 143; Figure 6.4B). For 88 cases a choice
modeling methodology with a payment vehicle was applied. In 12 other cases a nonmonetary latent class choice model was applied to identify classes of beneficiaries
that explain stated preference heterogeneity. Other methods represented in the sample
are: multi-attribute contingent valuation (n = 35), % respondent choice (n = 30),
linear model/regression (n = 15), and correlation/ANOVA (n = 8).
6.3.2 DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF PREFERENCES FOR LANDSCAPE
ATTRIBUTES
Figure 6.5 provides an overview of the mean values and distributions of the
normalized landscape preferences scores of the cases for the second level landscape
attribute types, showing both min-max normalization values and normalized-rank
transformation values. The preference direction tables display counts of cases that are
categorized as positive, neutral or negative. The attribute types point elements,
intensive agriculture, farm stewardship, and field margins contain less than ten cases.
For these attribute types preference scores are shown per individual score instead of
in a boxplot.
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Figure 6.4: A) Count of different beneficiary groups that were addressed and B) count of
different methods that were applied in the cases.

Figure 6.5: Normalized preferences for landscape attributes. The grey boxplots show min-max
normalized scores; black boxplots show preference scores obtained through normalized-rank
transformation. White bars in the boxplots indicate mean preference score. The numbers in
the boxplots refer to the number of cases. For attribute types that consist of less than 10 cases,
normalized scores of the cases are displayed individually.

The normalized mean preference scores are highest for mosaic land cover, historic
buildings and presence of livestock (Figure 6.5), which confirms hypothesis 1.a. For
most attribute types, the normalized preference scores - min-max normalization and
normalized rank transformation - show similar results. The preference direction,
however, indicates slightly different results and requires a different interpretation as
compared to the normalized preference scores. While the normalized scores represent
relative preferences for a particular landscape attribute within a case study, the
preference direction describes whether the landscape attribute is interpreted as
positive, neutral or negative. With respect to dominance forest/natural land cover,
four cases from studies with less than three attributes obtained a positive preference
(i.e. these cases did not obtain a transformed-rank or min-max normalized score).
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The same effect is observed for preference scores cases for farm stewardship and
grey linear elements.
Table 6.2: Estimated coefficients for the meta-regressions including all cases that address
preferences for land cover composition attributes. The dependent variable is landscape
preference score, obtained via min-max normalization and normalized-rank transformation.

Min-max normalization
Variable
Mosaic land cover
Dominance forest/natural
land cover
Linear elements attribute in
study
Historic buildings attribute
in study
Non-regional beneficiaries
Population density case
study area
GDP per capita case study
area
Economic valuation study
Number of attributes in
study
National scale case

Standardized
coefficient

p value

Normalized-rank
transformation
Standardized
coefficient

p value

0.44***
0.21**

0.000
0.017

0.45***
0.19**

0.000
0.031

0.16*

0.090

0.26***

0.005

-0.11

0.216

-0.10

0.217

-0.02
0.18*

0.902
0.073

-0.00
0.14

0.952
0.145

0.038

0.17

0.102

-0.21*
0.09

0.063
0.301

-0.11
0.03

0.307
0.671

0.05

0.618

0.08

0.365

129
N
0.16
Adjusted R2
118
AIC
*** ** *
, , = statistically significant at 1%, 5% and 10%.

129
0.17
118

0.22**

6.3.3 META-REGRESSION
Table 6.2 displays the output of two weighted least squares meta-regression models
that explore the influence of explanatory variables on normalized preference scores
for cases that address land cover composition attributes (n = 129). The objective of
this analysis was to test hypotheses 1.a and 1.b: to assess whether there are generic
preferences for particular landscape attributes (e.g. mosaic land cover, dominance
forest/natural land cover), while controlling for a number of study and context
characteristics. The adjusted R2 values of 0.16 and 0.17 are relatively low, which was
expected since the meta-data include a heterogeneous collection of cases and
primarily focuses on hypotheses 1.a and 1.b.
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In Table 6.2, the dummy variable mosaic land cover has a significant positive
influence on preference scores for both normalizations. The standardized coefficients
indicate that normalized preference scores are 0.44 or 0.45 higher for landscapes
dominated by mosaic land cover than for the reference category dominance
agricultural land cover. To a lesser extent, dominance forest/natural land cover
attributes also receive higher normalized preference scores than the reference
category (0.21 or 0.19). These results indicate that, when controlling for the other
explanatory variables in this regression, preference scores for mosaic land cover and
dominance forest/nature land cover are similar to the findings presented in Figure
6.5.
The explanatory variables linear elements and historic buildings describe whether the
case study also included attributes that describe (both green and grey) linear elements
or historic buildings in the landscape. Significantly higher stated preferences for land
cover composition attributes were found when the case study also addressed
preferences for linear elements. The dummy variable representing the presence of
historic buildings obtained a negative coefficient, which indicated that land cover
composition attributes are likely to receive lower preferences when the study also
addressed preferences for historic buildings. However, the coefficient is not
statistically significant, so this relationship is uncertain.
Non-regional beneficiaries have not expressed significantly different preferences for
land cover composition attributes than regional beneficiaries. The two case study
context variables, population density and GDP per capita, are both positively related
to the dependent variable. For these variables, the coefficients were statistically
significant with respect to the preference scores obtained through min-max
normalization. Thus, in general land cover composition attributes receive a higher
preference score in case study areas with a relatively high population density and
GDP per capita.
The dummy variable economic valuation study has a negative coefficient, which
indicates that cases that have applied economic valuation received lower preference
scores for land cover composition attributes. This means that land cover composition
attributes receive lower preferences when a financial tradeoff is involved. The
explanatory variables number of attributes in the study and national scale case have
small and statistically insignificant coefficients, providing evidence for no structural
variation between these important differences between case studies.
Tables 6.3 and 6.4 present results from the meta-regression models that aim to
explain variation between expressed preferences for dominance of agricultural land
cover in landscapes and dominance for forest/nature land cover, using beneficiary
and contextual explanatory variables. Table 6.3 gives the estimated coefficients of a
meta-regression analysis with a subset (n = 40) of cases that focus on dominance
agricultural land cover. The adjusted R2 value of 0.15 and 0.04 of the regressions is
relatively low. The coefficients indicate a strong beneficiary-effect; non-regional
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beneficiaries have stated significantly lower preferences for dominance agricultural
land cover than regional beneficiaries. This result confirms hypothesis 2.a:
beneficiaries from outside the landscape often state lower preferences for the
dominance of agricultural land cover. These groups do not depend on agriculture for
their livelihoods and often use landscape for recreational purposes and rather prefer
mosaic or forested/natural landscapes. GDP per capita has no significant influence on
preferences for dominance agricultural land cover (Table 6.3), partly rejecting
hypothesis 2.b.
As predicted in hypothesis 2.b, the population density in the case study areas is
negatively related to preference scores for dominance agricultural land cover,
although the coefficient is statistically insignificant. This indicates that preferences
for the dominance of agricultural land cover increase when population density in
landscapes decreases. Although not statistically significant at usual critical
significance levels, p values for population density are relatively close to 10%
significance levels in both model specifications.
Table 6.3: Estimated coefficients for meta-regression models with all cases that address
dominance agricultural land cover attributes. The dependent variable is landscape preference
score, obtained via min-max normalization and normalized-rank transformation.

Variable
Non-regional beneficiaries
GDP per capita case study
area
Population density case study
area
Percentage agricultural land
cover (CORINE)
Number of attributes in study
Abandonment study

Min-max normalization

Normalized-rank
transformation

Standardized
coefficient
-0.33*
0.16

Standardized
coefficient
-0.40**
0.11

p value
0.064
0.355

p value
0.041
0.543

-0.27

0.134

-0.25

0.209

-0.43**

0.024

-0.20

0.313

-0.08
-0.16

0.655
0.411

-0.21
-0.05

0.274
0.799

N
40
Adjusted R2
0.15
AIC
24
***,**,* = statistically significant at 1%, 5% and 10%

40
0.04
25

Percentage agricultural land cover is negatively related, and significant at p < 0.05, to
dominance agricultural land cover for the min-max normalization. This result
confirms hypothesis 2.c: preferences for attributes that describe the dominance of
agricultural land cover increase when the percentage agricultural land cover in the
landscape decreases. Especially in case studies conducted in less favored areas,
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dominance agricultural land cover attributes are highly preferred. Both the number
of attributes in the case study and the dummy variable abandonment study
demonstrate a negative, statistically insignificant relation to preferences for
dominance agricultural land cover attributes. The economic valuation study dummy
variable was left out the model because of multicollinearity with the other
explanatory variables.
Table 6.4: Estimated coefficients for meta-regression models with all cases that address
dominance forest/nature land cover attributes. The dependent variable is landscape preference
score, obtained via min-max normalization and normalized-rank transformation.

Variable
Non-regional beneficiaries
GDP per capita case study
area
Population density case
study area
Percentage forest land
cover (CORINE)
Economic valuation study
Number of attributes in
study
Abandonment study

Min-max
normalization
Standardized
coefficient
0.20
-0.25*

0.252
0.095

Normalized-rank
transformation
Standardized
coefficient
0.27
-0.24

0.39**

0.019

0.36**

0.036

0.01

0.966

-0.01

0.941

-0.26
0.28

0.248
0.133

-0.23
0.22

0.318
0.231

-0.37*

0.080

-0.43*

0.050

p value

n
32
Adjusted R2
0.33
AIC
34
***,**,* = statistically significant at 1%, 5% and 10%

p value
0.132
0.105

32
0.28
30

Table 6.4 displays the coefficients of the meta-regression analysis that explains
preference heterogeneity amongst cases (n = 32) that focused on dominance
forest/nature land cover. The adjusted R2 values of 0.33 and 0.28 of the regressions
in Table 6.4 are high compared to the other regressions. In accordance with
hypothesis 2.a, non-regional beneficiaries often stated a higher preference score for
dominance forest/nature land cover attributes than regional beneficiaries. However,
although the p-values are relatively low, the coefficients are not statistically
significant. A negative relation between GDP per capita in the case study area and
preference for dominance forest/nature land cover attributes is found statistically
significant for the min-max normalization, which rejects hypothesis 2.b on this
explanatory variable. In contrast, a strong significant (p < 0.05) positive relation
between population density in the case study area and the dependent variable is
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found. This indicates that preferences for forest/nature land cover attributes are
higher in densely populated areas, confirming hypothesis 2.b.
In studies that focus on abandonment of agricultural areas, dominance forest/nature
land cover attributes receives a lower normalized preference score than studies that
do not explicitly address the consequences of abandonment. This result was found to
be statistically significant (p < 0.10) under both normalization procedures. No
statistically significant effects were found for the other explanatory variables in the
meta-regression.

6.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have reviewed and applied a meta-analysis to study stated
preferences for agrarian landscapes across Europe. The methodology builds on both
meta-analyses in the field of environmental economics (e.g. Brander, Florax, &
Vermaat, 2006; Brander & Koetse, 2011; Nelson & Kennedy, 2008) and metastudies in environmental change research (e.g. Geist & Lambin, 2002; Rudel, 2008;
van Asselen, Verburg, Vermaat, & Janse, 2013). In order to compare results of stated
preference studies from multiple disciplines in a quantitative manner, we analyzed
normalized, within-study, preferences for particular landscape attributes. We
assumed that these relative preferences for landscape attributes best reflect the
relative importance and value of a particular type of landscape attribute in a
particular landscape context. The two normalization methods that were used in the
meta-regression analysis showed similar results. Although p-values vary, the
direction of the coefficients of the explanatory variables of the normalized-rank
transformation and the min-max normalization are similar in the regression analyses.
In spite of large variation within landscape attribute types and between the
approaches used in the individual case studies, we found cross-case generic
preferences for several landscape attributes. The analysis of relative preferences
(Figure 6.5) indicates high mean preference scores for attributes that describe historic
buildings in the landscape, mosaic land cover and the presence of livestock in the
landscape. With regard to the land cover composition attributes, these findings were
confirmed in a meta-regression analysis presented in Table 6.2. Mosaic landscapes
and, to a lesser extent, landscapes with a dominance of forest or nature, obtained
higher preference scores than landscapes dominated by agriculture.
Especially the normalized preference scores for landscapes dominated by agricultural
land cover and landscapes dominated by forest/natural land cover are heterogeneous
across cases. In order to explain observed preference heterogeneity, many case
studies have explored relations between beneficiary characteristics and landscape
preferences. One of the most common explanations for preference heterogeneity is
the residential location of the beneficiary. Often local residents state high preferences
for attributes associated with agricultural land cover, whereas visitors state higher
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preferences for attributes associated with forest and natural land cover (e.g. Hunziker
et al., 2008; Soliva et al., 2010). These findings were confirmed in our metaregression analyses presented in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
With respect to the context variables, the meta-regression analysis has revealed that
in relatively densely populated agrarian landscapes – often referred to as green-belt
or peri-urban areas – beneficiaries expressed higher preferences for those landscape
characteristics associated with forest and natural land cover. In contrast, although not
statistically significant, population density proved negatively related to preferences
for agricultural land cover. At the same time, the preferences for agricultural land
cover are higher in areas with a relatively low percentage of agricultural land cover.
A plausible interpretation of this result is that in remote, marginal agricultural areas,
agricultural land cover is highly appreciated, motivated by both regional economic
viability and aesthetic landscape quality considerations of beneficiaries (e.g. Sayadi
et al., 2009).

Figure 6.6: Share of agricultural landscape types in the case study areas compared to the
coverage of these landscape types in the EU-27 as a whole. The agricultural landscape types
were derived from van der Zanden et al. (2016).

An important question is whether the case studies included in our analysis are
representative for agrarian landscapes in the European Union. Figure 6.2 shows a
considerable number of case study areas in Western Europe, Scandinavia, the Iberian
Peninsula and Switzerland, while Central and Eastern European agrarian landscapes
are underrepresented. For these regions only a small number of studies that meet our
criteria are available, which is likely due to the fact that these areas are not often
subject to study and because of differences in research funding and interests between
regions. Figure 6.6 compares the distribution of different types of agricultural
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landscapes across the case study areas to the distribution of the EU-27 as a whole
based on a landscape typology of (van der Zanden et al. 2016). This landscape
typology accounts for a number of important characteristics of agricultural
landscapes: management intensity (Temme and Verburg 2011); linear elements (van
der Zanden et al. 2013) and field size. Large-scale extensive arable landscapes and
medium-scale intensive arable landscapes are underrepresented in the case studies.
Not surprisingly, these landscape types mainly occur in Eastern European countries.
At the same time, large-scale very intensive arable landscapes and enclosed largescale intensive grassland landscapes are overrepresented in our database, mainly as a
result of the large amount of case study areas in the United Kingdom. We conclude
that our sample of cases is considerably representative for Western and Northern
European countries, but that our findings have no validity in post-socialist EU
member states. Representativeness in terms of landscape types is, of course, only one
aspect of representativeness. The distribution of cases indicates that the data also
have bias in representing the cultural preferences as they occur across Europe.
As in any meta-analysis, our study is constrained by cases that were retrieved and
that met our selection criteria. Because of the limited number of cases, a metaregression analysis was not feasible for cases that addressed agricultural
management attributes or landscape elements attributes. Also, the normalization of
preference scores has its drawbacks. For instance, cases with exactly the same
preference score might have obtained a different normalized relative preference score
as a result of different other attributes in the study. The wide variation in
methodologies and study design complicates a further quantitative synthesis.
This meta-analysis makes contributions to landscape preference research and metastudies in environmental science in several ways. First, this study provides an
overview of the stated preferences studies from different scientific disciplines.
Second, innovative methodologies are applied to enable comparison of a
methodologically scattered collection of case studies, including the typology of
landscape attributes and the normalization of the dependent variable. Third,
additional evidence is provided with respect to assertions (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989;
Ode et al., 2009) that in general mosaic landscapes are more appreciated than
landscapes dominated by forest or natural land cover and agriculturally dominated
landscapes. Fourth, relations between relative preferences for landscape attributes
and spatially explicit proxy variables are explored and provide useful insights. For
instance, the clear positive relation between population density and preferences for
forest and nature attributes in agrarian landscapes, provides additional evidence on
the high importance of agrarian landscape quality to beneficiaries in green belt areas
(UK National Ecosystem Assessment 2011b). With respect to GDP per capita, the
research hypothesis was rejected. Case study evidence suggests a strong relation
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between preference estimates and GDP per capita, especially in studies that involve
financial tradeoffs (Campbell 2007). With respect to normalized relative within-study
preferences, however, GDP per capita did not appear to be a strong predictor of
preference estimates.
A potential future application of this meta-analysis is up-scaling and spatial
extrapolation of preferences for particular attributes based on a number of key spatial
proxy variables that describe socio-economic and landscape characteristics, which
can serve as a European indicator of landscape quality or the value of cultural
ecosystem services. Although, to ensure the external validity of spatial extrapolation
of preferences for landscape attributes, a larger number of comparable cases with a
comprehensive spatial distribution across European landscapes is required. Future
agrarian landscape preference case studies should examine preferences for a number
of general attribute types to enable further cross-case comparison of relative
preferences.
Supplementary Information
SI 6.1: List of studies in database
SI 6.2: PRISMA checklist
SI 6.3: Description typology of landscape attributes
SI 6.4: Codebook empirical studies
SI 6.5: List of spatial data sources
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CHAPTER

7

CONTINENTAL SCALE
QUANTIFICATION OF
LANDSCAPE VALUES USING
SOCIAL MEDIA DATA

This chapter is based on: van Zanten BT, van Berkel DB, Meentemeyer RK, Smith JW, Tieskens
KF, Verburg PH (submitted) Continental scale quantification of landscape values using social
media data. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America
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ABSTRACT
Individuals, communities and societies ascribe a diverse array of values to landscapes. These
values are shaped by the aesthetic, cultural and recreational benefits and services provided by
those landscapes. However, across the globe, processes such as urbanization, agricultural
intensification and abandonment are threatening landscape integrity, altering the personally
meaningful connections people have towards specific places. Existing methods used to study
landscape values, such as social surveys, are poorly suited to capture dynamic landscape-scale
processes across large geographic extents. Social media data, by comparison, can be used to
indirectly measure and identify valuable features of landscapes at a regional, continental and
perhaps even worldwide scale. We evaluate the usefulness of different social media platforms
– Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram – and quantify landscape values at a continental scale. We
find Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram data can be used to quantify landscape values, with
Instagram being especially suitable due to its relatively large population of users and its
functional ability of allowing users to attach personally-meaningful comments and hashtags to
their uploaded images. Although Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram have different user profiles,
our analysis revealed similar patterns of landscape values across Europe across the three
platforms. We also found variables describing accessibility, population density, income,
mountainous terrain or proximity to water explained a significant portion of observed variation
across data from the different platforms. Social media data can be used to extend our
understanding of how and why individuals ascribe value to landscapes across diverse social,
political and ecological boundaries.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT
In many landscapes across the globe, we are witnessing an ongoing functional shift away from
landscapes managed for extractive activities (e.g., agriculture, mining, forestry, etc.) and
towards landscapes managed for recreation and leisure activities. Understanding the spatial
configuration of this functional shift at regional and continental scales will be crucial for the
development of effective landscape- and rural development policies in coming decades. To
this end, we present the first rigorous comparison between three social media platforms’
suitability for mapping and quantifying landscape values; values that underpin a landscape’s
capacity to support recreation and leisure activities. We also introduce a predictive model
capable of quantifying landscape values at a continental scale. The utility of the model is
illustrated through the identification of specific landscape features which best explain high
densities of ascribed value (i.e., landscape value locations).
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
Individuals, family groups, communities and entire societies ascribe value and
meaning to the landscapes in which they live, work and play (Brown and Raymond
2007). The values and meanings ascribed to landscapes are driven by their aesthetic
appeal (Gobster et al. 2007), the recreation and leisure activities they support (Van
Berkel et al. 2014), their social and cultural significance (Brown and Raymond 2007)
and their ability to improve individuals’ mental health and well-being (Plieninger et
al. 2013). Different methods have been used to evaluate landscape values and
meanings including photo evaluation and illicitation (Tveit 2009), participatory
mapping (Brown and Fagerholm 2015) and contingent valuation (Willis and Garrod
1993). These data collection techniques are often limited to a small geographic extent
which is unlikely to be representative of values throughout and across societies.
Additionally, these methods do not allow for cross-cultural comparison of various
landscape values and meanings, which is unfortunate given many landscapes across
the globe are being transformed by similar processes such as urbanization (Seto et al.
2012a), agricultural intensification (Green et al. 2005) and abandonment (Munroe et
al. 2013). To date, continent-scale or cross-cultural analyses of landscape values have
had to rely on meta-analyses of a very fragmented, diverse and biased selection of
case study locations (van Zanten et al. 2014b).
Volunteered publicly available data generated from social media is increasingly
being recognized for its potential to answer societally-relevant questions in novel
ways (De Longueville et al. 2009; Deville et al. 2014; Muller et al. 2015) across
large, even global, geographic extents. Social media data can be a transformative tool
capable of quantifying landscape values and meanings across large geographic areas.
Twitter data, for example, have been used to develop predictive models of the
location of natural hazards based upon users’ awareness of, and ‘tweets’ about, their
immediate surroundings (Goodchild and Glennon 2010). Similarly, Facebook data
(i.e., posts comprised of text, images and video) have been used to investigate the
geographic spread of social movements (Conover et al. 2013). The spatial specificity
of some social media data, due to the ability to geolocate precisely where content was
uploaded, is highly relevant for in-situ crowdsourced information (Goodchild 2007).
In particular, when spatial specificity is combined with volunteer commentary (i.e.,
captions and hashtags) and other media like photos and video, it can be used to
understand how people value and perceive the environment around them (Wood et al.
2013; Di Minin et al. 2015).
Despite social media’s potential for geospatial analyses, only a small set of recent
studies have leveraged its capabilities for understanding landscape values (Wood et
al. 2013; Casalegno et al. 2013; Dunkel 2015; García-Palomares et al. 2015). Data
obtained from the photo sharing platform Flickr has been used to identify highly135

valued recreation and tourism locations (16, 19, 21). Geolocated photos uploaded to
Flickr were found to be correlated to actual visitation rates in protected areas with
sufficient level of agreement to warrant the photo sharing website as a good indicator
of park visitation rates (Wood et al. 2013). Another study (Dunkel 2015) evaluated
keywords accompanying photos uploaded to both Flickr and Twitter. The textual
data provided a more contextually-rich understanding of the meanings individuals
ascribed to specific locations within the landscape. This type of qualitative data is
equally available in the mobile photo sharing application Instagram, which offers
users the ability to describe images they share with followers. Despite the research
potential offered by social media data (Casalegno et al. 2013; Di Minin et al. 2015),
the capability for geolocation inherent with these data has yet to be thoroughly
investigated. Additionally, there is no empirical evidence comparing different social
media platforms on their ability to quantify and visualize landscape values.
Europe presents a compelling case study for understanding landscape values given
the diversity of the continent’s cultural-historical backgrounds and the seemingly
strong desire to preserve iconic landscapes (Council of Europe 2000; Gobster et al.
2007). Several studies have attempted to capture locations of significant landscape
values across Europe by mapping variables approximating the specific aesthetic
value and character of individual regions (Haines-Young et al. 2012; Grêt-regamey et
al. 2014; Paracchini et al. 2014; Paracchini et al. 2015). To increase the
generalizability of these proxy-based studies, in-situ information of landscape values
is needed (Daniel et al. 2012; van Zanten et al. 2014b; Jacobs et al. 2015). Social
media platforms like Panoramio, Instagram and Flickr, which describe exact
locations of where users are enjoying the outdoors and the values they attribute to
these location can potentially add this context specific in-situ information.
The aim of this paper is to explore the potential of geolocated social media content
for spatial quantification of the values ascribed to landscapes by individuals enjoying
them for aesthetic enjoyment and outdoor recreation. We evaluate the use of webbased photo sharing applications Panoramio and Flickr, and the mobile photo sharing
application Instagram. Panoramio and Flickr are websites that enable users to upload
and display georeferenced photos (Casalegno et al. 2013). Members of these sites
tend to be photography enthusiasts with Panaramio users primarily uploading
landscape images and Flickr user contributing more diverse subject matter,
particularly political and culturally-relevant news events. In contrast, Instagram has a
broader user base who upload images and descriptive content (i.e., text and
hashtags), often real-time through mobiles devices. In the United States, 28 percent
of the individuals with access to the internet are estimated to be active on Instagram
(Duggan and Brenner 2015). In Europe, estimates vary from 12 M Instagram users in
the UK, to 6.6 M in France and 8.3 M in Italy (Napoleancat 2015).
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We interpret spatial concentrations of relevant social media content as indicators of
landscape value derived from aesthetic enjoyment and outdoor recreation use. We
assume landscape values increase as more people post, tweet and share information
about that landscape. We apply a generalized mixed-effects model to explain: 1) the
spatial patterns observed in data collected from the three different social media
platforms; and 2) the specific landscape features which best explain high densities of
ascribed value (i.e., highly valued landscapes). We hypothesize that features like
topography, proximity to water bodies and land cover patterns influence landscape
values (Arriaza et al. 2004; van Berkel and Verburg 2011). We also expect spatial
patterns to correlate with regional socio-economic characteristics (e.g., income) and
other context variables, such as the proximity to population centers and accessibility
(Brown and Raymond 2007; van Zanten et al. 2014b).

Figure 7.1: Stretched values of landscape value indicators obtained through filtered geotagged
content from social media platforms Panoramio, Flickr, Instagram and Twitter. All data was
mapped and harmonized by aggregating the count of unique user uploads per 1km2 at 5 ×
5km resolution.
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7.2 RESULTS
7.2.1 DEVELOPING LANDSCAPE VALUE INDICATORS USING DIFFERENT
SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
Collection of social media posts resulted in large numbers of geolocated photos for
Panoramio (n = 4,805,933) and Flickr (n = 631,828) representing user contributions
uploaded since the launch of these platforms (October 2005 and 2004 respectively).
Data mining constraints imposed by the Instagram API resulted in a smaller dataset
over a shorter period of time (November 2014-November 2015). Despite these
limitations, we obtained 2,094,161 observations. Derived maps of social media posts
show broad geographic representativeness for each platform (Figure 7.1).
7.2.2 COMPARISON OF THE GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF LANDSCAPE
VALUE INDICATORS
Our results indicate there is a high level of spatial agreement of geo-located photos
obtained through Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram (Figure 7.2). Social media layers
were reclassified into three values: Lower quartile; No extreme value (middle
quartiles); and Upper quartile and aggregated to estimate locations of high spatial
correspondence between the platforms (after the method described in (Schulp et al.
2014a)). Values of 3 (dark green) indicate that content is classified high (dark green:
upper quartile) or low (dark blue: lower quartile) over each dataset. No extreme
values represent correspondence between platform middle quartiles. We found a
mere 6 % disagreement between classification of high and low content across the
platforms, while some areas may not be classified high or low compared to the other
social media data (Figure 7.2). Spatial agreement is prevalent in mountainous areas,
including the Alps, Pyrenees, the Scottish Highlands and the Apennines. Coastal
areas near Cornwall in the UK, Liguria in Italy, Basque country and the Costa Brava
as well as the Balearic Islands in Spain stand out as common presences locations.
Absence of photos are prevalent in the agricultural inlands of Spain and France,
sparsely populated areas in Nordic and Baltic countries (Sweden, Finland, Estonia
and Latvia) and large parts of Bulgaria and Romania. Areas where there is
disagreement across the different platforms are indicated by red pixels (Figure 7.2).
These areas included the Tatra Mountain range in Slovakia, Czech Republic and
Poland and mountainous areas in Romania, Bulgaria and Greece. This disagreement
is likely caused by the difference in the use of photo sharing applications across
Europe. Our results show Instagram and Panoramio are used widely across Europe
(Figure 7.1), while Flickr contributions are largely confined to Central and Western
Europe. While several other studies have used Panoramio and Flickr data
independently to quantify the spatial distribution of aesthetic, recreation and other
intangible characteristics (Nahuelhual et al. 2013; Wood et al. 2013; Casalegno et al.
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2013; Martínez Pastur et al. 2015), a rigorous comparison between Panoramio, Flickr
and Instagram has yet to be performed.

Figure 7.2: The level of agreement on hot spots and cold spots between landscape value
indicators developed using Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram data.

7.2.3 MODELING LANDSCAPE VALUES
We estimate a set of regression models to understand and explain spatial patterns of
landscape values. Estimates are based on spatial distributions observed in the count
of Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram geolocated posts describing aesthetic and
outdoor recreation values per 5 × 5 km grid cell as presented in Figure 7.2. A
landscape’s aesthetic and outdoor recreation values are influenced by both landscape
features and socio-economic and cultural characteristics (Daniel and Boster 1976;
van Zanten et al. 2014b). The actual use of landscapes for aesthetic enjoyment and
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recreation is a result of heterogeneous landscape preferences, as well as context
variables such as accessibility, infrastructure and culturally-significant protected
areas (Figure 7.3) (van Berkel and Verburg 2011; Paracchini et al. 2014). A
description of the selection and preparation of the predictors is provided in S 7.2.
Table 7.1: Generalized mixed-effects model estimations for landscape value indicators
developed using Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram data. Fixed effects are indicated by
standardized coefficients.
Panoramio

Intercept
Fixed effects
Landscape features
Mosaic landscapes (%)
Hedges and tree lines (count)
Proximate to water (cat.)
Terrain: rolling (cat.)
Terrain: hills (cat.)
Terrain: mountains (cat.)
Context variables
Cost-distance to city (hours)
Protected areas (N2000) (cat.)
Distance to PAs (km)
Peri-urban areas (cat.)
Population density p/km2
Socio-economic & Cultural
Per capita GDP/1000 (NUTS II)
Random effects
N Countries
ICC Countries
Goodness of fit statistics
Marginal R2
Conditional R2

Flickr

Instagram

1.754

-0.335

1.685

-0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.011
0.016

0.001
0.005
0.006
0.003
0.010
0.015

-0.005
0.014
0.025
0.004
0.035
0.058

-0.007
0.004
0.000
0.002
0.006

-0.030
-0.001
-0.001
0.004
0.005

-0.064
0.018
-0.001
0.013
0.021

0.011

0.017

0.076

26
0.094

26
0.106

26
0.052

0.460
0.931

0.357
0.682

0.509
0.861

For each social media platform, we estimate a generalized mixed-effects model
(GME) where the response variables are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution
(Table 7.1). The models’ estimates incorporate both fixed-effects parameters and
random effects, via maximum likelihood (Bates et al. 2015) to capture observed
variation in social media between countries and likely variation between landscape
preferences due to differences in social and cultural preferences (Norton et al. 2012).
Tests of spatial autocorrelation via Moran’s I for different lags indicated a significant
functional relationship among proximate social media counts and the error terms of
model estimates (Figure SI7.2.1). To investigate potential spatial autocorrelation bias
in estimates, we fit a Poisson model based on eigenvector filtering (Griffith and
Peres-Neto 2006). Eigenvector filtering removes spatial autocorrelation from the
residuals of generalized linear models by sub-setting spatial data to vectors below a
specified alpha value. Comparison of results obtained by fitting the model to both
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unfiltered and spatially-filtered data revealed similar parameter estimates, suggesting
our GME results are not biased by spatial autocorrelation. Standardized GME
coefficients reveal the relative magnitude of the effects within each model. Goodness
of fit was estimated using marginal and conditional R2, which allow for assessing the
predictive capacity of mixed-effects models (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013).
Marginal R2 statistics describe the proportion of variance explained by the fixed
factor(s) alone, while the conditional R2 describes the proportion of variance
explained by both the fixed and random factors (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013).
Marginal R2 values are comparable across the model estimations and indicate that
when we account for fixed factors alone the Instagram model has the best fit (R2 =
0.509). Goodness of fit when considering random factors is best for the Panoramio
model (conditional R2 =0.931).

Figure 7.3: A series of maps showing the predicted count data values (top) and residuals
(bottom) at a 5 × 5km resolution the Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram datasets.

In all three estimations, hills and mountains are the strongest predictors of high
aesthetic and outdoor recreation values. Compared to the other landscape features,
distance to a water body is a strong predictor in the Instagram model, whereas in the
Flickr model the presence of hedges and tree lines has a strong positive effect on the
concentration of aesthetic and outdoor recreation values. In all three estimations, an
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increase of 5 km distance to a city of over 100,000 inhabitants strongly decreases the
amount of uploaded content. Additionally, regional population density and, to a
lesser extent, a categorical variable depicting peri-urban areas are positively related
to aesthetic and outdoor recreation values. For the models fit to Panoramio and
Instagram data, we found significantly higher photo concentrations in protected
areas. While in both the models fit to Flickr and Instagram data, per capita GDP is
the strongest positive predictor of photo concentrations, results from the spatiallyfiltered regression results were insignificant, suggesting that GDP is not a strong
predictor due to spatial autocorrelation. We accounted for differences in overall use
of the social media platforms across countries through the inclusion of a countrylevel random effect. The intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) describe the
proportion of the variance of photo concentrations that are explained by the countrylevel random effects after controlling for all fixed effects. Results indicated there
were significant differences in terms of photo concentrations for all platforms across
countries. Given this, Flickr data have the largest amount of variance across
European countries. Conversely Instagram data were more equally distributed across
countries; this also explains the differences in marginal and conditional R2 values
between different datasets.
Predicted values and residuals of the three GME estimations are provided to visualize
differences between predicted and observed values for assessing uncertainty
associated with model estimates (Figure 7.3). For all three platforms, predicted
locations with high values depict similar landscape characteristics associated with
aesthetic and outdoor recreation values. Higher predicted values are found for
mountainous areas, areas near water bodies and areas near population centers.
Variation between countries is visible at the borders between Poland, the Czech
Republic and Germany in the Flickr map; and a bias toward Italy is clear in the
Instagram map. Overall, the patterns in the predicted value maps appear to be similar
to those presented in Fig. 1.
The residuals maps (Figure 7.3) highlight areas where the models over (green pixels)
and under (red pixels) estimate aesthetic and outdoor recreation values. All models
overestimate values in some mountainous and coastal regions, including areas in
northern Scotland and southern Italy between Rome and Naples. As a result of the
high intercept values for the United Kingdom, all three models overestimated
densities for Scotland and Northern Ireland. Underestimation occurs in the
intensively visited mountainous areas of the Alps and Pyrenees as well as at specific
sites with highly-valued cultural sites (e.g., lower Tuscany, the Lake District in the
United Kingdom, the northern wetlands in the Netherlands and the Camino de
Santiago in Spain) that cannot be captured with European level fixed effects.
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7.3 DISCUSSION
While social media data have been used to study landscape values, a rigorous
comparison between Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram data has yet to be performed.
The platforms have different characteristics affecting both how, and how much, they
are used. The potential strength of Instagram is its relatively large population of users
and its functional ability of allowing users to attach personally-meaningful comments
and hashtags to their uploaded images. Nearly all geolocated Instagram content
contains on-site reports (Di Minin et al. 2015), a relatively high share of the data
examined for this study (30 percent) describes aesthetic and outdoor recreation
values and our European dataset is relatively equally distributed across European
countries (Table 7.1). Also, we deduce from our comparison of compiled datasets
that the Instagram platform has higher user rates relative to the Panoramio and Flickr
platforms (Brandtzaeg 2012; Napoleancat 2015). These strengths suggests Instagram
data could be used to provide a generalizable metric/indicator of landscape values at
geographic extents larger than individual sites or landscapes. The potential
disadvantage of Instagram data is its limited temporal coverage, which might make it
sensitive to bias due to stochastic events such as political upheaval or extreme
weather.
The predictive model developed and applied here improves our understanding of
spatial relationships between specific landscape features and high densities of
aesthetic and outdoor recreation values. Understanding this dependency is of
increasing societal relevance as many areas across the globe are witnessing an
ongoing functional shift away from being managed for extractive activities (e.g.,
mining, forestry, etc.) towards being managed for recreation and leisure activities
(Primdahl 2010; Zasada 2011; Paracchini et al. 2015). At the same time, there are
many areas where landscape change is sporadic, characterized by the rapid
intensification or abandonment of agriculture (Navarro and Pereira 2015). Our spatial
analyses suggests the characteristics of specific landscapes (e.g., their accessibility,
population densities, mountainous terrain and their proximity to water bodies)
explains a significant amount of observed variation across photo concentrations
present in Instagram, Panoramio and Flickr data (Table 7.1). However, our
continental scale analysis prevented us from capturing local scale factors which
likely influence the aesthetic and recreational enjoyment of the natural environment.
Spatial layers representing local attractions, culturally significant locations and
unique environmental features (factors that influence social media posts) could not be
included in our analysis due to low data availability and quality. Despite this, we are
confident in the generalizability of our results as similar explanatory variables have
been found to be important in other European mapping studies of the quantity and
quality of aesthetic and/or outdoor recreation opportunities available to individuals
(Grêt-regamey et al. 2014; Paracchini et al. 2014). In the absence of socially143

representative measures of landscape values, such as those which can be derived
from social media data, previous research has largely been relegated to using proxy
variables describing land use, land management (e.g., protected areas), regional
awareness (e.g., certified products) and accessibility. The relative importance of
different proxy variables has varied widely, further reinforcing the need for region-,
country- and continental-scale analytical tools.
Questions remain about the social and spatial representativeness of social media data,
as the use of different platforms is skewed towards specific demographic groups.
Generally, Instagram content is contributed by people between 18 and 29 (Ruths and
Pfeffer 2014; Duggan and Brenner 2015) and has, like other social media, specific
limitations based on cultural behavior (Mocanu et al. 2013). Although we have
limited information about the demographic characteristics of users in our datasets,
the high degree of correspondence between the three platforms, when we take into
account country-level random effects, suggests preference heterogeneity along
cultural and/or demographic lines will not drastically change expected locations of
aesthetic and
outdoor recreation values. Consequently, social media data,
particularly data generated through the Instagram platform, can be used to develop
indicators of landscape values at scales beyond individual sites or landscapes.
Other social media might also be investigated for their relevance for understanding
aesthetic and outdoor recreation enjoyment. In addition to our evaluation of photosharing sites, our initial analysis included an assessment of Twitter data. Twitter
shares many of the same qualities as Instagram for assessing location specific
activities, being real-time and representative of board demographic profiles (39, 40).
Our evaluation determined that despite these attributes, Twitter may not be suitable
for mapping aesthetic and outdoor recreation values due to limitations imposed by
administrators for use of the streaming API. We conducted an experiment in which
data collection was constrained to a 100-day period (05/24/2015-09/01/2015), and
despite the large quantity of tweets collected, few contained on-site reports (n=4500).
In addition, tweets were geographically limited due the need to collect data based on
language (Jongman et al. 2015). In spite of the limitations of this experiment, the
possibilities of Twitter are notable. With a high number of active users, the potential
to predict the number of people visiting managed landscapes is promising if access
and data mining methods become more advanced.
Additional research efforts should address methods that enable a better understanding
of the demographic characteristics of social media users and develop improved
filtering techniques involving natural language and automatic image processing
(Ruths and Pfeffer 2014). More research focused in these areas will reduce the
technological knowledge and expertise needed to examine social media data for any
number of research applications. Additionally, insights into user demographics would
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identify societal groups that are currently underrepresented (e.g., elderly, ethnic
minorities, indigenous people) by social media platforms. Overcoming the challenges
provided by social media data and their users could enable the development of a
composite indicator of landscape values which integrated data from multiple
platforms while controlling for variations in platform usage between countries and
specific socio-demographic groups.

7.4 MATERIALS & METHODS
Collecting and filtering spatial social media data. We composed four datasets that
identify locations of aesthetic and outdoor recreation enjoyment using georeferenced
content from Panoramio, Flickr, and Instagram. The data are accessible through the
application programming interfaces (APIs) (Di Minin et al. 2015). The Panoramio
dataset (Tieskens et al. 2014) contains counts of uploaded photos per unique user per
km2 for non-urban areas. We applied the same measure for Flickr and Instagram
data; data from these platforms was collected through the API’s location search
parameters. Given the specific focus of Panoramio on landscapes and outside
locations (Casalegno et al. 2013), all content from non-urban origin was included in
the dataset. Flickr, Instagram and Twitter data were keyword-filtered. All content
(text and hashtags) was filtered based on matching lists of keywords describing
aesthetic and outdoor recreation values in all national languages of the European
Union. Downloading and filtering of the social media datasets was done using the
Python programming language (libraries Pandas, Textblob, PyProj). For a full
description of the preparation of the social media layers, we refer readers to the
methods section and the supplementary material (S7.1).
Data preparation. The spatial datasets for the predictor variables and the dependent
variables (i.e., aesthetic and outdoor recreation values) were aggregated to a 5 x 5km
resolution raster and aligned in ArcGIS. Predictor variables were prepared as
follows: Percentage of mosaic landscapes was defined using a focal function around
mosaic areas; Presence of hedgerows and tree lines is an aggregated version of a 1km
resolution interpolated landscape elements map; Areas proximate to water bodies are
cells within 10km of a water body (river, lake or coast); Terrain classes were derived
from a 1km2 digital elevation model; As an indicator for accessibility we included
cost-distance to the nearest city with >100,000 inhabitants; Protected areas were
defined as Natura 2000 sites (a harmonized spatial dataset of protected areas
throughout the EU) and the distance to protected areas as the Euclidean distance in
kilometers to Natura 2000 sites. Peri-urban areas are intermediate density areas in the
European degree of urbanization map. We also included an aggregated population
density map depicting inhabitants per km2 and a GDP per capita dataset, which is
based on European regional statistics. Finally, urban areas (derived from CORINE
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land-cover data (51)) were excluded from all layers. Elaborate documentation of the
selection and preparation of the predictor variables is provided in S7.2.
Data analysis. For the presence and absence agreement map, the social media layers
were reclassified into three values: Lower quartile; No extreme value; and Upper
quartile in ArcGIS (Schulp et al. 2014a) binning the highest and lowest quartiles of
the entire distribution of the sample. Classified images were aggregated estimating
total cell agreement across the European Union. Statistical analysis was conducted
using R (Team 2012). Mixed-effect Poisson models were estimated using the glmer
function in the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015), while Moran’s I estimates and
eigenvector filtering were conducted using the spdep (Bivand et al. 2016).

Supplementary Information
SI 7.1: Preparation of social media raster layers
SI 7.2: Selection and preparation of predictor variables
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CHAPTER

8

SYNTHESIS & CONCLUSIONS
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8.1 SYNTHESIS OF THE MAIN FINDINGS
The aim of this chapter is to distill the main findings from the results described in the
previous chapters and to draw overarching conclusions. The research that is
conducted for this dissertation gravitates around the following research question:
RQ: How to quantify aesthetic and cultural landscape values across spatial scales to
support landscape policy?
In order to provide a comprehensive answer to this main research question, we
distinguish two main elements: the first element synthesizes our results that report on
how to quantify and value landscape values (SQ1), whereas the second element
synthesizes the results that specifically focus on how to measure and represent
aesthetic and cultural values across spatial scales and geographic contexts (SQ2). As
the phrase ‘how to’ in the research question unveils, this dissertation has a rather
methodological focus. In the introductory Chapter (1), we have outlined the context
and thematic focus of the research: European agricultural landscapes. Chapter 2
introduced the problem definition and the research questions posed in this
dissertation. In the sub-sections below, the methodological and empirical results of
Chapters 3-7 are synthesized and contextualized following SQ1and SQ2. In section
8.2, we reflect on a number of cross-cutting methodological choices that have not
been discussed in Chapters 3-7. Finally, section 8.3 discusses the academic novelty
of this dissertation, an outlook to future research and it societal relevance.
8.1.1 SQ1: Which methods can be employed to quantify aesthetic and cultural
landscape values?
Most commonly, aesthetic and cultural landscape values are quantified by means of
stated preferences techniques. However, stated landscape preferences are studied
from different perspectives, implementing different value concepts (i.e. economic or
social values) and comprehensions of landscape analysis. Different disciplines and
perspectives have complicated the inter-study comparison of economic or social
values. The empirical analysis presented in Chapter 3 found significant differences in
trade-offs between landscape features in a monetary and a non-monetary choice
experiment. These findings confirm the thesis that monetary and non-monetary
preference estimates represent different dimensions of value and thus require
different interpretations. However – as also found in the meta-analysis of landscape
preference (Chapter 6) – differences between monetary and non-monetary
preferences for landscape features are rather subtle. Both in the Europe-wide metaanalysis (Ch. 6) and in the local split-sample choice experiment (Ch.3), the
preference ranking of landscape features did not vary significantly between monetary
and non-monetary preference estimates. Nevertheless, even these subtle differences
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can have large consequences when monetary values are quantified, for instance in
Total Economic Valuation (TEV) studies.
Price attribute non-attendance is an important drawback of monetary valuation of
aesthetic and cultural values associated with landscapes. In our experiment, over onethird of the respondents acknowledged they ignored the price in the choice situations.
Along with the results of other studies (Scarpa et al. 2009; Colombo et al. 2013),
these empirical findings support our hypothesis that the high degree of nonattendance to the price is most likely a result of the hypothetical character of the
monetary tradeoff in relation to features of the visual landscape that is presented to
the respondents. In the context of our case study, a substantial share of the
respondents chose to ignore the price because respondents did not face true financial
consequences as a result of their choice, and because they are not used contribute to
landscape maintenance financially. These limitations clearly reveal the pros and
cons of using a monetary payment vehicle in a choice experiment. When studying
how landscape features contribute to the landscape’s aesthetic and cultural value,
relative preference estimates for different landscape features obtained through a nonmonetary choice experiment may provide more reliable insights to inform landscape
policy because a substantial number of people ignore the payment vehicle in making
their choices (Chapter 3). In cases where a study is used to develop a tourist-tax or to
provide input for a cost-benefit analysis, one is primarily interested in monetary
values and requires an experiment with a payment vehicle. In those studies, we
recommend controlling for non-attendance to the payment vehicle by constraining
the sample to respondents that do not ignore the payment vehicle in choice situations.
In spite of our criticism towards monetary valuation, our studies show the added
value of econometric methods for systematic elicitation of preferences to estimate
aesthetic and cultural values associated with landscape features. Choice-based
methods force respondents to make tradeoffs between landscape features and
scenarios (if necessary in relation to a status quo), leading to a clear elicitation of the
preferences and the relative importance of specific landscape characteristics in an
area. In that sense the methods provide more quantitative detail than can be obtained
by other stated preference or ranking methods often used to elicit landscape
preferences.
In the meta-analysis presented in Chapter 6, we synthesize aesthetic and cultural
values from case studies that address preferences for features of agricultural
landscapes. This method can be described as a meta-level quantification of landscape
values, across disciplinary boundaries. As the primary case studies that feed into the
meta-analysis apply different approaches to measure landscape preference (e.g.
preference rating, contingent valuation and choice modeling), aesthetic and cultural
values estimates include both monetary and non-monetary value estimates. We have
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applied min-max normalization and normalized ranking to enable meta-level cross
case comparison of values.This reinterpretation and normalization of aesthetic and
cultural values causes value estimates to lose some depth and nuance; aesthetic and
cultural values ascribed to a landscape feature are scaled in relation to the other
landscape features in the primary study and are thus not cross-case comparable in
absolute numbers. However, given the fact that many primary preference studies are
context specific and thus lack external validity (Bateman et al. 2006), we argue that
the relative importance respondents ascribe to landscape features is the most credible
and suitable metric for meta-analytic comparison.
In Chapter 7, we present a revealed preference approach for the quantification of
aesthetic and cultural values. In the analysis, we have use counts of social media
content on the topic of aesthetic and cultural values as a quantitative indicator.
Hence, we assume that social media activities on the topic of aesthetic and cultural
values accurately describe their spatial configuration and quantities. Several
previously conducted studies have applied similar methods (e.g. Nahuelhual et al.
2013; Wood et al. 2013; Casalegno et al. 2013), but our study for the first time used
keyword matching on social media content and applied the method at a continental
scale. Our modeling results, elaborated upon in section 8.1.2, indicate that social
media are suitable to develop indicators of aesthetic and cultural values.
8.1.2 SQ2: How to scale aesthetic and cultural landscape values across geographic
contexts?
The scale question is particularly relevant for aesthetic values (and cultural
ecosystem services in general), as cultural services are often perceived at landscape
scale. That is, in many cases people ascribe these type of values to landscapes and
not to single trees or fields and neither to regions or countries as a whole. Hence,
most effectively, these type of services are managed at landscape scale with tailormade landscape protection measures. Nonetheless, there is also a policy relevance in
expressing cultural ecosystem services beyond the landscape scale: the identification
of valuable cultural landscapes is an EU-wide priority (Council Of Europe 2000) and
landscape policies are often developed at European of national level. In addition, the
importance of cultural services is traded-off to other expectations society has from
agricultural landscapes, including maintaining agricultural production, climate
change mitigation, and biodiversity protection, which are often assessed and
administered beyond landscape scale (e.g. on national, continental or even global
level). In the European Union’s policy context, the CAP plays a pivotal role in the
management of agricultural landscapes. The CAP consists of direct payments to
farmers and rural development policies, which include agri-environmental policies
(Chapter 1).
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Chapters 4-7 of this dissertation address the scale and context dependence of
aesthetic and cultural landscape values. As laid-out in numerous proceedings on
landscape aesthetics (Appleton 1975; Daniel and Boster 1976; Lothian 1999),
aesthetic and cultural values ascribed to landscapes emerge from complex
interactions between landscape features and specific interests of the beholder, which
are often explained along cultural or social-economic lines (Gobster et al. 2007;
Hunziker et al. 2008; Soliva et al. 2010). This inherent complexity and subjectivity
constrains the transfer of values across contexts and complicates representation
across spatial scales. The configuration of an agricultural landscape that is generally
considered a ‘beautiful landscape’ in place A might not be perceived as beautiful in
place B. More importantly with respect to landscape policies, a specific feature of the
agricultural landscape – for instance hedgerows and tree lines (as described in
Chapter 5) – can be appreciated in place A but not appreciated or even disliked in
place B by a similar group of landscape users. Such differences may be embedded in
cultural preferences but also in the landscape history, both of which contribute to the
‘sense of place’ of landscape users. Due to the multilevel nature of landscape policy,
there is a need for novel hands-on methods to measure and understand aesthetic and
cultural landscape values at relevant scales of decision making. A substantial part of
this dissertation addresses this methodological omission, which is formulated in a
number of sub-questions: [SQ2a] How can aesthetic and cultural values, measured
through photo-aided stated preference studies, be expressed and mapped beyond
local scale? and [SQ2b] how can we develop multi-scale aesthetic and cultural value
indicators using crowdsourced data? Figure 8.1 illustrates the methodological steps
addressed by the SQ2a-b. SQ2a is addressed through bottom-up approaches
presented in Chapters 4-6, whereas SQ2b follows a top-down approach and is
presented in Chapter 7.
[SQ2a]: How can aesthetic and cultural values, measured using photoaided stated preference studies, be expressed and mapped beyond visual
landscape scale?
The core of this question is to investigate which methods are suitable to express
landscape values, elicited using stated preference based methods, at larger
geographic scales. In the practice of landscape research this often means: How can
we express value estimates obtained through photo-based studies on regional,
national and European scale maps? In our approach to answer this question, we have
taken a stepwise approach to generalize beyond the local situation. First, we
presented a method that extrapolates value estimates to a landscape level map
(Chapter 4); second, we developed a comparative method to assess the contribution
of landscape features between two agricultural landscapes (Chapter 5); third, we
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conducted a meta-analysis of landscape preference studies to find commonalities and
relations to context variables at European scale (Chapter 6).
The comparability and scalability of landscape values across space is determined by
the exclusiveness of the landscape features that are identified as ‘carriers of
landscape value’ (also referred to as ecosystem service providing units by e.g.
Andersson et al. 2015). In the landscape scale mapping methods reviewed in Chapter
4, landscape features that contribute to aesthetic and cultural values range from
highly exclusive and context-specific features, such as a renowned stone quarry, to
generic features that describe LU/LC, such as forest or arable land. Complications
due to the spatial exclusiveness of landscape features are also resembled in the metaanalysis of landscape preference studies (Chapter 6). To enable comparison of values
amongst studies, we developed a generic hierarchic categorization of landscape
features that was used to reinterpret context specific landscape features that were
described in the individual case studies.

Figure 8.1: Bottom-up and top-down approaches to quantify aesthetic and cultural values
beyond visual landscape scale. The grey circles on the lower map indicate case study areas.
The black-encircled case study area represents the regional extrapolation of aesthetic values
(Chapter 4), the arrow connecting two case study areas represents the comparative case study
(Chapter 5) and the arrows connecting the case study areas with the line of ‘continental scale
representation of aesthetic and cultural values’ represents the meta-analysis of landscape
preference studies (Chapter 6). The arrow connecting the upper map with the line of
continental scale representation reflects the approach presented in Chapter 7.
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Defining the level of exclusiveness of the landscape features in an empirical study is
a balancing act. On the one hand, a sufficient level of detail and exclusiveness of
landscape features is required to capture aesthetic and cultural values that people
associate with that particular place. This can be illustrated using the previously
mentioned example from Chapter 4, where landscape users will most likely assign
higher aesthetic and cultural values to that particular renowned local stone quarry
than to a generic mineral extraction class on a land cover map. On the other hand, if
spatial generalization or extrapolation is an objective, landscape features should be
sufficiently inclusive to be representative for the landscape beyond the specific site.
This applies to both studies that explicitly extrapolate values across a region of
interest through mapping (e.g. Chapter 4, Burkhard et al. 2009; van Berkel and
Verburg 2014), as well as studies that implicitly do so in a descriptive way (Hasund
et al. 2011).
In Chapter 4 and 5, we present empirical work that specifically aims to compare and
extrapolate local photo-aided stated preferences across landscapes. In Chapter 4, we
used a discrete choice model to map aesthetic values at landscape scale. The
underlying assumptions of this method are that the spatial variation of landscape
values is sufficiently explained by the spatial variation of the four landscape features
that are included in the choice experiment and that the landscape visualizations are a
good approximation of the perceived landscape. We conclude – substantiated by a
comparison to revealed landscape preferences – that the assumption is valid as long
as the mapping exercise takes place in a relatively homogeneous landscape; i.e. the
variation in visual landscape should be captured in the visualized landscape
alternatives as presented in Chapter 4. The level of exclusiveness or
representativeness of the landscape features in the visualization was adjusted through
stakeholder engagement. Additionally, the landscape visualizations and
questionnaires were tested in the case study area. During this test phase we also
questioned the regional representativeness of the features in the visualizations.
Chapter 5 demonstrated a comparative analysis of the contribution of the four types
of landscape features to landscape aesthetics. This approach does compare the
relative importance of landscape features at meta-level, rather than directly as
visualized on the choice cards. Using this method, we can compare the importance
of, for instance, linear landscape elements (e.g. hedgerows, tree lines, riparian
vegetation) in the context of different agricultural landscapes. To safeguard the
exclusiveness and representativeness of visualizations in each case study area, levels
of the landscape features in the visualizations are rooted in their actual occurrence in
the landscape of interest. Hence, outcomes should only be interpreted as a
comparative measure of the relative contribution of types of landscape features to
aesthetic values in a landscape.
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The analytical approach applied in the meta-analysis of landscape preference studies
(Chapter 6) is similar to the comparative study presented in Chapter 5. For all
observations that fulfilled the selection criteria, landscape features were reinterpreted
and categorized to enable cross-case comparison. For example, if a study includes
cattle and another study includes sheep, both features are categorized as presence of
livestock. All value estimates are scaled within the case study of interest, resulting in
normalized values that indicate the relative importance a landscape feature in relation
to other landscape features that were included in that particular case study.
Conceptually, this normalization method requires an identical interpretation as the
comparable aesthetic values measured in Chapter 5. However, compared to our
empirical work presented in Chapter 5, there are several causes of noise in the metadataset that are a result of the methodological heterogeneity in landscape preference
research. First, the use of different preference elicitation methods – ranging from
simple rank-based methods to monetary valuation through choice modeling – cause
noise in the intervals between normalized values. Second, different objectives of the
individual studies (e.g. evaluation of a specific policy scenario or measuring
preferences in relation to a specific landscape baseline) potentially affect relative
preferences for landscape features. Third, ambiguity in the description of landscape
features has in some cases caused arbitrary categorizations of preference estimates.
The meta-analysis that was presented in Chapter 6 has two objectives: [1] to derive
generic preferences for landscape features in European case studies and [2] to
explore how socio-economic and landscape context variables are related to
preferences for landscape features. In spite of the noise in the dataset caused by
methodological heterogeneity, we found cross-case generic preferences for several
landscape features. The analysis of relative preferences indicates high mean
preference scores for features that describe historic buildings in the landscape,
mosaic land cover and the presence of livestock in the landscape. In addition, the
meta-regression analysis revealed that in relatively densely populated agrarian
landscapes beneficiaries expressed higher preferences for those landscape
characteristics associated with forest and natural land cover. At the same time,
preferences for agricultural land cover are higher in areas with a relatively low
percentage of agricultural land cover. We suspect that this is the result of a high
appreciation of agricultural land cover in remote, marginal agricultural areas, both for
agricultural production reasons and for the preservation of aesthetic and cultural
landscape values. Also, the meta-regression analysis indicated that in comparison to
visitors, local respondents have a stronger appreciation for the dominance of
agriculture in landscapes.
The results presented in Chapter 6 represent the first evidence of meta-relations
across empirical European landscape preference studies and beyond the local scale of
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individual studies. However, besides the earlier mentioned problems that arise from
the methodological heterogeneity among studies, sample size limitations and
landscape selection bias further constrain the robustness and EU-wide
representativeness of our results. For example, large-scale extensive arable
landscapes, which are often found in former socialist countries in Central and Eastern
Europe, are underrepresented in the meta-dataset. Conversely, large-scale, very
intensively managed landscape, landscapes are overrepresented. Another bias is
towards landscapes of the UK where there is a strong tradition of landscape
preference and heritage research. These constraints combined, lead to the conclusion
that a bottom-up EU-wide extrapolation and quantification of aesthetic and cultural
values based on the meta-regression analyses is not feasible. Even though the metaanalysis’ results do not suffice for direct European scale quantification, we do argue
that they provide valuable cues for the identification of important context variables
that explain aesthetic and cultural landscape values beyond the local or landscape
scale to answer SQ2b.
[SQ2b]: How can we develop multi-scale aesthetic and cultural value
indicators using crowdsourced data?
Technological advancement and the consecutive availability of longitudinal
crowdsourced datasets have unlocked a vast amount of potentially valuable resources
for the social and behavioral sciences, including fields that address the human
dimensions of conservation and landscape research (Di Minin et al. 2015). These
advancements, combined with the limitations that accompany the meta-analytic
approach (Chapter 6) and the general limitations of stated preference research (i.e.
the hypothetical nature), have directed us towards testing a top-down approach.
Using this question, we are exploring methods to map and model outdoor recreation
and aesthetic values using crowdsourced data on a European scale.
Georeferenced content from social media platforms – which is a passive form of
crowdsourced data (Muller et al. 2015) – is interpreted as revealed preference
information: it describes the actual spatial behavior of users and uploaded photos and
blogs are an indication of their on-site aesthetic enjoyment. Hence, this type of
information requires a different interpretation than stated landscape preferences as
such. Revealed patterns of outdoor recreation and on-site aesthetic enjoyment will –
next to aesthetic and cultural values – also be affected by accessibility and user
population quantities.
In Chapter 7, we have demonstrated the use of four social media platforms for
mapping and modeling recreation and aesthetic enjoyment. The four social media
datasets that were compared vary significantly with respect to temporal coverage,
user demographics and characteristics of the application. Nevertheless, our analysis
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has shown that, despite these variations, the datasets largely agree on hot and cold
spots on European scale (Chapter 7). Notably, a significant part of the variation
between platforms is explained by the overall differences in use between countries.
Our modeling results indicate that, if we control for country-level variance, the
predictor variables have very similar effects in the model estimates based on either
Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram data. On a European scale, we found that patterns
of outdoor recreation and on-site aesthetic enjoyment are explained by a number of
factors, including geomorphology, proximity to water bodies, cost-distance to cities
and regional per capita income. The selection of explanatory variables for the
modeling exercise (Chapter 7) was largely based on the systematic review of
landscape preference literature and meta-analysis that was presented in Chapter 6.
For example, in the meta-analysis we found that in relatively densely populated
agrarian landscapes – often referred to as green-belt or peri-urban areas –
respondents expressed higher preferences for those landscape features that describe
forest and natural land cover. This spatial pattern was confirmed in Chapter 7, where
we clearly observed the significant influence of peri-urban and regional population
density on densities of relevant social media content.

8.2 METHODOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS
In this section, we reflect on a number of cross-cutting methodological choices that
have not been discussed in the individual chapters.
8.2.1 Landscape preferences: holistic versus attribute-based value elicitation
In Chapters 3-5, we have proposed an interdisciplinary methods that value specific
features of the agricultural landscape in and integrative manner using photorealistic
visualizations. Reflecting on this approach, it can be described as a compromise
aiming to bridge the gap between holistic and attribute-based landscape preference
studies (Hynes et al. 2011).
On the one hand, several scholars have argued that the assessment of cultural or
aesthetic landscape values should be holistic (i.e. a landscape is worth more than the
sum of its parts) (for a review of literature on this topic see: Tveit et al. 2006). Antrop
(2005, pp. 27), for instance, argues that “…most people experience landscapes (also)
in a holistic way and integrate what they perceive immediately with what they know
and remember” and subsequently states that most people “…interpret or ‘read’ the
landscape within their own cultural context”. Hence, aesthetic values and other
cultural ecosystem services are particularly place based, and inter-landscape
comparisons of these type of values are inherently complex. Consequently, this
conceptualization of the perceived landscapes is an implicit critique on most
attribute-based studies that break-down aesthetic values to a set of generic landscape
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features and suggest that the value of the landscape as a whole can be deduced to
these specific landscape features (e.g. Campbell 2007; Liekens et al. 2013).
On the other hand, we observe that holistic landscape research – i.e. describing a
landscape by its character (Ode et al. 2008; Sevenant and Antrop 2010) – has a
limited contribution to the quantification and valuation of aesthetic and cultural
values. That is, from a policy relevance perspective, value estimates related to the
contribution of specific landscape features is quintessential to inform agrienvironment measures, nature conservation and spatial planning (Chapter 1). While
we acknowledge the necessity of an integrated or holistic evaluation of the perceived
landscape, we also consider that landscape policy can only guide land management in
a desired direction if clear objectives can be formulated on specific features of the
agricultural landscape that contribute to its value. Consequently, we decided to
evaluate the added value of a set of important landscape features in the context of the
local visual landscape for the empirical preference studies in chapters 3-5.
Overall, we can conclude that the approach was successful as a hands-on tool to
measure landscape preferences. The respondents very well understood the
functioning and purpose of landscape visualization: the evaluation of features in the
landscape context to inform policy and management (summarizing the feedback of
respondents of 100 test interviews in Winterswijk). In addition, the high level of
agreement between the choice experiment map and the revealed preference map
suggests an acceptable level of accuracy of predicted aesthetic values (Chapter 4).
Still, as in any modeling exercise, the modeled results depend to a large extent on
how the model is defined: the success rate of such an exercise ultimately depends on
a careful selection process of landscape features to be included as attributes in the
choice experiment (Chapter 4).
8.2.2 Value comparison and transfer across landscape contexts
The cross-case comparison of aesthetic values that is presented in the comparative
case study and the meta-analysis (Chapters 5 and 6) define values ascribed to
landscape features as their relative value within the landscape context. This way of
looking at the value of landscape features follows the idea of agricultural landscapes
as holistic entities (Antrop 2000); the absolute aesthetic and cultural value of
landscape features cannot be compared across landscapes as the value of landscape
features is co-determined by the wider landscape context. The methods presented in
Chapters 5 and 6 improve our understanding of the relative contribution of landscape
features to aesthetic and cultural values and the influence of socio-demographic
features respondents. Still, reflecting on the design of the comparative study (Ch. 5),
a more pronounced analysis of perceived land-use history (as in e.g. Hunziker et al.
2008) among respondents could have yielded more in-depth insights into interactions
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between cultural contexts and values ascribed to landscape features in the two
landscapes that were compared.
In spite of the potentially valuable information for targeting agri-environmental
policies, the fact that the comparative choice experiment as well as the meta-analysis
(Ch. 5-6) solely improves understanding of the relative contribution of landscape
features remains a problem. Besides the identification of important landscape
features as ‘carriers of landscape value’ across European landscapes, policymakers
are primarily interested in a valuation of aesthetic and cultural values in landscapes
as a whole to identify priority areas and decide on pathways of rural development.
Here both the meta-analysis and the analysis of social media data make a
contribution.

8.3 IMPACT AND OUTLOOK
8.3.1 Academic impact and outlook
This thesis has contributed novel methods to the portfolio of available tools to
quantify aesthetic and cultural values from local to continental scales. Mapping the
intangible cultural ecosystem services has been proven particularly challenging.
These services emerge from interactions between people’s perceptions and
landscapes. The spatial scale at which landscape perception takes place is dynamic
and multilayered and thus difficult to capture in spatial metrics. Nevertheless, we
have made significant progress by integrating tools and concepts from environmental
economics, landscape research and landscape ecology in our empirical work. This
has yielded a new generically applicable method that enables mapping aesthetic and
cultural values using predicted preferences from a choice model on a regional scale
(Chapter 4) as well as novel techniques to compare the relative importance of
landscape features between different landscapes (Chapter 5 and 6). In the last
empirical chapter (7), we present an top-down approach to map and model aesthetic
and cultural values that extends of capabilities previous approaches (e.g. Wood et al.
2013; Casalegno et al. 2013) and for the first time uses social media data at
continental scale.
We recommend that future research efforts should continue to combine bottom-up
and top-down approaches. Only a combination of those approaches will enable us to
depict the key features of landscapes that drive experiences of aesthetic and cultural
values and, at the same time, prioritize landscapes with a high provision of aesthetic
and cultural values. In order to achieve this, we require a further exploration and
application of crowdsourced datasets (e.g. social media) for cultural ecosystem
service indicator development. Still, we also need local preference studies to further
investigate relationships between aesthetic values and landscape contexts to
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formulate hypotheses that can be tested on geospatial crowdsourced revealed
preference datasets.
8.3.2 Societal impact
Arguably, cultural ecosystem services represent the least understood linkages
between landscapes and human well-being. Across the globe, the experience of
landscapes and ecosystems contributes to well-being through aesthetic enjoyment,
sense of place and identity as well as through perceived heritage and historical
significance. Sometimes, these values drive the development of the more tangible
cultural ecosystem services that reveal a form of direct use of landscapes or
ecosystems, such as outdoor recreation and nature-based tourism. In many other
occasions, however, these values remain rather intangible: invisible in market
transactions and unquantifiable in a biophysical manner. As a consequence, cultural
ecosystem service are often neglected in the practice of policy-making. In particular
at higher scales of government – where big planning decisions are made regarding
food production, conservation and infrastructure – cultural ecosystem services are
poorly understood and scarcely blend into decision making.
Both the results and methods brought forward in the empirical chapters of this
dissertation can assist policy-makers and agents in civil society to gain insight into
the spatial dimensions and values associated with cultural ecosystem services.
Potential users include local land managers (to develop management strategies),
regional environmental NGO’s (to build a case for landscape protection), but also
national and European policy makers (to target cultural services through agricultural
and environmental policies). In contrast to monetary valuation approaches, our
methods predominantly communicate aesthetic and cultural values by indicating
relative values – across space or in comparison to other landscape features – to
enable spatial prioritization and management. We argue that such a measure of
relative value is most appropriate to feed into environmental impact assessments and
policy making, given the holistic nature of aesthetic and cultural values (as opposed
to other ecosystem services) and the complexities that arise when studying them
empirically. As a public good, the aesthetic and cultural values of landscapes
contribute to well-being across the globe and deserve a proper representation in
environmental governance from local to global level.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
SI 4.1: DATA COLLECTION AND MODEL SPECIFICATION
OF THE CHOICE EXPERIMENT
Data collection
In July 2013, a total of 425 questionnaires were completed through face-to-face
interviews in the Dutch municipality of Winterswijk. The respondents, who were
visitors, were interviewed on tourist accommodations. To ensure a representative
sample of stay-over tourists at different types of tourist accommodations, such as
campsites, bed & breakfasts and hotels, we involved the local tourism association for
the selection of the sampling locations. Interviews were conducted by an experienced
team affiliated with the Institute for Environmental Studies at the VU University in
Amsterdam. A total of 191 respondents completed the non-monetary experiment that
was used for this mapping study, while 234 respondents participated in the monetary
experiment with price attribute, which is not used in this paper.
Regarding the key demographic variables age, education level, gender and income,
the samples of the non-monetary and the monetary experiment are almost identical.
Table SI 4.1.1 shows that in both samples, the mean year of birth is 1954. The mean
and mode education level class in both samples is ‘vocational’. Also, both samples
contain slightly more female respondents (53% and 52% female). The mean income
class in both samples is a net household income of 2000-2500 euros per month.
There is no secondary statistical data available to validate the representativeness of
our samples in terms of these key demographic variables. However, the fact these
samples are rather identical indicates that we have drawn a representative sample of
the visitor population of tourist accommodations that was present during the period
of our data collection and on the selected interview locations.
Table SI 4.1.1: Demographic background variables of the sampled population in both
experiments

Demographic
characteristics
Year of birth

Non-monetary experiment
(n=191)
NonMode
Mean
response
6.81%
1945
1954

Monetary experiment (n=234)
Nonresponse
2.99%

Mode

Mean
1952

1954

Education class

0.00%

Vocational

Vocational

0.85%

Vocational

Vocational

Gender

0.00%

Female(1)

0.53

0.00%

Female(1)

0.52

12.04%

2000-2500

2000-2500

14.10%

1500-2000

2000-2500

Income class
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Before implementation of the survey, we went through an extensive round of pretesting. First, we tested the digitally manipulated landscape photographs for clarity
with academic colleagues. Second, the choice experiments with and without prices
were each pre-tested on 50 respondents in the case study area. Subsequently, we
estimated multinomial logit (MNL) models for both experiments based on the
collected data in the pretest, the results of which served as priors for generating two
separate D-efficient statistical designs using NGene software.

The questionnaire that was implemented includes three sections. The first section
includes motivations for the visit to the area and characteristics of visit (e.g., length
of stay, activities). The second section contains the choice experiment. In the first
section, respondents are introduced to the topic of agri-environmental payments and
in the second section, the meaning of the landscape attributes was explained and they
were asked to choose between the visual landscape alternatives based on their
aesthetic preferences. The third part contains socio-demographic background
characteristics of respondents. The choice experiment section includes eight choice
cards. For both the monetary and the non-monetary experiment, the design consists
of six blocks (versions).

Model specification
For the analysis of the choice data, we estimate a MNL choice model for both
experiments. Many complex choice models exist, the multinomial logit (MNL) is the
most straightforward and commonly applied type of model for choice modelling
analysis (Louviere et al. 2003). Choice models generally build on random utility
theory, which states that the utility of individual i for landscape alternative j consists
of a systematic component V and a random component ε, such that (McFadden
1974):

U=
Vij + ε ij .
ij

(4.1.1)

The random component may contain factors that influence utility but are not included
in the model, i.e., the random component is assumed to be distributed equally across
the alternatives and is modelled as an extreme value type 1 distribution (Louviere et
al. 2003). The specification of the MNL model is given by:
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P ( j |k ) =

Vj

e

∑ k =1 e k
K

V

,

(4.1.2)

which states that the probability P of choosing landscape alternative j from all
landscape alternatives k is equal to the exponent of systematic utility V of alternative
j divided by the sum of exponents of systematic utilities of all k alternatives in the
choice set. In our MNL choice models, each attribute level is dummy-coded, except
for the price attribute in the monetary experiment, and the minimum levels of all
attributes are included as the reference category.
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SI

5.1: OVERVIEW OF SPATIAL DATASETS
DESCRIPTION SPATIAL ANALYSES

AND

Dataset
VIRIS (spatial
distribution linear
elements Winterswijk)
CORINE land cover

Type
Raster

Resolution
25m

Source
(Alterra Wageningen UR
2006)

Raster

100m

(EEA 2012)

TOP 10nl (land use
map)
Biotope map
Brandenburg

Vector

25m

(Kadaster 2013)

Vector

25m

(Landesamt für Umwelt
Gesundheit und
Verbraucherschutz 2011)

Märkische Schweiz
In the Märkische Schweiz attribute occurrence probability maps were developed in
using a stratified random sampling method for linear and point elements (Ungaro et
al. 2014). This method entails a stratified random sampling of landscape elements
within a regular reference grid (1km x 1km) to assess the presence or absence of
specific landscape features with a 250 m buffers around two randomly selected
points within each cell. Subsequently, an indicator data set is created (0 = absence,
1= presence) followed by experimental variography and indicator variogram
modelling to estimate the mean probability of occurrence of linear and point
elements. The proxy for crop diversity is based on average plot size within field
blocks. Low diversity is found in large plots ≥15 ha, medium diversity in plots
between 5 ha and 15 ha. High agricultural land use diversity exists when plots are
between 3 ha and 5 ha (Ungaro et al. 2014).
Winterswijk
In the Winterswijk area, the spatial analysis was conducted by using a movingwindow analysis for a 1.5 km2 area around each 25*25 meter grid cell using the
ArcGIS focal statistics tool. With respect to the agricultural land use diversity maps,
the Winterswijk map indicates the grassland-maize ratio. A low diversity level in the
map points at a visual landscape dominated by grasslands, whereas high diversity
indicates a higher share of maize in relation to grasslands. The green linear elements
map (hedgerows and tree lines) depicts the accumulated length of linear elements in
the visual landscape of 1.5 km2. In Winterswijk, the point elements map shows the
amount of small forest patches and tree groups in the visual landscape around each
grid cell.
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SI 6.1: LIST OF STUDIES IN DATABASE
Author
Arnberger & Eder

Year
2011

EV
No

Published in
Landscape Research

doi/url
10.1080/01426397.2010.536204

Arriaza et al.

2004

No

10.1016/j.landurbplan.2003.10.029

Barroso et al.

2012

No

Borresch et al.

2009

Yes

Landscape and Urban
Planning
Landscape and Urban
Planning
Conference Paper

Campbell et al.

2006

Yes

Report Fondazione Eni
Enrico Mattei

Campbell et al.

2007

Yes

Dachary Bernard
& Rambonilaza
Dramstad et al.

2012

Yes

Journal of Agricultural
Economics
Land Use Policy

2006

No

Franco et al.

2003

No

GarciaLlorente et
al.
Gomez-Limon

2012

Yes

1999

No

Grammatikopoulo
u et al.
Hanley et al.

2012

No

1998

Yes

Hasund, 2010

2011

Yes

Howley et al.

2012

No

Howley et al.

2012

No

Howley

2011

No

Huber, 2011

2011

Yes

Hunziker et al.

1999

No
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Landscape and Urban
Planning
Landscape and Urban
Planning

Environmental
Science & Policy
Landscape and Urban
Planning

Landscape and Urban
Planning
Journal of Agricultural
Economics
Journal of
Environmental
Planning and
Management
Landscape Research

10.1016/j.landurbplan.2011.11.005
http://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstrea
m/51641/2/IAAE2009_692.pdf
http://www.feem.it/userfiles/attach/
Publication/NDL2006/NDL2006026.pdf
10.1111/j.1477-9552.2007.00117.x
10.1016/j.landusepol.2012.01.002
10.1016/j.landurbplan.2005.12.006
http://ac.elscdn.com/S0169204602001275/1s2.0-S0169204602001275main.pdf?_tid=5ccb2912-842911e3-be9f00000aab0f26&acdnat=1390480073
_b48e2a333bfe2df11d4da8e16ad25
21e
10.1016/j.envsci.2012.01.006
http://ac.elscdn.com/S0169204699000201/1s2.0-S0169204699000201main.pdf?_tid=8d809b46-842911e3-99f100000aab0f6c&acdnat=1390480155
_658ae3f0102b7cdcd0a53cdf4885ce
42
10.1016/j.landurbplan.2012.06.001
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/1
0.1111/j.14779552.1998.tb01248.x/pdf
10.1080/09640568.2010.502753

10.1080/01426397.2011.637619

Landscape and Urban
Planning
Ecological Economics

10.1016/j.landurbplan.2011.09.006

Journal of
Environmental
Planning and
Management
Landscape Ecology

10.1080/09640568.2010.502761

10.1016/j.ecolecon.2011.09.026

10.1023/A:1008079715913

Hunziker et al.

2008

No

Mountain Research
and Development
Journal of
Environmental
Planning and
Management
Report Eftec

Hynes &
Campbell

2011

Yes

Johns et al.

2008

Yes

Junge et al.

2009

No

Junge et al.

2011

No

Kallas at al.

2007

Yes

Kalterborn &
Bjerke
Liekens et al.

2002

No

2013

Yes

LindemannMatthies et al.
Loureiro

2010

No

2008

Yes

Buijs et al.

2006

No

Landscape Ecology

http://wpa.deos.aueb.gr/docs/choice
_experiments_informing_environme
ntal_policy.pdf
10.1007/s10980-005-5223-2

Moran et al.

2007

Yes

Ecological Economics

10.1016/j.ecolecon.2006.09.018

Ode et al.

2009

No

10.1016/j.jenvman.2007.10.013

Ode & Tveit

2013

No

Journal of
Environmental
Management
Land Use Policy

Ode & Miller

2011

No

10.1068/b35084

Pinto Correia &
Carvalho-Ribeiro
Rambonilaza &
Dachary Bernard
Rogge et al.

2012

No

Environment &
Planning B: Planning
and Design
Land Use Policy

2007

Yes

10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.05.013

2007

No

Sayadi et al.

2009

Yes

Landscape and Urban
Planning
Landscape and Urban
Planning
Land Use Policy

Seventant &
Antrop
Soini et al.

2010

No

Land Use Policy

10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.11.002

2012

No

10.1016/j.landurbplan.2011.10.002

Soliva et al.

2010

No

Landscape and Urban
Planning
Landscape Research

Strumse

1994

No

Journal of
Environmental
Psychology

Tahvanainen et al.

2002

No

Journal of
Environmental
Management

http://ac.elscdn.com/S0272494405802208/1s2.0-S0272494405802208main.pdf?_tid=f5d06a34-842711e3-bbb400000aab0f6b&acdnat=1390479471
_fae16a1046127ca0ad0e3c2c25e07
b06
10.1006/jema.2002.0489

Journal of Nature
Conservation
Biological
Conservation
Agricultural
Economics
Landscape and Urban
Planning
Land Use Policy
Landscape and Urban
Planning
Book chapter in Birol
& Koundouri

10.1659/mrd.0952
10.1080/09640568.2010.547691

http://archive.defra.gov.uk/evidence
/economics/foodfarm/reports/docum
ents/sda.pdf
10.1016/j.jnc.2008.12.004
10.1016/j.biocon.2011.01.012
10.1111/j.1574-0862.2007.00216.x
10.1016/S0169-2046(01)00243-2
10.1016/j.landusepol.2012.04.008
10.1016/j.landurbplan.2010.07.015

10.1016/j.landusepol.2012.09.001

10.1016/j.landusepol.2011.05.001

10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.02.006
10.1016/j.landusepol.2008.04.003

10.1080/01426397.2010.519436
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Tempesta

2010

No

Tveit

2009

No

van Berkel &
Verburg
van den Berg &
Koole
Vecchiato &
Tempesta
Westerberg et al.

2014

Yes

2006

No

2013

No

2010

Yes

Willis & Garrod

1993

Yes
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Landscape and Urban
Planning
Journal of
Environmental
Management
Ecological Indicators

10.1016/j.landurbplan.2010.06.010

Landscape and Urban
Planning
Forest Policy and
Economics
Ecological Economics

10.1016/j.landurbplan.2005.11.006

Journal of
Environmental
Management

http://ac.elscdn.com/S0301479783710017/1s2.0-S0301479783710017main.pdf?_tid=724d6076-842811e3-9f3a00000aab0f26&acdnat=1390479680
_5f78c7fbc910251b3dafd012c1260
2a7

10.1016/j.jenvman.2007.12.021

10.1016/j.ecolind.2012.06.025

10.1016/j.forpol.2012.10.001
10.1016/j.ecolecon.2010.07.005

SI 6.2: PRISMA CHECKLIST

Section/topic

Reported
on page #

#

Checklist item

1

Preferences for European agrarian landscapes: a metaanalysis of case studies

1

2

Stated preference studies are increasingly employed to
estimate the value of attributes of European agrarian
landscapes and changes therein. Despite the vast amount of
case studies, preferences for landscape attributes are
context specific, which inhibits cross-case comparison and
up-scaling. In this study, we address this problem by
applying a meta-analysis of stated preference studies that
focused on attributes of European agrarian landscapes (n =
345). The main objective of this study is to examine if
there are generic preferences for particular types of
landscape attributes across case studies. In addition, the
aim is to identify which landscape context variables
explain preference heterogeneity between different cases
that addressed similar landscape attributes. We find that
landscape attributes that describe mosaic land cover,
historic buildings or the presence of livestock generally
receive the highest stated preferences across cases.
Furthermore, we find relations between preferences for
particular attributes and context variables – such as
population density and GDP per capita – using a metaregression analysis. The results of the present study
provide the first cross-disciplinary and cross-case evidence
on relations between preferences for landscape attributes
and different socio-economic and landscape context
conditions. These results signify a first step towards upscaling of landscape preferences and the development
social landscape indicators that reflect the perceived value
of landscapes at regional or pan-regional scales, which is
increasingly important as landscape policies are
progressively implemented at European level.

2

To gain insight in the impact of landscape changes on
cultural ecosystem services around European agricultural
landscapes, we have applied a meta-analysis of landscape
preference studies that focus on particular attributes of
European agrarian landscapes. We have collected a large
set of empirical case studies that measure stakeholder-

3-4

TITLE
Title
ABSTRACT
Structured
summary

INTRODUCTION
Rationale

3

191

based assessments of landscape preferences. By doing this,
we are able to compare preferences for landscape attributes
in different contexts.
Objectives

4

The objective was to summarize the findings of existing
empirical landscape preferences studies and to question if
there are generic preferences for particular types of
landscape attributes across Europe. In addition, this paper
aims to clarify and interpret preference heterogeneity for
these landscape attributes between different geographic
contexts.

4

5

This study analyzed publications that focus on stated
landscape preferences for a set of landscape attributes.
Every preference estimate for a landscape attribute stated
by a defined group of beneficiaries in a defined case study
area was treated as a unique case in the database, resulting
in 345 observations. The case study areas in the database
range from local to national scale and all studies were
published between 1993 and 2013. The studies were
retrieved by keyword search using the search engines ISI
web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar. Search strings
were: (rural OR agricultural) AND landscape AND
(preferences OR valuation). In addition, snowball search
was applied to selected studies.

4-5

METHODS
Protocol and
registration

The selection criteria for case studies were the following:
(1) studies measured landscape preferences for particular
attributes of landscapes; (2) beneficiaries who stated the
preferences were defined; (3) case studies addressed
landscape preferences in agrarian landscapes; (4) studies
were conducted in Europe.
Eligibility
criteria

6

The case studies in the analyses are conducted between
1993 and 2013. The scale of the case study areas ranges
from local scale to national scales. Most case studies are
published in peer-reviewed literature, but a number of
studies are published in grey literature. Because of already
existing sample size constraints, grey literature studies
were included.

5

Information
sources

7

The studies were retrieved by keyword search using the
search engines ISI web of Science, Scopus and Google
Scholar.

4

Search

8

See #5

4-5

Study
selection

9

The selection criteria for case studies were the following:
(1) studies measured landscape preferences for particular
attributes of landscapes; (2) beneficiaries who stated the

5

192

preferences were defined; (3) case studies addressed
landscape preferences in agrarian landscapes; (4) studies
were conducted in Europe.
Data
collection
process

10

Each case study publication was screened by the first
author. The first author identified the type of attributes that
were addressed in the study and the mean preference score
recorded for the particular landscape attribute.

5-6

Data items

11

A number of variables were coded per study (also see
codebook in Annex 4): case id, author, year of publication,
study id, sample size, beneficiary group, latitude case study
area, longitude case study area, name case study area, scale
case study area, method applied, economic valuation or no
economic valuation, first and second level landscape
attribute type, attribute name in case study, mean
preference score for landscape attribute.

Annex 4:
Codebook

Risk of bias
in individual
studies

12

The results of the meta-analysis depend on the
completeness and accuracy landscape preferences
measured in the individual cases. A potential bias in the
individual studies is caused by the disciplinary background
of the researcher: e.g. economic valuation studies focus on
economic effects, whereas psychological studies focus on
psychological effects.

3

Summary
measures

13

To enable the comparison of stated preferences for
landscape attributes, a typology of landscape attributes was
designed. Subsequently, mean preference scores were
compared across cases. Frequency analysis was conducted
for background variables methodology and beneficiary
group.

6-10

Synthesis of
results

14

To enable the synthesis of the preference estimates (the
dependent variable), different normalization methods were
applied.

6-7

Checklist item

Reported
on page
#

Section/topic

#

Risk of bias
across studies

15

There is a potential geographic bias in the selection of case
study areas of the case studies. As a result of an uneven
distribution of research funds and interests, some areas are
over represented in the database, while other areas were
not studied at all.

16

Additional
analyses

16

In the explanatory variables extracted from the case
studies, the influence of set spatial variables that describe
the landscape and socio-economic context of the case
study areas was tested. These variables were included

7-8,
Table 1
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based on a set research hypotheses that were derived from
the findings of the individual case studies and the
preliminary descriptive analysis of landscape preferences.
Combined with the variables coded directly from the case
studies, these spatial context variables were included in a
meta-regression analysis.
RESULTS
Study
selection

17

In total 345 case-studies were included, which were
obtained from 51 papers/reports.

11

Study
characteristics

18

The variables that were extracted from the individual cases
are shown in the Codebook (Annex 4). Also, Annex 1
provides a full list the studies that were included in the
database.

Annex 1
and 4

Risk of bias
within studies

19

No quantitative analysis was done on the bias

16

Results of
individual
studies

20

Annex 4 shows the coding procedure applied to the
individual studies.

Table S1

Synthesis of
results

21

The main results of the meta-analysis are presented in
Figure 5 and Tables 2, 3 and 4.

Figure 5,
Tables 2,
3 and 4

Risk of bias
across studies

22

16,
Figure 6

Additional
analysis

23

An
important
consideration
relates
to
the
representativeness of the case studies included in the
analysis for the agrarian landscapes in the European
Union. The uneven spatial distribution of research interests
and funding indicates a selection bias of the case study
areas. Figure 2 shows a considerable number of case study
areas in Western Europe, Scandinavia, the Iberian
Peninsula and Switzerland, while Central and Eastern
European agrarian landscapes are underrepresented. Figure
6 compares the distribution of different types of
agricultural landscapes across the case study areas to the
distribution of EU-27 as a whole. Large-scale extensive
arable landscapes and medium-scale intensive arable
landscapes are underrepresented in the case studies. Not
surprisingly, these landscape types mainly occur in Eastern
European countries (van der Zanden et al. 2016). At the
same time, large-scale very intensive arable landscapes and
enclosed large-scale intensive grassland landscapes are
overrepresented in our database, mainly as a result of the
large amount of case study areas in the United Kingdom.
As predicted in hypothesis 2.b, the population density in
the case study areas was, not statistically significantly,
negatively related to preference scores for dominance
agricultural land cover. This indicates that preferences for
the dominance of agricultural land cover increase when
population density in landscapes decreases. Although not

194

14-15

statistically significant, P values for population density are
relatively close to 10% significance levels in both model
specifications.
Percentage agricultural land cover is negatively related,
significant at p < 0.05, to dominance agricultural land
cover for the min-max normalization. This result confirms
hypothesis 2.c: preferences for attributes that describe the
dominance of agricultural land cover increase when the
percentage agricultural land cover in the landscape
decreases.
A negative relation between GDP per capita in the case
study area and preference for dominance forest/nature land
cover attributes is found statistically significant for the
min-max normalization, which rejects hypothesis 2.b on
this explanatory variable. In contrast, a strong significant
(p < 0.05) positive relation between population density in
the case study area and the dependent variable is found.
This indicates that, confirming hypothesis 2.b, preferences
for forest/nature land cover attributes are higher in densely
populated areas.

DISCUSSION
Summary of
evidence

24

The analysis of relative preferences (Figure 5) indicates
high mean preference scores for attributes that describe
historic buildings in the landscape, mosaic land cover and
the presence of livestock in the landscape. With regard to
the land cover composition attributes, these findings were
confirmed in a meta-regression analysis presented in Table
2. Mosaic landscapes and, to a lesser extent, landscapes
with a dominance of forest or nature obtained higher
preference scores than landscapes dominated by
agriculture.
Also we found that local residents often state high
preferences for attributes associated with agricultural land
cover, whereas visitors state higher preferences for
attributes associated with forest and natural land cover.
With respect to the context variables, the meta-regression
analysis has revealed that in relatively densely populated
agrarian landscapes – often referred to as green-belt or
peri-urban areas – beneficiaries expressed higher
preferences for those landscape characteristics associated
with forest and natural land cover. In contrast, although not

14-15

195

statistically significant, population density proved
negatively related to attributes related to agricultural land
cover.
Limitations

25

The sample is not representative for all European
landscapes. Large-scale extensive arable landscapes and
intensive
arable
landscapes
are
medium-scale
underrepresented in the case studies. Not surprisingly,
these landscape types mainly occur in Eastern European
countries. At the same time, large-scale very intensive
arable landscapes and enclosed large-scale intensive
grassland landscapes are overrepresented in our database,
mainly as a result of the large amount of case study areas
in the United Kingdom. We conclude that our sample of
cases is considerably representative for Western and
Northern European countries, but our findings have no
validity in post-socialist EU member states.
This study was constrained by cases that were retrieved
and met our selection criteria. Because of the limited
number of cases, a meta-regression analysis was not
feasible for cases that addressed agricultural management
attributes or landscape elements attributes. Also, the
normalization of preference scores has drawbacks. For
instance, cases with exactly the same preference score
might have obtained a different normalized relative
preference score as a result of different preference scores
of the other attributes in the study. The wide variation in
methodologies and study design complicates a further
quantitative synthesis.

15-16

Conclusions

26

The meta-analysis makes contributions to landscape
preference research and meta-studies in environmental
science in several ways. First, this study provides an
overview of the stated preferences studies from different
scientific disciplines. Second, innovative methodologies
are applied to enable comparison of a methodologically
scattered collection of case studies, including the typology
of landscape attributes and the normalization of the
dependent variable. Third, additional evidence is provided
with respect to assertions that in general mosaic landscapes
are more appreciated than landscapes dominated by forest
or natural land cover and agriculturally dominated
landscapes. Fourth, relations between relative preferences
for landscape attributes and spatially explicit proxy
variables are explored and provide useful insights for
future research.

16-17

FUNDING

196

Funding

27

This research is funded by the European Commission’s 7th
Framework Programme through the projects CLAIM
(Supporting the role of the Common agricultural policy in
Landscape valorisation: Improving the knowledge base of
the contribution of landscape Management to the rural
economy, www.claimproject.eu) and HERCULES.
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6.3: DESCRIPTION
ATTRIBUTES

First Level
Attribute
Type
Agricultural
Management

TYPOLOGY

Landscape
Elements

Second Level
Attribute Type

Description

Cases that describe
preferences for landscape
attributes directly
influenced by agricultural
management practices:
field margins, presence of
livestock, irrigation, and
farm stewardship.

Intensive
Agriculture

Includes: irrigation,
visible agricultural
machinery
Visible livestock in the
landscape
Includes: farmyard
tidiness, integration of
farm buildings
Extensively managed field
margins or edges
Visible landscape where
agricultural land cover is
dominant. Agricultural
land cover attributes
Include: olive groves,
orchards, grasslands,
pastures, meadows, cereal
and other arable crops.
Visible landscape that
consists of multiple
agricultural and nonagricultural land cover
types.
Visible landscape where
forest/natural land cover
is dominant
Includes: hedgerows, tree
lines, riparian vegetation.
Includes: dry stone walls

Presence of
Livestock
Farm
Stewardship

Cases that describe
preferences for landscape
attributes address the
composition and
configuration of different
land cover types in a
landscape. This category
also includes attributes
that describe agricultural
land cover types such as
crops.

Cases that describe
preferences for landscape
attributes that address
landscape elements such
as linear elements (e.g.
hedgerows, tree lines),
historic buildings and
point elements in a
landscape.

Dominance
agricultural land
cover

Mosaic land
cover

Dominance
Forest/Nature
Land Cover
Green linear
elements
Grey linear
elements
Historic
buildings

Point elements
Biophysical
Features
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LANDSCAPE

Description

Field Margins
Land Cover
Composition

OF

Cases that describe
preferences for landscape
attributes that address the
biophysical features of a
landscape.

Hills or
mountains
Presence of
water

Includes: historic farms,
ruins, other historic
buildings.

Includes: ponds, field
islets, monuments
Includes: hills, elevation,
slope, mountains
Includes: lakes, rivers, sea

SI 6.4: CODEBOOK EMPIRICAL STUDIES
Variable
ID
variables

Sample

Design

Dependent
variable

Name
ID

Type
Int

Label
Case ID

Value
(#)

Author_ID

String

Author name

Year_ID

Int

Study_ID

Int

Year of
publication
Study ID

(last
name)
(year)

n
b_group

Int
Cat

Sample size
Beneficiary
group

lat_centroid

Float

long_centroid

Float

csa_name

String

csa_scale

Cat

analysis_method

Cat

Latitude case
study area
Longitude
case study
area
Name case
study area
Scale case
study area
Methodology
of analysis

wtp_yn

Cat

1_attype

Cat

Economic
valuation
study
First level
attribute type

Value Label

(#)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Local residents
Tourists
2nd home owners
Farmers
Hunters
Experts/politicians
Repres. regional
Repres. national
Students

0
1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Landscape scale
National scale
Choice experiment
Latent class CE
Multi attribute CV
Preference rating
Regression
Correlation/anova
% respondent
choice
Other method
No economic
valuation
Economic
valuation
Not categorized
Agri. Management
LC composition
Landscape
elements

7
0
1
0
1
2
3
4
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2_attype

Cat

Second level
attribute type

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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at_descrip

String

mean_score

Misc

Attribute
description
Mean
preference
score

(attribute
name)

Biophysical
features
Not categorized
Intensive
agriculture
Presence of
livestock
Farm stewardship
Field margins
Dominance agri.
LC
Mosaic LC
Dominance
Natural/Forest LC
Green lin.
elements
Grey lin. elements
Historic buildings
Point elements
Presence of water
Hills/Mountains

SI 6.5: LIST OF SPATIAL DATA SOURCES
Dataset
Population
Density
GDP per capita

Type
Raster

Resolution
1 x 1 km

Vector

NUTS 3

CORINE land
cover
European
agricultural
landscape
typology

Raster

100 x 100 m

Raster

1 x 1 km

Source
Derived from LandScan
(http://www.ornl.gov/sci/gist/landscan)
Eurostat, 2013; Swiss Federal Statistical
Office, 2013
EAA (European Environment Agency),
2012
(van der Zanden et al. 2016)
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SI 7.1: PREPARATION OF SOCIAL MEDIA RASTER LAYERS
During the period January 2015 – November 2015, four social media raster layers
were prepared describing concentrations of social media content from Panoramio,
Flickr, Instagram and Twitter across Europe. The aim was to quantify outdoor
recreation and on-site aesthetic enjoyment at European scale in non-urban areas by
collecting as much georeferenced content as possible from each platform. Depending
on the characteristics of the platform (Table SI 7.1.1), we assessed the necessity of
filtering the data in order to select relevant content that describes outdoor recreation
and/or on-site aesthetic enjoyment. The spatial extent of the datasets used in this
study is the European Union 27 excluding Malta, but including Switzerland. In this
document, we describe the preparation of the social media raster layers. In section
1.1 we explain the processes we developed for downloading the data using the
different Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). In section 1.2 we explain the
rationale and technical execution of our filtering approach to select relevant social
media content. In section 1.3 we describe the process of creating the GIS raster
layers, that were used in the analysis, from the filtered social media content.
Downloading social media data
Given the fact that each platform develops its own API and that each API has its
specific features, we developed four customized approaches to download the
datasets. We describe the specific download protocols per platform.
Panoramio
We downloaded georeferenced Panoramio content using the Panoramio REST
API (Panoramio 2015). The API returns the meta-data of every publically available
photo in its database. We used a bounding box with minimum and maximum
longitude and latitude to download all the available data in EU-27 and Switzerland.
The API returns a maximum of 100 photos per query. To enable bulk downloading a
Python script developed , which loops over bounding boxes of 0.001 by 0.001
decimal degree per query. Thus, the maximum concentration of Panoramio photos in
our dataset is capped at 100 photos per 0.0012 decimal degree. We downloaded the
data in January 2015 from Panoramio’s launch in summer of 2005. This yielded
about 30 million photos for EU-27 and Switzerland.
Flickr
Georeferenced Flickr content was downloaded using the flickr.photos.search method
of the API (Flickr 2015). This method returns public photos that match a set of
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criteria based on a search through all Flickr content (from the launch of the platform
in 2004 to present). Search parameters were applied to our query of the database to
obtain all georeferenced content. We used the photos.search method for radial
querying (5km) around point locations specified by a given latitude and longitude.
An algorithm was developed to automate our search. We downloaded all photos
limiting our search to the first 10 pages of the Flickr website per radial query around
each point, capping the maximum amount of downloaded photos at 100*10 = 1000
photos per location. The photos search method returns a number of meta-data
variables by default, including a photo identifier, an owner identifier and a title. In
addition, we requested the upload date, owner name, location, tags, url of the photo
and machine tags for each downloaded photo.

Figure SI 7.1.1: Schematic drawing of the configuration of photo search
locations that were used for downloading the Flickr and Instagram data.
To download the Flickr content in a systematic way, we developed a Python script
that loops over point search locations and pages per search location to request radial
queries. To efficiently search the EU-27 using radial queries, we developed a point
file based on a diamond grid in ArcGIS (Fig.7.1.1) and created a .csv file with
coordinates of point search locations. For the Python scripts, we used the data
analysis library Pandas and library Flickrapi. The search yielded about 36 million
downloaded meta-data of photos for the EU 27 + Switzerland.
Instagram
We downloaded georeferenced Instagram content using the Instagram API
1
(Instagram 2016) . Within the Instagram API, there is a method (GET/media/search)

1

As of November 2015, Instagram has introduced a sandbox, constraining
the functionalities of the rest API. Our applications use the deprecated API,
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that allows searching photos based on location (Instagram 2015). This method allows
radial search for recent media around a specific point location during a defined time
span. The maximum time span to search for media per request is limited at seven
days. We applied a radial distance of 5000 meters. The media search method returns
a number of meta-data variables for all downloaded content, including a post
identifier, a caption, latitude, longitude, tags, a time stamp, a user name, a user
identifier and a photo url.
To download the Instagram content systematically , we developed a Python script
that loops over the number of weeks and over point locations. To efficiently search
the EU-27 using radial queries, we developed a point file based on a diamond grid in
ArcGIS (Fig.7.1.1) and created a .csv file with coordinates of point search locations.
Given the rather strict request limits imposed by Instagram (3600 requests per hour in
the deprecated version, currently only 500 per hour for the sandbox mode) and the
limitations set to the time span of the search, downloading Instagram data is very
time consuming (for example: 100,000 point locations * 52 weeks = 5,200,000
requests, meaning 1444 hours download time for one year of European data).
Therefore, we limited our dataset to one year of Instagram data, ranging from
November 25th 2014 until November 25th 2015. For the Python scripts, we used the
data analysis library Pandas. The search yielded about 11 million downloaded metadata of Instagram posts for the EU 27 + Switzerland.
Twitter
We downloaded georeferenced Twitter content using the Streaming API (Twitter
2016a). The Twitter steaming API enables applications to ‘listen’ to the livestream
and download content. This methodology prevented us from accessing historical
data. The free version of the streaming API returns about one percent of the total
volume of Twitter media. Of that one percent, about 2-5 percent contains a
georeference (Longley et al. 2015). Although the streaming API allows applications
to query content both based on location and keyword tracking (Twitter 2016b), a
combination of these methods is not possible. We used the tracking method to select
content based on keyword matching, using an extensive keyword list that includes
keywords describing aesthetic enjoyment, outdoor recreation and landscape features
(Annex 1). The initial keyword English keyword list was compiled by reviewing
literature and in close collaboration with native UK and US English speakers.
Subsequently, native speakers assisted to translate the keyword lists to five other
languages (Dutch, French, German, Italian and Spanish) (Annex 2). The live stream

for apps registered before November 2015. Documentation of the deprecated
API is found here: https://www.instagram.com/developer/deprecated/
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listener returns a number of meta-data variables for all downloaded content,
including a user name, followers count, a description of the location of the user, text
of the tweet, latitude and longitude.
To download the Twitter content in a systematic way, we developed a Python script
that tracks and returns georeferenced content from the global live stream that
contains at least one of the keywords in the list. For the Python script, we used the
library Tweepy (Tweepy 2015). During a 100 period (05/24/2015 – 09/01/2015) we
collected live stream content, running six scripts, one for each language, parallel. For
all languages combined, this search yielded about 9 million downloaded tweets and
associated meta-data from all over the world.

Figure SI 7.1.2: Conceptual basis of keyword filtering approach.

Filtering social media data
The objective of the keyword filters is to select social media content that is indicative
for outdoor recreation and on-site aesthetic enjoyment across European landscapes.
The necessity of filtering content depends on the characteristics of the platform.
Panoramio has a very specific focus and on landscape photography (Casalegno et al.
2013) and, compared to other platforms, a limited availability of captions and tags,
which makes it less suitable for text analysis. Photo sharing applications Flickr and
Instagram, and to a lesser extent microblog Twitter, hold large amounts of content
that describes outdoor recreation and on-site aesthetic enjoyment in landscapes, but
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are not specifically focused on this type of content (Di Minin et al. 2015). Thus, in
order to develop credible landscape value indicators based on data from these three
platforms, a method to select relevant content is required.
For the conceptualization of our keyword filters, we return to the ecosystem services
cascade framework (Haines-Young and Potschin 2010). This framework describes
the links between ecological/landscape structures and processes and the services and
benefits they provide to people. Applying this framework to the services aesthetic
enjoyment and outdoor recreation (categorized as cultural ecosystem services (TEEB
2010a; Haines-Young and Potschin 2013)), we aim to select social media content
where people describe outdoor recreation and aesthetic enjoyment as well as a
relation of these services to landscape features (Fig. 7.1.2). We have compiled a
generic list of keywords that describe outdoor recreation and aesthetic enjoyment and
a generic list of keywords that describe European landscape features (Annex 1). In
the following sub-sections, we describe the specific keyword filters that were applied
per platform.
Panoramio
No keyword filter applied
Flickr & Instagram
For the preparation of the Flickr and Instagram datasets, we applied an identical
keyword filter to select relevant content. Three lists of keywords were compiled: 1) a
generic list of landscape features, 2) a list of ambiguous keywords that could in a
specific context refer to aesthetic enjoyment or outdoor recreation and 3) a list of
unambiguous keywords that in the vast majority of the cases refer to outdoor
recreation or aesthetic enjoyment (Annex 1). Subsequently, we selected all content
that contained keywords from list three, and added content that contained at least one
keyword from both list one and list two.
We developed a Python script that concatenated the tags and captions and automated
the translation of the three keyword lists using the google translate API in all national
languages of the EU 27. Subsequently, we used a partial matching function to select
the relevant content. For Flickr, the keyword filter reduced the number of
observations in the dataset from 36 million to approximately 24 million. For the
Instagram dataset, keyword filtering reduced the number of observations from 11
million to almost 6 million. For validation of the keyword filtering, we assessed the
accuracy of the filters by manual inspection of the first 1000 photos using Google
Fusion Tables. For both datasets, a qualitative assessment indicated an accuracy rate
of over 90 percent.
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Twitter
For the preparation of the Twitter dataset, we used a stricter keyword filter compared
to that used for the photo sharing platforms. As described in the Twitter downloading
protocol, content was selected and downloaded based on a combination of the three
keywords lists in Annex 1 & 2. Manual inspection of the dataset revealed that a very
limited share of the tweets were indicative for outdoor recreation and on-site
aesthetic enjoyment. For further analysis, we therefore only included content that
contains at least one keyword describing landscape features and one keyword from
either list two or three (Annex 1). For the Twitter dataset, keyword filters were
applied on the six datasets (for each of the included languages) separately using the
keywords from Annex 2.
We developed a Python script that that concatenated the hashtags and text and used a
partial matching function to select the relevant content. Over all six global datasets
combined, this approach reduced the number of observations from 9 million to
34,000.
S1.3 Creating GIS raster layers
The final step in the preparation of the social media datasets is creating GIS rater
layers from the filtered social media content. For the four datasets, this operation
consists of the following steps: 1) exclude multiple uploads per user per 1 km2, 2)
create point data maps in ArcGIS, 3) create a raster layer of the counts of points per 1
km2, 4) exclude urban areas from the map, 5) aggregate to a 5*5 km resolution and 6)
mask and align with other raster layers.
To control for bias caused by very active user on specific sites, we allow for
uploaded photo or blog per km2 (Casalegno et al. 2013). We used a Python script that
concatenates a user identifier and a unit area (km2) identifier to a new field and,
subsequently, drops duplicate content from the data frame based on the concatenated
field. Especially in the Flickr dataset, this operation strongly decreased the number of
observations. The exclusion of multiple uploaded photos per user reduced the
observations with almost 90% (from 12,220,000 after keyword filtering to 1,400,000
photos (still including urban areas)), which indicates that individual Flickr users are
often very active at specific sites. In comparison, in the Instagram dataset the number
of observations was reduced by 30 percent after controlling for unique users per unit
area.
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Figure 7.1.3: Georeferenced Panoramio data in Cornwall, UK. The black dots represent
locations of uploaded photos to the Panoramio platform. The blue-to-red ramp indicates
the count of photos per km2.

We created point data maps from .csv files in ArcGIS. Subsequently, we converted
the point maps to raster layers by counting the number of unique user photos per km2
(Fig. 7.1.3). All urban areas, defined by the CORINE land cover dataset and
aggregated to a 1km2 resolution (EEA 2012; Tieskens et al. 2014), were excluded
from the datasets. As a final step, all raster layers were aggregated to a 5*5 km
resolution using summation.
The raster layers of Panoramio, Flickr and Instagram have been made available for
download at www.geoplaza.vu.nl. Per platform, two datasets are available: 1) a 1km
resolution raster layer of unique user uploads that includes urban areas and 2) an
aggregated 5km resolution raster layer excluding urban areas (Table SI1 1). The
latter datasets have been used for the analysis.
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Table SI 7.1.1: characteristics of the social media raster layers that have been made available
for download.
Source data
Resolution
Description

Panoramio
1km
Count of
photos per
unit area

Type
Extent

Raster
EU-27 +
Switzerlan
d

Raster
Non-urban
EU-27 +
Switzerlan
d

Raster
EU-27 +
Switzerlan
d

Raster
Non-urban
EU-27 +
Switzerlan
d

Raster
EU-27 +
Switzerlan
d

Raster
Non-urban
EU-27 +
Switzerlan
d

Link

http://www
.feweb.vu.
nl/gis/dow
nloads/pan
o_1km

http://www
.feweb.vu.
nl/gis/dow
nloads/pan
o_5km

http://www
.feweb.vu.
nl/gis/dow
nloads/flic
kr_1km

http://www
.feweb.vu.
nl/gis/dow
nloads/flic
kr_5km

http://www
.feweb.vu.
nl/gis/dow
nloads/inst
a_1km

http://www
.feweb.vu.
nl/gis/dow
nloads/inst
a_5km

5km
Count of
photos per
unit area

Flickr
1km
Count of
photos per
unit area

5km
Count of
photos per
unit area

Instagram
1km
Count of
photos per
unit area

5km
Count of
photos per
unit area
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Annex 1: keyword list English

1)

Landscape
Features
'nature', 'landscape’,
‘cultural landscape',
'cultural land’, ‘hill',
'mountain', 'valley', 'basin',
'highland', 'ridge', 'cliff',
'peak', 'gorge', 'glacier',
'beach', 'shore', 'coast', 'sea',
'ocean', 'wetland', 'river',
'dike', 'brook', 'lake',
'waterfall', 'dune', 'swamp',
'pond', 'ditch', 'channel',
'estuary', 'creek', 'forest',
'tree', 'woods', 'canopy',
'grove', 'hedgerow', 'bush',
'meadow', 'grassland',
'pasture', 'countryside',
'prairie', 'maize', 'corn',
'wheat', 'oats', 'livestock',
'cattle', 'cow',' sheep',
'orchard’, ‘field', 'vineyard’,
‘crops', 'cropland', 'grazing',
'heather', 'heath', 'heathland',
'park', 'peat', 'peatland',
'peatbog', 'marsh', 'marshes',
'marshland', 'moor', 'moors',
'moorland', 'shrubs',
'shrubland'
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2)

Ambiguous
Cultural Services
'relax', 'cruising', 'relaxing',
'beauty', 'beautiful',
'magnificence', 'magnificent',
'splendour', 'brilliance',
'brilliant', 'inspiring',
'inspired’, ‘sublime',
'gorgeous', 'outstanding',
'enjoying', 'breathtaking',
'enchanting'

3)

Unambiguous
Cultural Services
'walk', 'walking', 'hike',
'hiking', 'camp', 'camping',
'recreation', 'cycling', 'horse
riding', 'fishing', 'mountain
biking', 'bike riding', 'run,
running', 'hunt', 'hunting',
'tourism', 'climbing', 'trekking',
'mountaineering', 'skiing’,
‘sailing', 'rowing', 'jogging',
'outdoor', 'vista', 'panorama',
'scene', 'scenic', 'scenery',
'view', 'viewpoint’, ‘heritage',
'historic value'

Annex 2: Keyword lists other languages

Language
Dutch

Landscape features
[general ]

Keywords ecosystem services
[recreation]

'natuur', 'landschap,
landschappen', 'cultuurlandschap,
cultuurlandschappen',
'cultuurland',

'wandeling', 'wandelen',
'kamperen', 'recreatie', 'fietstocht',
'fietsen', 'paardrijden', 'vissen',
'mountainbiken', 'lopen',
'geocaching','hardlopen', 'jagen',
'toerisme', 'varen', 'roeien', 'zeilen',
'ontspanning, ontspannen',
‘trekking’, ‘bergbeklimmen,
klimmen’, ‘skiën’

[terrain]
'heuvel, heuvels', 'berg, bergen',
'vallei,
valleien','gebergte', ’gletsjer’

[aesthetics]
[waterbodies/coastal
ecosystems]
'strand', 'kust', 'zee',
'uiterwaarden', 'rivier, rivieren',
'dijk, dijken', 'beek, beken',
'meren', 'duinen, duin', 'moeras,
moerassen', 'plas', 'sloot', 'kanaal',
'monding',

'uitzicht', 'panorama', 'vergezicht',
'zicht', 'view', 'erfgoed',
'cultuurhistorie', 'historische
waarde',
'pracht, prachtig', 'schoonheid',
'genieten', 'inspirerend, inspireren',
‘betoverend’, ‘adembenemend’,
‘overweldigend’

[woodlands]
'bos, bossen', 'bomen', 'woud',
'bosjes', 'houtwal, houtwallen',
'heggen',
[agrarian LU/mgmt]
'weide', 'wei', 'weiland,
wielanden','gras', 'grasland',
'platteland', 'mais', 'koren',
'graan','vee', 'koe,
koeien','schapen, schaap',
'boomgaard, boomgaarden',
'fruitbomen', 'akker, akkers',
'wijngaard, wijngaarden', ‘prairie,
prairies’
[other LU/LC]
'heide', 'park', 'venen, veen',
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Language

Landscape features

German

[general ]
'Natur', Landschaft', ‘Kulturlandschaft,
Kulturlandschaften', ‘Kulturland',
[terrain]
'Hügel', 'Berg, Berge', 'Tal, Täler',
‚Hochebene‘, 'Kamm', 'Klippe, Klippen',
'Gipfel', 'Schlucht, Schluchten', Kar, Joch,
Plateau, Gebirge, Ebene,
[waterbodies/coastal ecosystems]
'Strand, Strände', 'Ufer', 'Küste', 'Meer,
Meere', 'Ozean', 'Sumpfgebiet', 'Fluss,
Flüsse', 'Deich', 'Bach', 'See, Seen',
'Wasserfall', 'Düne, Dünen', 'Sumpf,
Sümpfe', 'Teich, Teiche', 'Graben, Gräben',
'Kanal, Kanäle', 'Mündung', Delta,
Gletscher, Ferner
[woodlands]
'Wald, Wälder', ‘Forst‘, 'Baum, Bäume',
'Hain, Hainen', 'Hecke, Hecken', 'Busch,
Gebüsch',
[agrarian LU/mgmt]
'Wiese, Wiesen', 'Weide, Weiden', 'Mais',
'Weizen', 'Hafer', 'Vieh', Rind, Rinder', 'Kuh,
Kühe', 'Schaf, Schafe', 'Obstplantage,
Obstplantagen', 'Acker, Äcker', 'Weinberg,
Weinberge', ‚Nutzpflanze, Nutzpflanzen‘,
‚Weingarten, Weingärten‘ ,Alm, Almen,
Sonnenblumen,
[other LU/LC]
'Heide, Heideland', 'Park', 'Moor, Torfmoor,
Torf, Niedermoor, Hochmoor', 'Sumpfland',
'Strauch, Sträucher',
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Keywords ecosystem
services
[recreation]
'wandern', 'spazieren',
'Wanderung', 'campen,
zelten,
kampieren',
'Erholung, Entspannung,
relaxen',
'Radfahren',
'Reiten',
'Fischerei,
angeln',
'Fahrrad
fahren',‘mountainbiken‘,
'laufen', 'Jagd, jagen',
'Tourismus',
'segeln',
'rudern',
'Kreuzfahrt',
'entspannen', 'Jogging',
'im Freien, outdoor,
draußen', ‚Bergsteigen,
Klettersteig,
klettern,
Boot fahren, Trekking
relaxen, ski fahren
[aesthetics]
'Aussicht', 'Panorama',
'Rundblick',
'landschaftlich',
'szenisch',
'Ansicht',
'Schönheit',
'Aussichtspunkt'‚
kulturelles
Erbe',
'historischer
Wert,
historische
Werte',
‘Kulturerbe‘, 'prächtig,
prachtvoll', 'großartig',
'inspirierend,
inspirieren',
'außergewönlich',
‘genießen,
überwältigend,
toll,
bezaubernd,

Langua
ge
Italian

Landscape features

Keywords ecosystem services

[general ]
'natura', 'paesaggio, paesaggi',
'paesaggio culturale, paesaggi
culturali', 'territorio culturale'

[recreation]
'camminata',
'camminare,
camminando',
'trekking,
'campeggio', 'ricreazione', 'ciclismo',
'equitazione', 'pescare', 'mountain
bike', 'bicicletta, 'corsa, correre',
'caccia, cacciare', 'turismo', 'vela',
'canottaggio',
'crociera',
'rilassamento', ‘relax’, 'jogging',
'all’aperto', ‘arrampicata’, ‘sci’

[terrain]
'collina, colline', 'montagna,
montagne', 'valle, valli', 'altopiano,
altopiani', 'scogliera, scogliere',
'vetta, vette', 'gola, gole',
‘ghiacciaio’
[waterbodies/coastal
ecosystems]
'spiaggia, spiagge', 'riva, rive',
'costa, coste', 'mare, mari',
'oceano, oceani', 'fiume, fiumi',
'diga, dighe', 'ruscello, ruscelli',
'lago, laghi', 'cascata', 'duna, dune',
'palude', 'stagno, stagni', 'fossato,
fossati', 'canale, canali', 'estuario',
'torrente, torrenti',

[aesthetics]
'vista',
'panorama,
panorami',
'scenico', 'veduta', 'bellezza', 'bello,
bella, belli, bellissimo, bellissima,
bellissimi', 'punto panoramico',
'patrimonio, patrimoni', 'valore
storico, valori storici',
'magnifico, magnifica’, 'splendido,
splendida', 'ispira, ispirato, ispirata',
'sublime', 'grandioso, grandiosa',
'eccezionale', ‘godendo, godere’,
‘magico‘, ‘mozzafiato’

[woodlands]
'foresta, foreste', 'albero, alberi,
'bosco, boschi', 'ulivo, ulivi,
oliveto, oliveti', 'siepe, siepi',
'cespuglio, cespugli',
[agrarian LU/mgmt]
'prato, prati', 'prateria, praterie',
'pascolo, pascoli', 'campagna',
'granturco, granoturco', 'mais',
'grano', 'avena', 'bestiame', 'mucca,
mucche', 'pecora, pecore’,
'frutteto, frutteti', 'campo, campi,
terreno, terreni, 'vigna, vigneto',
'coltivato, coltivati' , ‘raccolto’,
‘vendemmia’
[other LU/LC]
'erica, brughiera, brughiere',
'parco', 'torba, torbiere, torbiera',
'paludi’, 'arbusto, arbusti',
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Langua
ge
French

Landscape features

Keywords ecosystem services

[general ]
'nature', 'paysage, paysages',
'paysage culturel, paysages
culturels', 'terres culturelles',

[recreation]
'promenade',
'promener',
'randonnée', 'camping', 'récréation',
'cyclisme',
'èquitation',
'pêche',
'VTT', 'vélo', 'course, courire',
'chasse, chasser', 'tourisme', 'voile',
'canotage', 'croisière', 'relaxant,
relaxante, relax', 'jogging', 'dehors',
‘escalade, ‘ski’

[terrain]
'colline, collines', 'montagne,
montagnes', 'vallée, vallées',
'bassin', 'crête, crêtes', 'falaise,
falaises', 'sommet, sommets',
'gorge, gorges', ‘glacier’
[waterbodies/coastal
ecosystems]
'plage, plages', 'rive, rives', 'côte,
côtes', 'mer, mers', 'océan, océans',
'rivière, rivières, fleuve, fleuves',
'digue, digues', 'ruisseau,
ruisseaux', 'lac, lacs', 'cascade',
'dune, dunes', 'marais', 'étang ,
étangs', 'fosse, fosses, fossé,
fossés', 'chenal, canal, canaux',
'estuaire',
[woodlands]
'forêt, forêts', 'arbre, arbres',
'bois', 'canopée', 'bosquet,
bosquets', 'haie, haies', 'buisson,
buissons', ‘olivier, oliviers,
oliveraie, oliveraies’
[agrarian LU/mgmt]
'prairie, prairies', 'herbage,
herbages', 'pâturage, pâturages',
'campagne', 'maïs', 'blé', 'grain',
'avoine', 'bétail', 'cheptel', 'vache,
vaches', 'mouton, moutons',
'verger, vergers, fruitier, fruitiers',
'champ, champs', 'vignoble,
vignobles', 'crops', ‘récolte’,
‘terrain, terrains’, ‘cultivé,
cultivés, cultivée, cultivées’
[other LU/LC]
'bruyère, lande, landes', 'parc',
'tourbe, tourbières, tourière',
'arbuste, arbustes',
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[aesthetics]
'panorama, panoramas', 'scène',
'scénique', 'vue', 'beauté, beau, belle,
beaux, belles',
'patrimoine, patrimoines', 'valeur
historique, valeurs historiques',
'magnificence,
magnifique',
'splendide',
'inspirant,
inspiré',
'sublime', 'superbe', 'remarquable'

Languag
e
Spanish

Landscape features

Keywords ecosystem services

[general ]
'naturaleza', 'paisaje, paisajes',
'paisaje cultural, paisajes
culturales', 'territorios
culturales',

[recreation]
'paseo',
'pasear',
'excursión',
'cámping', 'recreación', 'ciclismo',
'equitación',
'pesca',
'BTT',
'bicicleta', 'correr', 'caza, cazar',
'turismo', “vela” , 'canotaje',
'crucero', 'relax', 'jogging', 'al aire
libre', ‘alpinismo’, ‘esquí’

[terrain]
'colina, colinas', 'montaña,
montañas', 'valle, valles',
'cuenca', 'cresta, crestas',
'acantilado, acantilados', pico,
picos', 'barranco, barrancos',
‘glaciar’
[waterbodies/coastal
ecosystems]
'playa, playas', 'orilla, orillas',
'costa, costas', 'mar, mares',
'océano, océanos', 'río, ríos’,
'presa, presas', 'arroyo, arroyos',
'lago, lagos', 'cascada', 'duna,
dunas', 'marisma, marismas',
'estanque, estanques', 'foso,
fossos’, 'canal, canales’,
'estuario',

[aesthetics]
'vista', 'panorama, panorámica',
‘escénico’, 'hermoso', 'hermosa',
‘belleza, bellezas’,
'patrimonio, patrimonios', 'valor
histórico,
valores
históricos’,
‘magnífico', 'espléndido', 'inspirador,
inspirado', sublime', 'maravilloso',
‘excepcional’, disfrutando, disfrutar’

[woodlands]
'bosque, bosques', 'árbol,
árboles', 'dosel forestal, cubierta
forestal', 'bosquete, bosquetes',
'arbusto, arbustos', ‘olivo,
olivos, olivar, olivares’
[agrarian LU/mgmt]
'prado, prados', 'pradera,
pastizales', 'pasto, pastos',
'campiña', 'maíz', 'granos,
cereales', 'trigo', 'avena',
'ganado', 'vaca, vacas', 'oveja,
ovejas', 'huerta, huertos', 'campo,
campos', 'viña, viñas, viñedo,
viñedos', 'cultivo,
cosecha',‘tierra, tierras’
[other LU/LC]
'brezo, brezales', 'parque', 'turba,
turberas, turbera', 'pantano,
pantanos, pantanal', 'páramo,
páramos', ‘matorral’, ‘dehesa’
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SI 7.2: SELECTION AND PREPARATION OF PREDICTOR
VARIABLES
Rationale: explaining locations of outdoor recreation and on-site aesthetic
enjoyment
We estimate a set of spatial regression models to explain locations of outdoor
recreation and on-site aesthetic enjoyment we observe in the Panoramio, Flickr and
Instagram datasets. The response variable in the models is the count of social media
content per 5 × 5km grid cell. Fig. 7.3 in the main text shows our conceptual model
to explain variation of the response variable. We presume that, per grid cell, outdoor
recreation and on-site aesthetic enjoyment is determined by local landscape
preferences and by context variables that describe the accessibility of landscapes and
proximate amenities.
The selection of the predictor variables that describe landscape features and socioeconomic and cultural factors of influence were derived from the landscape
preference literature. Across Europe, landscape features such as mosaic land cover
structures and green linear elements (e.g. hedges, tree lines) have been found to
contribute to landscape quality (van Zanten et al. 2014b). Also, several case studies
across Europe found strong landscape preferences related to rivers, lakes and coastal
sceneries (Arriaza et al. 2004). Perhaps the most important predictor of perceived
landscape quality is the geomorphology of landscapes – i.e. the presence of hills or
mountains (Brown and Brabyn 2012; Paracchini et al. 2014). At the same time, the
way people perceive and value landscapes is affected by their income level and their
cultural background. Income levels, for instance, determine people’s opportunities
for travel and leisure, whereas cultural background is a determinant of peoples
images of nature and landscapes (Buijs et al. 2009). Images range from landscapes as
entities supporting livelihoods and agricultural production towards landscapes as a
scenery, a background for recreational activities (Kaltenborn and Bjerke 2002; Rogge
et al. 2007).
Quantities of the actual use of landscapes for outdoor recreation and aesthetic
enjoyment are not just determined by local landscape preference, but also influenced
by context variables such as the accessibility of landscapes (Nahuelhual et al. 2013;
Paracchini et al. 2014) as well as the proximity of amenities (Van Berkel et al. 2014).
The presence of infrastructure, the proximity of a city and a nearby national park
most likely alter the way a landscape is used for on-site aesthetic enjoyment and
outdoor recreation. It’s likely that, over time, context variables are directly or
indirectly modified by landscape preferences. For example, new recreational areas
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can be opened to the public or new protected areas can be put in place to enhance
biodiversity. For the current, static, modeling approach these dynamics are not
considered. In the sections below, we describe the preparation of the preparation of
the spatial datasets that were used as predictor variables in the regression analyses.
Description of predictor variables
Predictors: Landscape features
Mosaic landscapes: We derived mosaic landscapes from an existing European
landscape typology (Verburg et al. 2010). This typology divides Europe in five
landscape types: urban, peri-urban, forest and semi-natural, agricultural and mosaic
on a 1 × 1km resolution. We have created a raster layer (1 × 1km, later aggregated to
5 × 5km) that, for each cell, indicates the percentage of mosaic cells in a 50km radial
search using the focal statistics tool in ArcGIS (Table SI 7.2.1).
Green linear elements: We derived the presence of hedges and tree lines from
interpolated map of landscape elements based on source data from the European
LUCAS survey (van der Zanden et al. 2013). This variable depicts the modeled
number of intersections with hedgerows or tree lines per 250 meter transect; a
measure that stems from the LUCAS source data. For the regression analysis, this
layer was aggregated to a 5 × 5km resolution (Table SI 7.2.1).
Proximate to river/lake/sea: Areas proximate to main water bodies, such as rivers,
lakes and the coast, were identified combining a number of datasets. A distance-towater grid was created by calculating the Euclidean distance to a combined shapefile
of the European coastline, lakes and rivers (EEA (European Environment Agency)
2012). Areas within a distance of two grid cells (10 km) from a river/lake/sea were
categorized as proximate to river/lake/sea (Table SI 7.2.1).
Terrain: We have identified four terrain classes: flat, rolling, hills and mountains.
This classification is based on average height differences per 1 × 1km grid cell in a
90 meter resolution digital elevation model (NASA 2003). The height difference data
are classified as follows: 0-20 meters: flat, 20-80 meters: rolling, 80 - 200 meters:
hilly and 200 - 400 meters: mountainous. In our analysis, the classes rolling, hilly and
mountainous are included as categorical layers, whereas the class flat is used as
reference category (and thus not included as a separate layer).
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Table SI 7.2.1: Features of the spatial datasets that were used as predictor variables in
the regression analyses
Variable

Description
source data

Resolution
source data

Geoprocessing

Reference

Categorical
variable depicting
mosaic
landscapes
Modeled count of
hedges per 250m
transect
Rivers, lakes and
coast vector data

1km

50km radius focal
mean

(Verburg et al.
2010)

1km

-

(van der Zanden
et al. 2013)

Shapefile

90m resolution
DEM

1km

(EEA (European
Environment
Agency) 2012)
(NASA 2003)

Terrain: hills
(cat.)

90m resolution
DEM

1km

Terrain:
mountains (cat.)

90m resolution
DEM

1km

10km buffer around
water bodies and
coastline
Reclassification
based on average
height difference
Reclassification
based on average
height difference
Reclassification
based on average
height difference

Cost distance to
city > 100,00
inhabitants
Categorical
variable depicting
protected areas
Categorical
variable depicting
protected areas
Categorical
variable depicting
intermediate
density areas
Population
density per km2

1km

-

(van Eupen et al.
2012)

Shapefile

-

Shapefile

Euclidean distance
to Natura 2000
areas
-

(EEA (European
Environment
Agency) 2015)
(EEA (European
Environment
Agency) 2015)
(Eurostat 2011)

1km

50km radius focal
mean

(Bright et al.
2005)

GDP per capita at
NUTS II
(regional) level

Shapefile

50km radius focal
mean

(Eurostat 2013b)

Landscape
features
Mosaic
landscapes (%)

Presence of
hedges and tree
lines (count)
Proximate to
river/lake/sea
(cat.)
Terrain: rolling
(cat.)

Context
variables
Cost-distance to
city (hours)
Protected areas
(N2000) (cat.)
Distance to PAs
(km)
Peri-urban areas
(cat.)

Population
density p/km2
Socio-economic
& Cultural
Per capita
GDP/1000
(NUTS II)
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Shapefile

(NASA 2003)

(NASA 2003)

Predictors: Context variables
Cost-distance to city: As an indicator for accessibility, we use the cost-distance to
the nearest city with more than 100,000 inhabitants. This dataset is calculated van
Eupen et al. (van Eupen et al. 2012) based on the GISCO infrastructure database. For
the analysis, we have rescaled the variable to travel time in hours and aggregated the
data from a 1 × 1km to a 5 × 5km resolution.
Protected areas: Protected areas were defined as Natura 2000 sites (a harmonized
spatial dataset of protected areas throughout the EU (EEA (European Environment
Agency) 2015) (Table SI 7.2.1). First, the shapefile was converted to a 1 × 1km
resolution grid and subsequently aggregated to a 5 × 5km resolution raster layer. This
variable is defined as a categorical variable.
Distance to protected areas: The distance to protected areas is defined as the
Euclidean distance in kilometers to the nearest Natura 2000 site. This continuous
variable was first calculated at a 1 × 1km resolution and subsequently aggregated to 5
× 5km resolution raster layer (Table SI 7.2.1).
Peri-urban areas: The categorical variable layer that identifies peri-urban areas
across Europe, is defined as the category ‘intermedia density areas’ in the European
degree of urbanization map (Eurostat 2011). First, the shapefile was converted to a 1
× 1km resolution grid and subsequently aggregated to a 5 × 5km resolution raster
layer (Table SI 7.2.1).
Population density: This continuous variable describes the regional population
density by indicating the mean population density per 1 × 1km in 50 km radius
around each cell. Source data for this variable is a 1 × 1km population density grid
based on LandScan data (Bright et al. 2005). We have created a raster layer (1 ×
1km, later aggregated to 5 × 5km) that, for each cell, indicates the mean population
density in a 50km radial search using the focal statistics tool in ArcGIS (Table SI
7.2.1).
Predictors: Socio-economic and Cultural
Per capita GDP: This continuous variable describes the regional per capita GDP by
indicating the mean population density per 1 × 1km in 50 km radius around each cell.
Source data for this variable are European statistics on GDP per capita data in
purchasing power standard (PPS). First, the shapefile was converted to a 1 × 1km
resolution grid. Second, we have created a raster layer (1 × 1km, later aggregated to 5
× 5km) that, for each cell, indicates the mean GDP per capita in a 50km radial search
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using the focal statistics tool in ArcGIS (Table SI 2.1). This variable was rescaled to
by dividing annual GDP per capita by a 1000.
Multicollinearity
Multicollinearity is a common problem during multivariate regression analysis on
large spatial datasets. Prior to the regression analysis, we have explored relations
amongst the predictor variables using principle component analysis. A number of
variables that were included initially, were excluded from further multivariate
analysis, including the landscape types forest and semi-natural and agricultural as
defined by Verburg et al. (Verburg et al. 2010). Multicollinearity in model fits was
controlled by monitoring the variance inflation factors (VIFs) of predictor variables.
In all estimations, the VIFs were held below 2 (a value of 2 indicates that 50 percent
of the variance of the predictor variable is explained by variance of the other
predictor variables in the model).
Spatial autocorrelation
Assessment of spatial autocorrelation in model estimates, using Moran’s I (Anselin
2013), revealed significant functional relationship among proximate social media
counts and in the error terms of estimated generalized mixed-effects Poisson (GME)
models under increasing distance (Fig. SI7.2.1). To evaluate possible bias introduced
from spatial autocorrelation we fit a Poisson model based on Moran’s eigenvector
filtering (MEVF) on the EU (10% sample) and a sample of EU nations (Belgium,
Portugal, Hungary, Denmark, Estonia, Italy). We chose this sampling technique to
ensure that our subset was representative of the spatial structure of the EU landscape
and due to the extreme computational requirements of estimating the spatial model.
The MEVF functions is intended to remove spatial autocorrelation from the residuals
of generalised linear models. Unlike autoregressive approach that are cumbersome
and difficult to estimate when extended to GLMs, MEVF is flexible for nonGaussian estimation (Griffith and Peres-Neto 2006). Spatial partitioning of the
original attribute variable into two synthetic variates captures latent spatial
dependency that otherwise would remain in the error terms, leaving the nonspatial
variate free of spatial dependence (Griffith and Peres-Neto 2006). Using brute force
eigenvector selection, MEVF reaches a subset of spatial vectors below a specified
alpha value to be added to the model. Large eigenvalues represent landscape wide
trends (e.g., global), while intermediate and small represent medium (e.g., regional)
and fine scales or patchiness (e.g., local) capturing a range of geographic scales in the
data set. Eigenvector partitioning is restricted by the landscape boundary extent of
sample locations and the threshold value used to prune distance, and by the smallest
interlocation distances existing in a landscape. We used a neighborhood extent of 25
km as our analysis of Moran’s I indicated consistent values in count (0.32 – 0.47) and
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error terms (0.79-0.92) at this lag (Fig. SI72.1). Similarity between model estimates
of the mixed-effect model and indicate that spatial autocorrelation did not bias
general findings (Table. SI2.1). Variation between country level outcomes, compared
to MEVF and GME are consistent with country level differences in social media
count. While per capita GDP has strong predicative power of photo concentrations in
the GME estimates, result from the MEVF were insignificant, suggesting that GDP
introduced slight bias due to spatial autocorrelation.
1.00
0.90
0.80

MORAN'S I

0.70
0.60

Panoramio count

0.50

Flickr Count

0.40

Instagram Count

0.30
Panoramio Error
term
Flickr error term

0.20
0.10
0.00
5km 10km 15km 20km 30km 40km 50km

Instagram error
term

Figure SI7.2.1 Global Moran’s I for the count and error terms of the generalized mixedeffects model for increasing spatial lags. At approximately a 25km lag, Moren’s I
stabilizes to a minimal level for the count of social media.
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DANKWOORD (ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS)
‘De dag die je wist dat zou komen is eindelijk hier enz. enz. enz.’. Het gebruik van
het Nederlands in de vorige zin, afkomstig uit het Koningslied, is niet onomstreden.
Bovendien ontbreekt een correcte bronvermelding. Ik weet het, maar die zaken doen
er nu even niet toe. Al heb ik onbevestigde geruchten gehoord dat er promovendi zijn
die hun dankwoord aan moesten passen om een reviewer naar de mond te praten, ik
kan u mededelen: dit dankwoord is niet peer-reviewed! Waar de eerste zin van deze
alinea natuurlijk eigenlijk aan refereert, is dat de heugelijke dag gekomen is dat mijn
proefschrift af is. Bij deze wil ik de mogelijkheid aangrijpen om een aantal mensen te
bedanken die allemaal op hun eigen manier hebben bijgedragen aan de
totstandkoming van dit boekje.
Ten allereerste wil ik graag mijn begeleiders bedanken: Peter, Pieter en Mark. Peter,
mijn promotor en tevens meest betrokken begeleider, wil ik graag bedanken voor het
vertrouwen, de scherpe discussies en de altijd doelgerichte feedback. Ik heb het idee
dat onze samenwerking door de jaren gestaag beter is geworden doordat we steeds
meer naar elkaar luisteren. Copromotor Mark was het methodologisch geweten bij
het toepassen van keuzemodellen en meta-analyse. Mark, ik wil je graag bedanken
voor de tijd die je vrijmaakte voor lange en grondige discussies over tal van
onderwerpen. Soms, wanneer Peter of ik weer iets veel de pragmatisch voorstelden,
moest je de barricaden op om economische grondbeginselen te beschermen. Toch
bleef je altijd constructief in interdisciplinaire discussies. Ten slotte een bijzondere
vermelding voor Pieter. Pieter, ik houd je ervoor verantwoordelijk, mede dankzij
mooie reizen naar tropische eilanden, dat ik uiteindelijk begonnen ben aan dit
proefschrift. En daar ben ik je zeer erkentelijk voor!
The research that was conducted for this thesis was funded by the European
Commission through 7Th Framework Programme projects CLAIM and OPERAS. In
2013, we interviewed over 400 visitors in the Dutch case study area (Winterswijk)
and over a 100 visitors the German case study area (Märkische Schweiz). This would
not have been possible without a great team of colleagues and interns. In
Winterswijk, Samantha, Koen, Christine, Astrid, Suzanne en Elco assisted with data
collection. In addition, I would like to thank Ingo, Annette, Kati and Fabrizio from
ZALF in Muencheberg for a great collaborative effort in the Märkische Schweiz.
While in methodological trouble doing the meta-analysis, Luke and Jasper were of
great help as they shared their valuable expertise on this topic. Furthermore, my
gratitude goes out to Derek and Ross from North Carolina State University and
Jordan from Utah State University for co-authoring the ‘social media paper’ (chapter
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7). Also, this paper would not have been possible without contributions of Koen and
Niels, especially on technical issues: downloading, and cleaning social media data.
In my early years at the VU, the IVM was just the perfect place to do a PhD. Not just
because it was a great place to do research, but also because of all the social
activities. Abundant borrels, barbecues, Kings ‘n Queensday celebrations, ski-trips
created a very pleasant atmosphere in and around ‘the office’. I would like to thank
the IVM (and nowadays partly EG) crowd: Eleni, Philipp, Ralph Lasage, Gustavo,
Ralph van Krimpen, Hans, Ted, Jasper, Marthe, Reinhard, Willem, Justin, Louise,
Oscar, Farhad, Francisco, Sanne, Jason, Majelle, Gabi, Sarah, Jens and all the others
I did not mention here. Also, I would like to thank my (sports) buddies Trond and
David for good times on the bike and in the bar-dancing. Of course, I should also
acknowledge the shining Galactico’s of the IVM futsal team: Toon, Sicco, Martin
and Floris. I’d like to thank my friend and office-mate Elco. We both started on
February 1st in 2012 in the same office and, ever since (well, except for the last 9
months or so), we have patrolled the IVM hallways and coffee corner together. Also,
we did a great project together in Bonaire for Wolfs Company. Last, but definitely
not least, I should give Brenden the credits he deserves. Of course, for providing the
splendid cover photo of this dissertation, and for being great company during our
incredible four month bike-trip along the silk road in the spring of 2016.
Mijn vriendengroepen van buiten de VU wil ik bij deze ook bedanken voor hun
geduld, wanneer ik m’n hoofd er weer eens niet bij had tijdens sociale gelegenheden
en stiekem aan dit proefschrift zat te denken. De ‘geografen’ Casper, Jannes, Koen,
Peter, Wessel, Anne en Inge, ik heb genoten van de feesten, etentjes, festivalletjes en
weekendjes weg. Ook hoop ik nog vele zeiltrips, feestjes en andere
borrelgelegenheden met de ‘Amersfoorters’ (zoals de ‘geografen’ die andere
vrienden van mij pogen te noemen) Bernard, Jasper, Niels, Remko, Sim, Wiebe en
Youri.
Ik wil mijn lieve moeder Bea, mijn vader Willem en zijn vriendin Ellen, mijn zusje
Lisa en de rest van de familie bedanken voor hun onvoorwaardelijke steun tijdens de
afgelopen vier jaar en daarvoor. Te vaak moesten jullie genoegen nemen met een
knorrig en kort antwoord op de vraag ‘hoe gaat het met je promotie?’, een
welgemeend sorry daarvoor. Tenslotte wil ik mijn lieve vriendin Rinske danken voor
de steun en begrip het afgelopen jaar, met name tijdens de drukke weken van de
laatste-loodjes-stress.
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING (DUTCH SUMMARY)
Agrarische landschappen dragen bij aan onze welvaart door te voorzien in voedsel,
maar ook door middel van hun esthetische en culturele waarde. Op veel plaatsen in
Europa vormt het landschap een belangrijk onderdeel van de culturele identiteit van
mensen. Daarnaast hebben agrarische landschappen – voor zowel mensen mét als
zonder culturele binding met een landschap – een belangrijke esthetische waarde.
Als gevolg dienen mooie landschappen vaak als decor voor buitenrecreatie. De
recreatiefunctie van de agrarische landschappen is in de afgelopen decennia steeds
belangrijker geworden, terwijl de economische omvang van de agrarische sector op
de meeste plaatsen is afgenomen. In het landschap zijn deze veranderingen terug te
zien in de toename van fiets- en wandelinfrastructuur, bed & breakfasts die uit de
grond schieten, maar ook in het groeiende aantal hobbyboeren. Met name rondom
verstedelijkte gebieden nemen we een transitie waar van agrarische landschappen als
productieruimte naar consumptieruimte. Tegelijkertijd wordt het landschap nog
steeds grotendeels gevormd door agrarische activiteit en verandert het landschap als
gevolg van toenemende mondiale competitie in de agrarische sector. Deze competitie
resulteert in schaalvergroting en intensivering van het boerenbedrijf in vruchtbare
gebieden, en in krimp en verwildering in gebieden waar de agrarische activiteit
minder rendabel is. Het doel van dit proefschrift is om inzicht te verschaffen in de
relatie tussen de esthetische en culturele waarde, en kenmerken van het landschap,
teneinde het beheer van landschappen beter te laten aansluiten bij deze waarden.
Om dit doel te bereiken, stellen we de vraag wat een landschap een mooi landschap
maakt en welke methoden we kunnen gebruiken om de esthetische waarde van een
landschap te kunnen kwantificeren. Om deze vraag op een bevredigende manier te
kunnen beantwoorden, zijn er tal van deelvragen die aandacht verdienen: Wordt
esthetische waarde gedragen door het landschap of hangt het er maar net vanaf aan
wie je het vraagt? En is het mogelijk om die persoonlijke en culturele kenmerken te
identificeren die, over het algemeen, landschapsvoorkeuren van mensen bepalen?
Om nuttige methoden te ontwikkelen, is bovendien van belang om vast te stellen op
welk schaalniveau esthetische waarde zich manifesteert (beperkt een mooi landschap
zich tot een boom, een vergezicht, of wellicht zelfs een heel land?) én op welke
schaalniveaus (lokaal, provinciaal, Europees) landschapsbeheer wordt aangestuurd
door beleid.
Bovenstaande vragen zijn gedeeltelijk beantwoord in eerder onderzoek. Er zijn
genoeg case studies op lokaal niveau die uitleggen welke landschapskenmerken
‘dragers’ zijn van de esthetische waarde van het landschap. In dit proefschrift richten
we ons op twee belangrijk ‘gaps’ in landschapsonderzoek: het vergelijken van
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verschillende waarderingsmethoden (onder andere monetair en niet-monetair) en het
meten, en weergeven van esthetische waarde van landschappen op verschillende
schaalniveaus. We bepalen esthetische waarde van landschappen met behulp van het
ecosysteemdiensten concept. Ecosysteemdiensten beschrijven de relatie tussen
ecosystemen en welvaart. Een ecosysteemdiensten benadering maakt het mogelijk
om het maatschappelijk nut van ecosystemen of landschappen te onderzoeken.
Esthetische en culturele waarden worden in de ecosysteemdienstenliteratuur
aangeduid als culturele diensten.
In de introductie, hoofdstuk 1, presenteren we een analytisch raamwerk voor het
bestuderen van ecosysteemdiensten in agrarische landschappen, gebaseerd op een
literatuurstudie. Het analytisch raamwerk dat we hier presenteren houdt rekening met
de eigenschappen van agrarische landschappen. In tegenstelling tot ‘natuurlijke’
ecosystemen, zijn ecosysteemdiensten in agrarische landschappen (zoals
bijvoorbeeld: esthetische waardering, agrarische productie, erfgoedwaarde,
bestuiving) vaak het gevolg van interacties tussen agrarische activiteit en
ecosystemen. In het daaropvolgende hoofdstuk (2), presenteren we de
onderzoeksvragen voor de empirische hoofdstukken (3-7) van dit proefschrift en
zoomen we in op culturele ecosysteemdiensten, nog specifieker, esthetische
waardering.
Hoofstuk 3 onderzoekt de verschillen tussen monetaire en niet-monetaire waardering
van de esthetische waarde van landschappen aan de hand van een casus in de
Achterhoek. Er zijn twee bijna identieke keuze-experimenten uitgevoerd, waarbij
bezoekers in het gebied werd gevraag visuele landschapsvoorkeuren uit te spreken.
Het enige verschil was dat in één van de experimenten een prijsattribuut (een
prijskaartje aan het landschap) was opgenomen. De resultaten laten zien dat 1)
mensen andere landschapsvoorkeuren hebben wanneer ze ervoor moeten betalen, 2)
het experiment verstoord wordt doordat veel respondenten het prijsattribuut negeren.
We concluderen dat monetaire waardering van esthetische landschapswaarde alleen
zinvol is als daar een duidelijke aanleiding voor is (bijvoorbeeld de geplande
invoering van en belasting) en dat er gecontroleerd moet worden voor respondenten
die het prijsattribuut negeren.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een methode gepresenteerd waarmee esthetische
landschapswaarde, gemeten met een keuze-experiment, geëxtrapoleerd kan worden
over een groter gebied. We vergelijken deze nieuwe methode met bestaande
methoden die hetzelfde beogen, maar die esthetische waarde op een andere manier
koppelen aan landbedekking. We concluderen dat met de nieuwe methode op een zo
realistisch mogelijke manier voorkeuren die zijn waargenomen door mensen (op de
schaal van het visuele landschap) vertaalt naar regionaal niveau. In hoofdstuk 5 gaan
we nog en stap verder en vergelijken we uitkomsten van twee keuze-experimenten
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uit verschillende landschappen. We nemen waar dat de esthetische waarde van
landschapskenmerken niet universeel is: er zijn grote verschillen in de bijdragen van
specifieke kenmerken aan de totale esthetische waarde van het agrarisch landschap.
Deze verschillen vinden hun oorsprong in de landschapscontext (historie van
landgebruik, natuurlijke kenmerken van het landschap), maar ook in het type
gebruikers. Hoogopgeleide stedelingen hebben bijvoorbeeld een veel sterker
natuurbewustzijn dan middelbaar opgeleide recreanten afkomstig uit agrarische
gebieden.
Hoofdstuk 6 presenteert een meta-analyse van landschapsvoorkeurenstudies op
Europese schaal. Er zijn veel lokale landschapsstudies, maar doordat ze erg zijn
toegespitst op de lokale context zijn de resultaten vaak niet generaliseerbaar. In dit
hoofdstuk proberen we met behulp van normaliseringstechnieken en strenge
selectiecriteria een dataset te creëren met vergelijkbare schattingen van de esthetische
waarde van Europese agrarische landschappen. We vinden generieke patronen, zoals
hoge waardes voor mozaïek, divers landgebruik, maar ook meta-relaties die de
invloed aantonen van bevolkingsdichtheid in het onderzoeksgebied en de kennis van
het landschap van de respondenten.
Hoofdstuk 7 analyseert niet, zoals de eerdere hoofdstukken wel deden, uitgesproken
voorkeuren door respondenten, maar kijkt naar daadwerkelijk ruimtelijk gedrag. Met
behulp van locatiegegevens van de content van sociale media wordt in dit hoofdstuk
een kaart ontwikkeld van de esthetische- en recreatiewaarde van Europese
landschappen. We verkennen de bruikbaarheid van drie platforms: Panoramio,
Instagram en Flickr. We vinden sterke overeenkomsten tussen de drie datasets.
Bovendien kunnen we de ruimtelijke spreiding van esthetisch waardevolle
landschappen goed verklaren en voorspellen met behulp van een regressieanalyse.
Hoewel het belang van culturele ecosysteemdiensten nauwelijks betwist wordt in de
literatuur, zijn begrippen als esthetische waarde en erfgoedwaarde moeilijk meetbaar.
Hierdoor worden dit type waarden vaak niet expliciet meegenomen in
landschapsplanning. De studies die worden beschreven in dit proefschrift dragen bij
aan het portfolio aan methoden dat voor handen is om de esthetische (en culturele)
waarde van landschappen te kunnen kwantificeren en zo landschapsbeleid beter te
kunnen informeren.
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